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Foreword

F

or over 40 years, the College of Education and Human Services (CEHS) was my
second home. As an undergraduate in 1969, then as a clinical supervisor in Speech
Pathology and Audiology in 1973, and finally as a faculty member, beginning in 1990, I
was encouraged and supported by college faculty and staff. By the time Provost Albrecht
asked me to serve as interim dean, in 2004, and as dean, in 2005, I knew that ours was a
truly superb college, with unusually dedicated faculty, students, and alumni, as well as
world-class programs of teaching, research, and service. I wanted its story told.
Former Dean Gerry Giordano had seen the need for an updated history and asked
staff member Melanie Stein to collect photos and stories to document college achievements since 1990, the ending date for Eyre Turner’s History of College of Education,
Utah State University, 1888–1990. Melanie continued that task after Gerry resigned
in 2004. As I saw my service to the college coming to a close in 2008–2009, I asked
Emeritus Professor Jim Shaver to consider chronicling the two decades of amazing college growth, 1990–2009. Jim graciously accepted the challenge—though, as a non-historian, not without some trepidation.
From my viewpoint, Jim was especially well-qualified to write this history. He had
been a Secondary Education faculty member since 1962, chair of the College’s Bureau
of Research Services beginning in 1966, and then associate dean for research after 1976.
In 1993 he became dean of USU’s School of Graduate Studies, where he served until
his retirement. As an insider, Jim understood and celebrated the work of the college’s
eight departments, three research centers, and laboratory school—and had helped orchestrate the growth of our academic programs, research enterprise, and service efforts. And
although retired for a decade, he still knew many of the faculty and staff.
In addition, having enrolled in Jim’s statistics courses and having served as a graduate assistant on his federally funded research grant during my doctoral program, I knew
personally of his exceptional expertise in research and evaluation, especially meta-analysis—a methodology that would serve him well in accessing, analyzing, evaluating, and
synthesizing the abundant, yet disparate, data sources of the CEHS record. A superb graduate mentor, Jim eventually supervised my dissertation, and we published three articles
together. It was from his Montana home, high in the mountain pines above Helena, that
he wrote this history.

vii
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Replete with data and examples of faculty accomplishments, the volume is organized
into five chapters and an epilogue. Chapter one, the Prologue, provides a useful transition from the Eyre Turner history to the current one, first exploring the roots of the college’s extraordinary teacher preparation and research productivity, then emphasizing the
impact of key administrative decisions on our national standing today. The four succeeding chapters are focused on people associated with the college and its successes. Chapter
two highlights the research and academic achievements of faculty, staff, and students who
have contributed to the college’s national stature. Chapter three honors the many benefactors whose financial gifts have helped the college enhance the lives of children and families, including individuals with special needs. Chapter four describes the academic programs designed for school professionals, offered both on the Logan campus and through
distance education. Chapter five reviews the many services that faculty and staff have
provided to our community, state, and nation, as well as internationally. Finally, in light
of the preceding historical account, the epilogue anticipates the college’s likely future.
Readers will learn that what was once a college of education is now a college of education and human services. In addition to having Utah’s largest state-funded program of
teacher preparation, along with graduate degrees for curriculum specialists, the college
also prepares an array of service professionals—marriage and family therapists, family
finance counselors, school counselors, rehabilitation counselors, school psychologists,
behavior analysts, speech-language pathologists, audiologists, deaf educators, health educators, parks and recreation personnel, exercise scientists, educational technology and
learning specialists, and educational researchers and evaluators—all dedicated to enriching the lives of others.
In this volume you will find bio-sketches and photos of influential individuals from the
1990–2009, 20-year, time frame. Based on personal interviews, these sketches were written by another valued colleague and friend, Emeritus Professor of English Will Pitkin.
Readers may find that persons they deem vital to the college narrative are not mentioned
in this history. However, it was simply impossible to acknowledge all of the individual
accomplishments and contributions, important as they may have been to the college story.
I believe that readers of this history will be impressed by the breadth and depth of the
college’s academic programs, research enterprises, and service contributions. Our high
national rankings reflect the dedication and commitment of countless faculty and staff, who
have worked over the years to improve people’s lives. Thanks to this significant retrospective authored by Jim Shaver, I am confident that friends of the college, as well as faculty,
staff, and students, will be optimistic—and with good reason—about our shared future.
Carol J. Strong
Emeritus Trustee Professor of
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Dean 2005–2010
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Chapter One

Prologue to 1990–2009

F

or adequate perspective, an historical account of the 20 years of the Emma Eccles
Jones College of Education and Human Services from 1990 through 2009 should
itself be set in its historical context.1 Pinpointing the origin of an institution such as the
college, including when the form of what has emerged as a nationally recognized institution was first identifiable, can be perplexing. On the college website in 2009, Dean
Carol J. Strong noted that “this year we will celebrate our 82nd year of preparing people
for careers in education and human services.” That statement identifies the beginning
point for the college as 1927, the year the Utah Legislature authorized the establishment
of a School of Education at the Agricultural College of Utah (to students and alumni,
fondly, “the AC”). Previously, in 1921, a Department of Education had been established
at the Agricultural College within the School of General Science, marking the initiation
of coursework in pedagogy—albeit in rural-related education—offered independently of
any other institution. In fact, a bill signed into law in 1905 had reserved teacher education
to the University of Utah. Until the 1921 legislation, pedagogy courses at the AC were
offered cooperatively through the University of Utah or, beginning in 1917–18, under the
auspices of Brigham Young College in Logan.2
So an incipient college might be identified as early as 1917 or before, but the form of
what would be regarded as a “college” was not evident until the 1927 legislative action,
which marked education as a major academic division of the Agricultural College. That
change was an element in a monumental transformation for the AC: The legislation also
authorized course offerings and degrees of study, including in the arts and sciences,
beyond the limits of the previous agricultural mandate. And, crucial for the new School
of Education, the preparation of teachers in the various subjects offered at the college was
also authorized.3
1

2

3

Unless otherwise indicated, I have relied on Eyre Turner, History of College of Education, Utah State
University, 1888–1990 (Logan, Utah: Utah State University, 1990) for the following discussion of the
college prior to 1990. Hereinafter cited in the text as (Turner, 1990).
Located at what is now the Logan High School site, Brigham Young College was closed in 1926.
The College was not an antecedent of Brigham Young University. For more on the college, see
Wikipedia.org, “Brigham Young College.”
In 1971, the position of Associate Dean for Teacher Education and Certification was created, emphasizing a central focus of the college. That title was changed in 2000 to Associate Dean for Teacher
Education, Graduation, and Educator Licensing, and then, in 2008, to Associate Dean for Graduation,
Educator Licensing, and Accreditation.

1
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For the new school, student enrollments were a critical element in the establishment
of academic identity. A few statistics shed light on the image of the College of Education
that developed during the pre-1990 period. In 1927–1928, 194 students (15.9% of the
1,222 total AC student body) were enrolled in bachelor’s degree programs in the School
of Education. (No graduate degrees were offered by the school that year.) By fall 1988,
the university had grown no more rapidly than the college; enrollment figures were proportionately the same—1,837 College of Education enrollees, 15.1% of the 12,132 total
USU enrollment.
Number of students is an important but not sufficient marker of productivity in higher
education. Also significant is the number of degrees awarded. When the School of
Education was established, students obviously had already completed coursework that
could be applied to the new degree programs. In 1928, at the end of the first year of the
school’s formal existence, 27 bachelor’s degrees in education were awarded, along with
two master’s degrees. By comparison, the AC had awarded its first 6 bachelor’s degrees in
1884, and 162 were awarded in 1928; the AC’s first master of science degree was awarded
in 1914, and 12 master’s degrees were awarded in 1928. The first two AC doctor of philosophy degrees were awarded in 1950, just four years before the first doctor of education
degree was awarded, in 1954.
From the 1928 and 1954 beginnings, School of Education degree programs grew, and
in 1989 there were 275 bachelor’s, 173 master’s, and 23 doctoral degrees awarded from
the College of Education. The total numbers of degrees awarded by the university in 1989
were 1,348 bachelor’s, 591 master’s, and 75 doctorates. In 1928, the year of its initial
awards, the School of Education’s bachelor’s and master’s degrees were each 16.7% of
the total university awards. In 1954, the debut year for the doctorate of education, it was
the sole doctoral degree awarded—100% of the university total. In 1989, the college’s
bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees were 20.4%, 29.3%, and 30.7% of the university totals. Clearly, by 1990 the College of Education had become a significant contributor
to the educational mission of USU.
Enrollments and degrees are important as indicators of attention to an instructional mission, but such data tell only part of the story of a maturing school of education and university, as became evident as the AC evolved. In 1929, the name of the Agricultural College of
Utah was changed to the Utah State Agricultural College, a minor editing stroke. But, fast
forward to 1957: The breadth of academic programs offered at the AC by mid-century was
clearly beyond what was implied by an “Agricultural College” designation, and the current
name, Utah State University, was approved.4 Along with the change to university status,
the School of Education was designated the College of Education.5 For both the university
4
5
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quickly shortened in usage, even on university stationery.
The college name has been changed twice since 1989—to the College of Education and Human
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The reasons for these important changes are discussed in chapters 2 and 3.
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and the college, the name changes foreshadowed the significant developments
that lay ahead.
Given the educational context in the early 20th Century, it is not surprising that the mission of those involved in the beginnings of the College
of Education was, to use the terminology of the time, “normal training”—
instruction and training in pedagogy; that is, teacher education. By 1955,
when Dr. John C. Carlisle became dean of the School of Education, transition to a conception of higher education that included research and
scholarly activity was underway at the university level, a factor in the redesignation of the AC as Utah State University. USU was beginning to
move toward status as a top-tier Carnegie Doctoral-Extensive (Research I)
University, and the College of Education would be a significant element in
that recognition.
The groundwork was laid in the state legislature’s approval of the Lund
Act, in 1888. First, the act established the AC (the Agricultural College of
Utah) as a land-grant institution, utilizing the provision in the 1862 Morrill
John C. Carlisle, Dean,
1955–1967
(Land Grant) Act in which Congress authorized the granting of public lands
to states to be used to obtain funds for that purpose. Second, the Lund Act established the
AC’s Agricultural Experiment Station, drawing on the land grants provided in the 1887
national Hatch Act for funding such facilities. The station was to be a research center, to
conduct “scientific investigations,” including studies of social issues, in the food, agriculture, and related industries. In the early years of the AC, the station was literally the center
of research for the institution, providing encouragement and funding for research across
campus. The intermingling of agricultural and other research continued when, in 1956, in
a precursor to the college-to-university designation in 1957, an institution-wide Division
of Research was established. Dr. D. Wynne Thorne, head of the Agronomy Department,
left that position to become the director of the Division and director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station.
The implications of the new university-level structure for the budding College of
Education were not lost on Dean Carlisle. He was a product and practitioner of the
teacher education and service-to-public-schools orientation that was largely dominant in
the School of Education at the time. However, he had the foresight to realize that change
was underway, and that the college needed to be part of the change if it was to be a leader
in teacher education in the state and elsewhere, as well as a respected participant in an
increasingly research-oriented university.
In fact, the college was not well-situated for a strong research role. Turner (1990)
listed 48 faculty in the College of Education in 1957 (exclusive of those in art, drama, and
music),6 and only 22 (46%) had doctoral degrees. A perusal of the list yielded only two,
both in psychology, who would typically be classified as researcher-scholars at a research
6

These departments were moved to the College of Humanities and Arts in 1962.
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university—Dr. Arden N. Frandsen (who published in the areas of child learning and
measurement and statistics) and Dr. David R. Stone (who conducted research, for example, on modeling learning processes as a basis for teacher education courses). Noting the
lack of researcher-scholars in the school is not intended to denigrate the qualifications or
contributions of other faculty. Rather it is to emphasize Dean Carlisle’s professional acumen in recognizing that contributing to research-based knowledge as part of a researchoriented institution, as well as the growing demand for graduate offerings to prepare personnel for public school and university positions, called for a modified template for hiring
faculty, one that explicitly included research and published scholarship.7
Consistent with that insight, in 1957 Dean Carlisle brought Dr. Walter R. Borg to USU,
as a professor in the Psychology Department and chair of the college’s newly created
Bureau of Educational Research.8 Borg, a former University of Texas faculty member,
came from his position as director of the Officer Education Research Laboratory of the
U.S. Air Force. A consummate researcher, he believed firmly that research could be used
to improve educational practice. He soon justified Dean Carlisle’s anticipation of research
productivity with the first of several grants, this one from the U.S. Office of Education for
a nationally recognized study of the merits of ability grouping. Dr. Borg left USU in 1966
to become the Director of the Teacher Education Program at the Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research in Berkeley, California.9
Dean Carlisle appointed a young faculty member, me, to the vacated research bureau
position. I had been hired for a faculty position in Secondary Education in 1962, following extensive correspondence with the dean. It is pertinent to his insight on research and
scholarship as critical to the future of the college that his expressed interest in my coming
to USU was twofold: First, he thought that my Harvard graduate degrees would, per se,
help to burnish the college’s image. Second, he perceived a good fit between his perception of a viable future for the college and my experience. Included was doctoral research
on a major U.S. Office of Education (USOE)-funded research project, followed by a year
as an Instructor in Education and a Research Associate in the Laboratory for Research in
Instruction at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. As part of that appointment, I
had analyzed the data from the USOE research project and co-authored the final report,
which was due to be published as a book. The faculty position that we negotiated included
a 25% commitment for research (along with 50% teaching and 25% supervision of student teachers). The time specifically reserved for research not only made me the envy of
7

8

9
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Following the 1968 appointment of Dr. Glen L. Taggart—who came from Michigan State University,
an established research-oriented land-grant institution—as USU president, there was also a shift
toward greater recognition of research and scholarship in the fundamental university reward system,
the awarding of tenure and professorial rank.
In 1977, in no small part due to the advocacy of Dr. Alan Hofmeister, the chair of the Bureau of
Educational Research became the associate dean for research, to emphasize the importance of research
to the college’s mission.
Dr. Borg returned to the college in 1971 and continued his nationally recognized research activity,
along with publication of his widely used educational research textbook, until his death, in 1990, three
years after his official retirement.
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other Harvard doctor of education graduates, but attested to the dean’s commitment to an
emphasis on research and scholarly publication in the college.
Further evidence of Dean Carlisle’s commitment could be seen on the college level: In
1962, the number of college faculty had grown to 65,10 with 36 (55%) holding doctoral
degrees. Although only two scholar-researchers could be identified on Turner’s (1990) list
of college faculty prior to the Walter Borg appointment in 1957, the list includes at least
11 such faculty appointments made in the 1960s, 12 in the 1970s, and 13 in the 1980s. By
1990, 85% of the 87 faculty members held doctoral degrees. Something was happening
in the college. Undoubtedly, it was in part simply a reflection of the changing university
climate. But the influence of the burgeoning institutional research culture was likely too
subtle and indirect to bring about that rapid major change in itself. An additional, more
direct, instrumental factor had to be operating: It was Dean Carlisle’s conception and
quiet advocacy of a research and publication role for the college and the need to employ
faculty prepared to fulfill that role.
Dean Carlisle’s foresight, along with that of others,11 was again evident in an initiative
that led to federal funding12 to establish the Exceptional Child Center (ECC) at USU in
1972, with the strong support of the then-dean, Dr. Oral L. Ballam. The focus of the center—the only one of the 19 initial “university-affiliated facilities” that was not associated
with a medical schooli,13—was on research and research-based services for persons with
disabilities and their families, especially in rural settings.14 An exception to that applied
research orientation was the ECC’s medical laboratory. Initially, the functions of the lab’s
staff, which included a medical doctor,15 were to assist in the diagnosis of disabilities and
to provide medical care for children schooled at the center. By 1984, direct educational
activities at the center had been discontinued, and the lab, under the direction of Dr. Reed
P. Warren (for whom the lab was later named), was conducting nationally recognized
basic research on biogenetic bases for autism.
The rural-service orientation of the ECC fit well with USU’s mission as a land-grant
institution, as that was extended by acts of Congress: The 1887 Hatch Act provided
not only for agricultural research stations, but for the dissemination of information to
10
11

12
13
14

15

Again, not including those in art, music, and drama.
Including Dr. Helmut Hofmann, head of Psychology and acting head of the Department of Special
Education; Dr. Glendon Casto, from Psychology; Dr. Marvin Fifield, Psychology and Special
Education; and the president of USU, Dr. Daryl Chase.
Under the 1963 Mental Retardation Facilities and Construction Act, as amended by the Disabilities
Services and Facilities Construction Amendments of 1970.
Superscript Roman numerals in the text indicate bibliographic endnotes, listed following the epilogue.
In 1984, the name of the center was changed to the Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons
(DCHP) to denote more clearly that the focus of the staff’s activities was not only children with developmental disabilities but, more broadly, individuals of all ages with any of the spectrum of disabilities.
Then, in 1991 the name was changed again, to the Center for Persons with Disabilities (CPD), to shift
from the “handicapped persons” terminology current in 1984 to a title that made clear that although an
individual might have a disability, the total person is not handicapped.
Dr. Wilbur (Bill) Thain was involved in development of the ECC proposal and served as ECC medical
director until his retirement in 1984.
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Marv Fifield, the first director of the Exceptional Child Center (ECC),
joined USU’s faculty in 1969. Although federal funding for a new ECC facility had been approved two years earlier, funds had not yet been allocated.
Marv’s first task was to fly to Washington, DC, to get
written approval so that construction could begin.
Two years later, with an expenditure of about $600,000
in federal funds and about $50,000 in state funds, Utah
State University had its new ECC facility.
At first, the ECC essentially ran on “soft money,”
one-time grants and gifts, so Marv and his staff
“wrote lots of grant proposals.” By the late 1980s and
early 1990s, the renamed Center for Persons with
Disabilities (CPD) had a budget of $16 million—mostly
from federal grants and ongoing state funding—a
staff of over 100, and some 75 graduate assistants. A
Congressional Fellowship with Utah’s Senator Orrin Hatch prepared Marv to
work effectively in Washington and with the Utah legislature.
Marv recalls that “our biggest jump in funding came in the 1990s, as a
result of developing and presenting information to the state legislature.
Another reason for our success was the full acceptance of the CPD by the
central administration and by Stan Cazier, USU’s president at that time.”
Today, the CPD faculty and staff contribute significantly to the college’s
national ranking.

agriculture practitioners. The Smith-Lever Act (of 1914) provided federal funding for
“cooperative extension” at land-grant institutions, with extension agents to work with
farmers and their families throughout each state. And, in 1917 the Smith-Hughes Act provided funding for extension activities in home economics and for 4-H programs. Actually,
USU was ahead of the game: From the inception of the Agricultural Experiment Station,
the staff actively shared information with agricultural practitioners, and USU established
an Extension Department in 1906, eight years before Smith-Lever.
Although service to teachers and schools was an acknowledged part of the role of education faculty from the beginning, it is not clear when involvement explicitly in Extensionsponsored activities began. A considerable amount of outreach activity by at least the
late 1960s is suggested by the creation of the position of Associate Dean for Education
Extension, in 1972,16 to encourage and coordinate the field activities of college staff, who
16
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often drove long distances or flew in small planes to remote rural sites to teach classes.
In 1975, a BS degree in Elementary and Secondary Education was implemented at the
Extension Education Center in Roosevelt and, in 1983, a BS in Elementary Education
was initiated at the Moab Center. The offering of master’s degrees soon followed, not
only in rural Utah but along the Wasatch Front. By 1988, all of the college departments
were involved in off-campus programs, serving some 9,511 students, with 747 courses,
and comprising 60% of USU’s Continuing Education program. Importantly, by 1990 the
delivery of courses by telecommunication had been initiated, although it had not replaced
faculty travel to teach at sites throughout the state.
A final element in a prologue to the story of the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services from 1990 through 2009 is the increased funding of faculty research and service activities through external grants and contracts, most frequently
from federal agencies. Obtaining such funding is an important contributor to, and indicator of, faculty productivity and reputation. With the appointment of more research-oriented faculty in the 1960s, funding for research grants and contracts became an important
part of the College of Education culture. That shift in orientation is indicated by the decision to have the staff of the Bureau of Educational Research collect information on grantproposal funding, beginning with the 1968–69 Fiscal Year.
In that first year of record-keeping, 23 college grant proposals were approved by
external sources, with over $8.5 thousand in funding. In 1988–89, 112 proposals were
approved, with a total of more than $8.6 million in funding, an increase of over 900%.ii
As with enrollments and degrees during that period, comparison with university-level
external grant funding is informative. In 1969, the university proposal-funding figure
was over $6.4 million;iii in 1989, it was nearly $68.5 million, an increase of just over
960%, not much beyond the college’s 900% increase. From another view, in 1968–69,
the college external grant funding was just over 13% of the university external funding; in
1988–89, college external funding was 12.6% of that for the institution. Clearly, as with
enrollments, degrees, and extension activities, the college had kept pace with university
grants activity, laying an excellent foundation from which to move forward in the ensuing
years. The stage is set for an account of the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and
Human Services during the two decades, 1990–2009.

was changed to Associate Dean for Education Outreach, a term that encompassed distance education
as well as non-course or non-degree services to schools, reflected discontinuation of use of the term
“Continuing Education” at the university level, and avoided confusion with the title of a new university-level-unit, Regional Campuses and Distance Education.
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Groundbreaking for the Emma Eccles Jones Education Building, November, 1987. Left to right: Oral Ballam, James
Shaver, Michael Bertoch, Jay Jensen, Varnell Bench, and Izar Martinez. In background: Don Smellie and Jay Monson.
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Chapter Two

People Achieving
A National Presence

I

n the summer of 1962, the dean and most of the faculty in the College of Education at
Utah State University were in the process of moving into what had been the Ray B. West
Engineering Building. Renovations to provide office space were not yet complete, so four
new faculty members found themselves in a communal office—at desks in a room about
12 by 24 feet, previously used as a conference room. There were lively, sometimes intense,
discussions among the varied occupants: Dr. T.H. (Ted) Bell, most recently superintendent of the Weber School District near Ogden, Utah, would move on in a year to become
Utah’s superintendent of public instruction, serve as U.S. Commissioner of Education
in President Richard Nixon’s administration, and then as U.S. Secretary of Education
for President Ronald Reagan. Expected to dismantle the Department of Education for
President Reagan, Bell instead commissioned the report A Nation at Risk, which called
for more sustained attention to public education at the national level. Another office occupant was Dr. Helmut Hofmann. With a PhD from Heidelberg University in Germany and
recently of Mercy College in Detroit, Michigan, he had come to USU to be head of the
Psychology Department. He would also be asked to start a special education department
in the college, and would be a prime mover in establishing the Exceptional Child Center.
In 1967, he was appointed academic vice president at Weber State University, followed
by appointment as academic vice president, and then president, at Westminster College in
Salt Lake City. At a third desk was Dr. Janyce Taylor, who was in her first post-doctorate
faculty position and would leave in 1965 for a faculty position at the University of Utah.
I was the fourth occupant of the shared office space. Except for one year at Ohio State
University, I remained “on board” at USU for over 36 years, and so was fortunate to be a
participant in and witness to the college’s continued growth to a national presence.
The remodeled Ray B. West Building was solid, but stodgy and drab, with its early
1900s architecture. But it provided nearly 28 years of satisfactory, if not inspiring, housing for the college’s dean and associate deans and for three departments—Elementary
Education, Secondary Education, and Psychology. Then, on January 23, 1990, the newly
constructed Emma Eccles Jones Education Building was dedicated. The new, state-of-theart facility was in marked contrast to the prior quarters, with airy architecture, featuring
a four-story atrium, and offices, modern teaching facilities, and research laboratories. As

9
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Ray B. West Building

Turner (1990) pointed out,1 with 80,000 square feet of space, the building could accommodate not only the former Ray B. West Building occupants but also the Departments of
Instructional Technology and Special Education, which could not be fit into the Ray B.
West Building and had been located in the library and a student dorm, respectively. The
building’s site, on the north edge of campus, meant that the Communicative Disorders
Department and the Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Department, in their separate buildings, were now located in close proximity to the rest of the college—along with
the Edith Bowen Laboratory School, adjacent to the new education building as requested
by major donor Emma Eccles Jones (Pitkin, 2008, p. 82).2 The move to the new building
provided a greater sense of community for the college. It also was a source of pride as a
sign that the college had arrived, with its own facility rather than one, so to speak, handed
down from an older, more successful sibling.
Another major source of pride came 10 years later: the inclusion of the College of
Education in the 2000 edition3 of U.S. News & World Report’s roster of the “best” graduate
1

2

3
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The dates—1988–1990—in the title of Turner’s (1990) history of the College of Education suggest
that the year 1990 was within its scope. However, Turner submitted his manuscript for printing in early
January 1990, prior to the dedication of the Emma Eccles Jones Education Building. He did discuss the
efforts at obtaining the funding for, and the construction of, the building.
Emma Eccles Jones was such a central figure in the 1990–2009 period that Dean Strong commissioned
Dr. Will Pitkin to prepare a biography, Emma Eccles Jones: Educator, Teacher, Friend (Logan, Utah:
Utah: Utah State University, 2008), hereinafter cited in the text as (Pitkin, 2008) or Pitkin (2008).
The announcement of the 2000 edition was made in 1999. Students looking for information about
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Clark P. Giles: honorary
Doctor of Laws Degree,
USU Commencement, 2008

Clark P. Giles graduated in economics, cum laude, from Harvard University
in 1959 and earned his Doctor of Jurisprudence from Harvard three years later.
Much of his professional life has focused on applying his expertise to improving education for Utah’s
children. In 2006, Clark and his wife, Nancy, received
the Philanthropic Leadership Award at Utah’s annual
Philanthropy Day for their significant, long-term
involvement with multiple Utah organizations.
As legal advisor to Emma Eccles Jones, Clark Giles
helped Emma with her investments and with her generous giving to education. However, when President
Stan Cazier and Vice President for University Relations
Bill Lye made their overture to Emma, asking her to
consider a $3 million gift to fund a new College of
Education building, “her first response was disbelief,” according to Giles—“shock
that anyone thought she had that kind of money to give. You have to understand,”
he adds, “that Em didn’t ever fully realize the financial position she was in.”
Giles told Emma that, yes, she indeed had the money if she wished to give it.
“As everything has turned out, I think Em would have been very pleased,” he says.
“She got her [Edith Bowen Laboratory] School, and she provided a single building
to house the College of Education at a time it was spread all over campus. I hope
that consolidation has contributed to the growth and reputation of the College.”

schools of education in the nation. Of the more than 1,150 universities with education
schools across the country, U.S. News identifies and ranks each year those that grant master’s and doctoral degrees4 and publishes a list of the top 50 in its annual America’s Best
Graduate Schools. USU’s College of Education was ranked 40th in that select group for
the 2000 edition. That ranking placed the college in the top 17% of colleges of education
that grant doctoral degrees and in the top 3.5% of all of the nation’s schools of education.

4

graduate schools to which they might apply are a primary audience for the rankings. So data must be
collected in advance of the attendance year of interest. For example, data were collected during fall
1998 and spring 1999, and analyzed in time to be published in late spring 1999 as the 2000 Edition of
America’s Best Colleges, for use in application decisions for fall 2000. See table 1, later in this chapter,
for a list of the college’s ranks from the 2000 edition through the 2010 edition, along with the dates that
data were gathered for each edition.
Of the 278 schools that award doctorates, about 180 to 240 typically provide the data used to identify and rank the top 50.The measures of program quality that are used include student selectivity
(Graduate Record Exam verbal and quantitative scores and acceptance-for-admission rate); faculty
(student-faculty ratio, awards, journal editorships, and ratio of doctoral degrees granted to the number
of full-time faculty); research activity (total research expenditures from external funding and average
expenditure per faculty member); and, for the 2008 and 2009 editions, quality (ratings by education
school deans and school district superintendents).
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Of special significance, the college was also ranked sixth in the nation in the amount of
external research funding obtained by the faculty. All in all, that, along with the overall
ranking, was remarkable recognition for a college neither in the heartland of America nor
among the prestigious schools on the eastern and western seaboards. But even better was
yet to come.
For each of the next 10 years—through the 2010 edition of America’s Best Graduate
Schools5—the College of education was ranked among the top 50 education graduate
schools in the nation (see table 1). In the 2001 through 2006 editions, the rankings ranged
from 39th to 49th. Then, in the 2007 edition, the college was ranked 35th; in the 2008
edition, 26th; in the 2009 edition, 24th (placing the college in the top 10% of all doctoralgranting schools of education and in the top 2% of all schools of education in the nation);
and, in the 2010 edition, 30th (in the top 13% of doctoral schools and the top 2.6% of all
schools of education).
Even more striking, however, after ranking from fourth to seventh in external research
funding6 in prior years, in the 2007 edition of America’s Best Graduate Schools, the college was ranked third: Only Columbia University’s Teachers College and the Graduate
School of Education and Information Sciences at the University of California, Los
Angeles, had obtained more external research funding. In the 2008 edition, only Columbia
University’s Teachers College exceeded USU’s second-ranked College of Education and
Human Services in external research funding. And, in the 2009 edition the college’s external research funding was again third, exceeded once more by Teachers College and by the
University of Texas, Austin. The college’s ranking fell to 10th for the 2010 edition, but as
with the overall rank of 30th, it was still a quality indicator that would be relished by colleges at universities with more prestigious names.
As then-dean Gerry Giordano noted in the college’s Fall 2003 News Magazine, the
“ranking [of] university programs will always be open to some debate, but there is no
question that those schools in the top 50 represent the finest programs in the country.”
And Dean Carol Strong noted in the college’s Summer 2007 News Magazine that the
college was the only one “in the Intermountain region and the desert southwest to have
achieved and sustained such a ranking.” Specifically for Utah, no other college of education has been ranked in the top 50. In the 2010 edition of America’s Best Graduate
Schools, for instance, the University of Utah’s College of Education was ranked 71st in
the nation and Brigham Young University’s was 103rd.
At the university level, the then-president of Utah State University, Kermit L. Hall,
remarked after the college was ranked 38th in the 2005 edition of America’s Best
Graduate Schools:
5
6
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Published in April 2009; see footnote 3.
U.S. News defines research funding as the average of research expenditures for the prior two fiscal
years. In its annual faculty-productivity reports, the college’s Office of Research Services presents the
dollar amount for grants and contracts approved during the prior fiscal year. Consequently, although
the two sets of figures will be highly correlated, they will not be identical.
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Table 1
America’s Best Graduate Schools
Emma Eccles Jones CEHS Rankings
Data Year/
Edition Year*
1997–1998/
1999

*

**

College College
Overall Funding
Rank
Rank
–

–

Dept./Degree
Rankings**
Audiology MS-36th
Rehab. Counseling program—22nd

1998–1999/
2000

40th

6th

Audiology MS—49th
Speech/Language Pathology MS—95th
Special Education Dept.—20th
Rehab. Counseling program—12th

1999–2000/
2001

39th

6th

Rehab. Counseling MRC—12th

2000–2001/
2002

44th

5th

2001–2002/
2003

42nd

10th

2002–2003/
2004

49th

14th

2003–2004/
2005

38th

4th

Special Educ. and Rehab. (SPER) Dept.—16th
Rehab. Counseling MRC—15th

2004–2005/
2006

35th

5th

SPER Dept—19th; 5th consecutive
year in top 20
Rehab. Counseling MRC—15th;

2005–2006/
2007

35th

3rd

Rehab. Counseling MRC—15th;
6th consecutive year in top 20

2006–2007/
2008

26th

2nd

SPER Dept.—20th

2007–2008/
2009

24th

3rd

2008–2009/
2010

30th

10th

The primary audience for the national rankings is students making application decisions for graduate
school. Therefore, data must be collected in advance of the attendance year of interest. For 2000 application decisions, for example, data were collected during fall 1998 and spring 1999 (1998–1999), then
published in late spring 1999 as the 2000 edition of America’s Best Graduate Schools.
Department and specialty rankings are not done every year.
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The new rankings mark a major jump in [the college’s national reputation] and
are a testament to the research productivity of its gifted faculty. . . . [A]lthough
critics may quibble about the order of the schools that are on this list, no one
would doubt that the list identifies the elite colleges of education in the United
States. . . .[T]he college [of education], as the independent analysis of U.S.
News reminds us, is one of Utah’s most valuable educational resources and one
of Utah State University’s most distinguished academic units.”i
While it was a source of great satisfaction and pride to be recognized nationally, it was
also important to be respected at home as an important contributor to USU’s status as a
major research university.
A reader might ask, “Why juxtapose these two sources of college, and university,
pride—the dedication of an excellent new education building and the college’s inclusion
in the top tier of the nation’s graduate schools of education?” They are not independent
events. The common thread is that donors and funding agencies prefer proven achievers.
The high quality of faculty and other staff that led to the U.S. News rankings—including
the top-level research-funding rankings, based primarily on extensive federal funding—
is also what attracted Emma Eccles Jones (and, after her death, the Emma Eccles Jones
Foundation), other donors, and federal agencies to place their investments in quality education with the College of Education. For Emma Eccles Jones, the hope was that her contribution to the new building would “aid in enabling the college to continue to meet the
challenges of the future for the educational needs of all people for generations to come,
and that this will in turn contribute to the many excellent programs and endeavors of the
university” (italics added).ii The college’s ability to live up to Emma Eccles Jones’ hopes
has been a direct result of the same accomplishments that led to its high national standing
in 2000 and following years.
To begin with, the competence to obtain external funding for research projects
(which for the college typically include educational product development and/or human
services) is a major strength of the faculty. As indicated in chapter 1, by 1989 college
research funding was clearly on the upswing. The upward trend, albeit with ups and
downs from year to year, continued through the next 20 years, as depicted in figure 1.
Extramural funding (that from outside the university) for grants and contracts had gradually grown from under $1 million dollars in 1968–1969 to over $8.6 million in 1988–
1989 (with a spike to $15.3 million in 1986–1987). The dollar amount jumped to just
over $20 million in 1989–1990 and was above $13.5 million each of the next 12 years,
until 2002–2003. In that year, funding rose to over $24.6 million. For the following
five years, funding did not fall below $22.2, with $28.2 million in 2005–2006, the high
mark of the period.
The increase in funding in 2002–2003, which was sustained and not just a oneyear phenomenon, can be explained in part by an addition to the college in 2002. As
a result of the dissolution of the College of Family Life, largely in response to severe
cuts in USU’s state budget, that college’s Department of Family Life and Human
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Figure 1. College Fiscal-Year Contracts and Grants, 1968–1969 through 2008–2009.

Development and Department of Human Environments were combined into one
department, Human Development, Family, and Consumer Sciences—soon revised
to Family, Consumer, and Human Development (FCHD)—which became part of the
College of Education.
The change did disrupt the new education mini-campus clustered around the Emma
Eccles Jones Education Building. Without room for the FCHD faculty in the new building, they continued to be housed in the Family Life Building, on the south edge of campus,
and in the Family Life Center and FCHD West, below Old Main Hill. Too, there was some
initial unease among FCHD faculty about potential differences in the milieus of their current and potential college affiliations. But, overall, the merger was a “natural.” Strong
cooperative relationships already existed, often enhanced by joint departmental faculty
appointments and shared research projects, in areas such as communicative disorders,
early childhood education, bilingual language development, emergent literacy, speechlanguage pathology, gerontology, and counseling. The Family and Human Development
undergraduate minor complemented well the undergraduate majors in special education
and rehabilitation, psychology, and health, physical education, and recreation. Mutual,
long-standing commitments to service—such as to families and for persons with disabilities—and to continuing education and outreach further promoted compatibility. And, of
considerable importance in the context of national standing, the FCHD faculty shared the
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Human Services Research Center, dedicated May 20, 1998

college’s strong commitment to securing external funding for research and service activities, along with the capabilities to do so.
[An insertion of historical importance that merits more than a footnote is
appropriate here. The addition of the FCHD Department may not have instigated thought and discussion about the college name, but surely encouraged it.
Beginning with the inception of the Exceptional Child Center in 1972, college
activities and programs were increasingly aimed at service other than to public schools, as well as at the preparation of graduates for careers other than in
teaching or educational leadership. The involvement of the new department’s
faculty in such areas as family relationships, assistance to consumers, and studies of the elderly complemented, even intensified, existing discomfort with the
traditionally correct, but contemporarily narrow, college name. Responding to a
college request, in February 2003 USU’s Board of Trustees approved a change
in title, to the College of Education and Human Services, to better encapsulate
the breadth of college programs and faculty activities. That change had actually been foreshadowed by the naming of the college’s new research facility, a
41,000 square-feet building near the Emma Eccles Jones Education Building,
dedicated in 1998 as the Human Services Research Center.]
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For four of its first six years7 in their new college, the faculty of the Family, Consumer,
and Human Development Department generated over $4.0 million in external funding,
with totals somewhat over $2.7 million and $1.3 the other two years. The amount of outside funding obtained by the rest of the faculty continued to rise—to between $20.0 and
$25.5 million for four of the six years—but the new department made a hefty contribution
to the college’s funding record. All in all, it has been an excellent association.
As would be expected based on past performance, during the two decades of this narrative, 1990 through 2009, the college continued to make a major contribution to the university’s extramural funding record, a role that not many colleges of education across
the country can claim. For the university, extramural funding went from nearly $68.5
million in 1989 to nearly $136.4 million in 2007–2008, a 99.1% increase. Percentagewise, the college’s gain was even more impressive: a 173.5% increase, from nearly $8.7
million in 1988–1989 to nearly $23.7 million in 2007–2008. While the college obtained
12.6% of the university’s external funding in 1998–1999, the figure increased to 17.3%
in 2007–2008. Concurrently, for six years, from 1998–1999 through 2003–2004, the college ranked third in extramural funding among USU colleges,8 behind the Colleges of
Engineering and Agriculture in that order. Then, beginning in 2004–2005, funding received
through the USU Research Foundation9 was removed from the Engineering award total.
Agriculture and Education also changed positions, and from 2004–2005 through 2007–
2008, Education ranked first among USU’s colleges in extramural funding.iii
But of what import are all those impressive statistics? Comments in an evaluation committee report for the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges in 1997, during the
accreditation of the university, are relevant:
The exceptional productivity of the college [of education] faculty in creating
innovative programs and obtaining external funding is to be commended. . . .
[T]he faculty continually seek external grants and contracts to deliver and
extend the goals of the college. They have been extraordinarily successful, and
the funding seems to merge well with college and departmental objectives and
significantly enables the work of the college. The commendation extends to
the specialized centers sponsored by the college, which exemplify the college
vision for state, regional and national leadership in selected areas of education.iv
Clearly, despite the funding success detailed on the preceding pages, extramural funding
has not been viewed by the college as an end in itself. Rather, it is a means for providing
educational and other services, as well as for pursuing a central goal of research universities
7
8
9

2002–2003 through 2007–08.
There were eight colleges until 2001–2002. The disbanding of the College of Family Life in 2002
resulted in seven thereafter.
The Utah State University Research Foundation is a nonprofit corporation owned by USU, with the
purpose of supporting and managing program-relevant research that might be difficult to handle within
usual university channels, such as research at the Space Dynamics Lab that requires classified security
clearances.
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such as USU: the creation of knowledge. The knowledge may come from basic research
and have theoretical importance but little or no immediate application. Or, the knowledge
may come from applied research—such as most of that carried out by the college’s faculty
and staff—and contribute directly to more effective and efficient provision of education
and human services. Also, the knowledge may come through scholarly conceptual analysis
and synthesis. As noted earlier in regard to extramural funding, research-based knowledge
is dependent on major investments in the college, as is conceptually generated knowledge.
Those investments—by the Utah and national governments, and by foundations, industries, and individual benefactors—are based on the assumption that the knowledge gained
will not only be used at Utah State University but will be shared with others.
Knowledge dissemination is, then, an essential element in the research mission of the
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services and, of course, in faculty
role statements, where it is typically defined primarily in terms of publication, especially
articles in peer-reviewed journals and in books. In addition, presentations at professional
meetings are an important mode of idea sharing, often as a precursor to the preparation
of publications. The college’s faculty have been active as presenters. For example, in the
college’s document for continuing accreditation by the National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE) in 2001, it was reported that from 1995 to 2001, college
faculty made 154 in-state presentations, 67 regional meeting presentations, 604 national
presentations, and 186 presentations in international settings—for an impressive total of
1,314 presentations during that period, an average of 220 per year.
The rate of publication has been equally impressive. Because publication is such an
important part of faculty role, the college’s Office of Research Services10 has compiled
faculty publications annually since 1990, as reported in table 2. During the 1995 to 2001
period, along with the faculty presentations referred to in the previous paragraph, college faculty published 73 books, 97 book chapters, and 404 articles in peer-refereed journals, for an impressive 574 total publications.11 It is pertinent that in 1994–1995, the
Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation was one of the top five special education departments in the nation in the number of articles published in prestigious, refereed journals in that field.
Over the 16.5 years from 1990 through 2007–2008 for which data are available,12
college publication rates from year to year were variable—as is visually evident in the
10
11

12
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In 2001, the Bureau of Educational Research was renamed the Office of Research Services to better
indicate its function.
Actually, that total number may be deceptively low as an indicator of effort without weighting books,
which typically require considerably more preparation time than chapters and articles. There is no way
to equate books and chapters/articles exactly. But in my experience, as faculty weigh one another’s
curriculum vitae (for example, in making tenure and promotion decisions), books are often multiplied
by a factor of 10 to 12. That is, the 73 books would be transformed into the equivalent of from 730 to
876 articles or chapters, with equivalent totals of from 1,231 to 1,377 publications for the 1995 to 2001
period.
As indicated in table 1, publication data are not available for the 1992 calendar year and the first six
months of 1993.
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Table 2. Publications and Editorships, 1990–2008

Books

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles

Books

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles

Books

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles

Books

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles

Books

Chapters in Books

Refereed Articles

1997–98

Refereed Articles

1996–97

Chapters in Books

1995–96

Books

1994–95

Refereed Articles

1993–94

Chapters in Books

1991

Books

1990 ***

1

1

21

2

3

21

4

10

54

2

1

18

2

2

13

1

0

24

3

1

20

CDDE

0

1

1

0

2

12

1

0

13

0

0

11

4

3

2

2

0

4

1

0

0

EBLS

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

EL ED

3

2

6

3

3

1

1

4

12

4

2

18

0

3

11

2

3

12

1

0

13

HPER

0

0

5

0

2

6

0

0

14

0

2

11

1

0

8

1

0

6

1

0

7

ITLS

2

5

5

3

4

3

2

2

3

0

1

3

0

0

3

0

0

11

1

4

5

PSYCH

1

4

3

0

2

17

3

5

36

0

4

22

2

8

22

2

8

28

1

6

18

SEC ED

1

3

2

2

3

0

1

4

3

1

0

3

3

4

2

0

2

3

2

0

3

SPER

0

2

9

1

3

14

3

9

20

1

2

18

2

2

13

2

7

11

2

4

11

TOTALS

8

18

52

11

22

74

16

34

157

8

12

107

17

22

74

10

20

99

12

15

77

YEARLY

78

#

DEPT
CPD

CSF *

EEJCECE*
FCHD.**

113

2003–04

0

2

11

5

1

11

8

3

0

1

12

9

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

Editorships

Editorships

14

Refereed Articles

7
0

Books

Chapters in Books

0
0

Refereed Articles

Books

6
3

Editorships****

Refereed Articles

5
0

Books

1
0

Books

9
0

Refereed Articles

3
0

Books

4
0

Refereed Articles

Chapters in Books

2002–2003

Refereed Articles

2001–02

104

Chapters in Books

2000–01

129

CSF

Books

Chapters in Books

1999–00

127

DEPT
CPD

#

Chapters in Books

1998–99

207

Chapters in Books

107

CDDE

1

1

3

0

1

2

0

0

5

1

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

5

2

0

EBLS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

EL ED

0

1

3

3

0

3

0

0

16

0

0

7

1

0

1

9

0

0

5

5

0

EEJCECE

0

1

6

0

0

3

2

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

3

1

2

1

4

1

1

5

25

3

1

5

23

3

0

1

2

0

1

6

2

0

5

0

1

2

0

0

2

4

0

2

0

15

1

FCHD
HPER
ITLS

1

0

3

0

4

0

0

4

6

0

0

1

1

0

2

8

0

0

1

7

1

PSYCH

3

1

6

1

5

18

0

0

5

0

1

6

0

2

6

33

1

0

3

44

1

SEC ED

2

1

1

12

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

6

8

2

1

8

5

1

SPER

0

1

7

1

0

8

0

1

13

0

0

5

4

1

0

15

0

0

3

12

6

TOTALS

11

10

40

18

16

50

5

13

64

3

5

39

11

9

34

113

10

6

33

131

23

YEARLY

61

166

193

Editorships

Refereed Articles

Books

2007–08
Editorships

Refereed Articles

Books

2006–07
Editorships

Refereed Articles

Chapters in Books

Books

2005–06
Editorships

Refereed Articles

#

Chapters in Books

Books

2004–05

58

Chapters in Books

82

Chapters in Books

84

DEPT
CPD

1

2

18

4

0

0

8

2

1

0

12

1

0

0

13

2

CSF
CDDE
EBLS

0
2
0

2
0
0

0
6
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

3
1
0

0
14
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
3
0

0
8
0

0
2
0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
16
0

0
2
0

EL ED

1

0

6

0

1

0

8

0

1

0

6

0

1

0

0

2

EEJCECE

1

0

3

1

1

2

4

1

3

3

3

0

2

0

0

0

FCHD
HPER
ITLS
PSYCH
SEC ED
SPER
TOTALS
YEARLY

0
2
0
1
1
1
10
172

0
1
0
4
6
2
17

35
13
10
24
7
15
138

0
0
0
1
1
0
7

1
1
0
2
1
2
9
186

7
2
2
2
1
2
22

40
12
7
25
3
24
145

1
0
0
0
1
4
10

2
1
1
2
1
1
13
144

4
0
1
4
0
2
17

24
7
7
23
3
13
106

0
0
0
0
1
4
8

5
0
0
5
1
1
16
211

9
0
0
8
6
2
25

40
10
6
41
7
16
149

9
0
0
2
0
4
21
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See Glossary of Abbreviations for
College Departments and Centers,
p. 213
*
Data for the CSF and the EEJCECE
are unavailable prior to 1998–1999
**
FCHD did not become part of the college until 2002–2003
*** Data for 1990 and 1991 are for the
calendar years. Data are unavailable
for the calendar year 1992 and the
first six months of 1993. All other
data are for the fiscal year, July 1 to
June 30 of the following year.
**** Data-gathering on editorships began
in 2001–2002.
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Figure 2. Total Publications Per Academic Year, with Editorships Included Beginning in
2002-2002.

bar graph in figure 2. Numbers ranged from 78 publications in 1990 to 190 (minus editorships13) in 2007–2008, with a spike to 207 publications in 1993–1994 and consistently higher numbers over the last six years, 2002–2008. The variability is not surprising:
Submission of journal manuscripts in particular tends to be sporadic, as projects are carried out and as the results are then written up or conceptualization efforts come to fruition.
Also, recall that the FCHD Department joined the college in 2002, making a significant
contribution to publication numbers, in addition to an increase in publication rates across
the rest of the college.
University faculty with high quality publications are often invited to serve as journal
editors. In the academic world, that is an important indicator of scholarly stature—which
is why numbers of faculty editorships are included in the U.S. News rankings of graduate
schools. Since 2001–2002, the first year editorship data were collected by the college’s
Office of Research Services, the number of faculty serving as journal editors has ranged
from 7 to 23 per year (see table 1). Other, less significant, editorship responsibilities—
such as being an associate editor, a visiting editor or special issue editor, or serving on
a journal’s editorial board—were not included in the Office of Research Services data,
13
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although they are also important professional responsibilities and indicators of recognition. Such professional service is also frequent: In 2007–2008, for example, college faculty reported serving in 76 such roles.vi
The research and publication activities that have contributed to the national presence of
the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services are, of course, based
at the departmental level. It would be paradoxical if recognition had not come there, too.
As part of producing America’s Best Graduate Schools, U.S. News also ranks departments and degree programs. The degree programs in two of the college’s departments
have been ranked (see table 1). Most of the rankings are for the Rehabilitation Counseling
Program in the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation, which has also been
ranked. From the 1999 edition of America’s Best Graduate Schools through the 2008 edition, the program and department were ranked nine times, ranging from 12th to 22nd,
with four consecutive years in the top 20 ranks for the department and six consecutive
years in the top 20 for Rehabilitation Counseling.
Of special interest, as of 2008 the rehabilitation counseling master’s degree (MRC),
approved by the Board of Regents in 2000, had the highest U.S. News ranking of any
graduate degree program at USU. The program is largely funded through grants from
the federal Rehabilitation Services Administration. Since its beginning in 1989, the program had been so well received nationally and had become such an important contributor to departmental goals that in 1995 the department name was changed from Special
Education to Special Education and Rehabilitation (SPER). In addition, the success of
the MRC program in preparing counselors to provide services to adults with disabilities14
led to a departmental interest in doctoral education to prepare prospective university faculty to be leaders in the field. Providing an academic home for such a doctorate was in
part the impetus for a new multi-disciplinary Disability Disciplines PhD, approved by
the Regents in 2004. Rehabilitation Counseling is one of the PhD specializations, which
include Special Education (replacing the PhD in Special Education). Obviously, it is no
coincidence that the SPER Department received a $1.5 million grant in 2005 to establish
a National Clearinghouse of Rehabilitation Training Materials.
The then-Department of Communicative Disorders also had degree programs ranked
by U.S. News. The audiology and speech-language pathology master’s degrees received
rankings from 36th to 95th in the 1999 and 2000 editions of America’s Best Graduate
Schools. Coincidentally, the departmental name was modified in 1994, to the Department
of Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education (COMDDE). The change was not
ranking related, but was made to accommodate those in the deaf community and in the
department who believed that deafness is better thought of as the basis for cultural differences than as a disorder or disability. However, two additional changes were related
to the ranked degree programs: The audiology master’s degree was, in 2002, replaced
by the first professional doctorate at USU, the Doctor of Audiology (AuD), as part of
14

By 2009, the Rehabilitation Counseling program had been in existence for 20 years, with over 350
MRC degree recipients (CEHS Office of Research Services report, Impact, Fall 2009, p. 4).
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a national movement to establish the AuD as the professional degree for audiologists.
Also, the Disability Disciplines PhD, approved in 2004, includes a specialization in
Speech-Language Pathology, reflecting increased research strength in that area with the
COMDDE Department’s new endowed chair (discussed in chapter 3).
National recognition for departments can come from other sources than U.S. News—
as it has for the college. In 1999 the college was identified by a national business consulting group, Executive Forum, as “one of the top 25 most innovative” colleges of
education in the country. Similarly, the Department of Instructional Technology was,
according to the college’s 1994–1995 Annual Report, characterized by the editor of the
Educational Technology journal as, “in terms of cutting edge research and development
in computer-based instructional technology, . . . undoubtedly the very best there is (number one, certainly).” Instructional Technology was also mentioned in the college’s 2001
NCATE report as a recipient of another national recognition: The University of Georgia’s
Forum on Technology had identified the program as one of the top five in the nation. That
was followed seven years later, in 2008, by USU Board of Trustees’ approval of a name
change—to the Department of Instructional Technology [and Learning Sciences; ITLS]53.
The revision recognized the current breadth of departmental research and instruction
on learning in real-world situations and the design of environments to facilitate learning. These interests are reflected in the titles of units new to the department in the last
decade—the Center for Open and Sustainable Learning (COSL), the Center for Research
on Engaging Advanced Technology for Education (CREATE), and the Creative Learning
Environments Laboratory (CLE)—which have obtained funding from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) as well as from private foundations.
National recognition also came to the Department of Elementary Education prior to a
recent name change. During 1994–1995, the department was recognized by the National
Science Teachers Association as one of seven top university programs for the preparation of elementary school educators, and was also cited for excellence by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education.vii In addition, a report from the college
to the U.S. Department of Education for the 2006–2007 academic year noted that the
department had been ranked in the top 10 teacher education programs in the country by
Academic Analytics, based on faculty scholarly productivity.15
Then, in 2008, after years of discussion since Dean John Carlisle split the Department
of Education into the Departments of Elementary and Secondary Education in 1961, the
two departments were again combined—now, as the School of Teacher Education and
Leadership (School of TEAL), with the head of the school also serving as Associate Dean
for Teacher Education, a new position. The new school encompassed kindergarten through
12th grade programs, enhancing coordination between elementary and secondary education
faculty. And, having a single office simplified both student advising and coordination with
15
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K-12 school districts. In addition, the administration of the Administrative/Supervisory
Certificate (ASC) program and the interdepartmental doctoral (EdD, PhD) program in
Curriculum and Instruction was assigned to TEAL.
The lack of a name change for the Department of Psychology (none since the 1927–
1928 academic year, when “Education” was dropped from “Department of Education and
Psychology”) has not been a reflection of a lack in consistent contributions to the college’s
reputation. For example, with nearly $2 million in contracts and grants in 2003–2004,
Psychology was included on the National Science Foundation’s list of the top 100 recipients of external funding, out of over 600 psychology departments nationwide—exceeding the departments at the University of Utah and Brigham Young University, based on
dollars generated per faculty member.viii Then in 2007, after five years in the top 14% in
external funding among some 550 psychology departments, NSF reported that USU’s
department had moved up slightly, to the top 12%—ahead of larger Intermountain psychology departments at the University of Utah, Colorado State University, and Brigham
Young University.ix In 2007–2008, the department faculty garnered nearly $6.8 million in
grants—for projects ranging from the investigation of basic behavioral principles underlying drug use to the international implementation of a reliable, inexpensive technique for
evaluating the hearing of newborn infants.x
As noted in chapter one, in 1991 there was another important name change, but not for an
academic, degree-granting department. The renamed Center for Persons with Disabilities
(CPD)—previously the Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons (DCHP)—is the
second largest research center on campus, behind only the Space Dynamics Laboratory,
and a major factor in the national prominence of the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services. In 1995, the center was cited by a national review team
as “one of the most nationally visible and effective of the 61 University Affiliated Centers
in the country. . . . A top ranked program deserving of its exemplary status, with an
extraordinary record of productivity and accomplishments.”xi
In 2007, the 35th anniversary of the CPD was celebrated. Over that 35-year period, the
center staff generated, as reported on a celebratory page from the center, over $203.4 million in external funding, produced over 700 refereed articles, and provided direct services
to every county in Utah (as well as to sites across the nation and the world) through more
than 900 service, education, and research projects. The average annual dollar amount
for external-funding awards during the CPD’s first 35 years was just over $5.8 million.
Keeping up the pace, in 2007–2008 the CPD staff submitted 110 proposals, 82 of which
were funded, for over $10.7 million.xii The state’s investment in the CPD is well-utilized.
In 2008, according to the February 2009 issue of the college’s Research UpDATE, the
staff leveraged the state core funding allocation of just over $1 million into over $11 million in external funding.
This narrative, while focused to this point on the reputational trajectory of the Emma
Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services (EEJ/CEHS), has also touched
on the college’s place in and contribution to the growth of Utah State University to
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national research university status. And, in the immediately preceding pages, departmental and research center contributions to the college’s growth to prominence have
been highlighted (which also provided the opportunity to note unit name changes along
the way). But just as the university-level achievements are based on those of the colleges, and a college’s achievements rest on the productivity of departments and centers,
the achievements of those units depend, at the most basic level, on the faculty and, not
to be overlooked, the students. We turn first to the faculty.
In 1990–1991, the beginning point of this account of two decades of the Emma Eccles
Jones College of Education and Human Services, the tenure-track faculty numbered 87,
having expanded from 48 in 1957 (when the School of Education became the College of
Education), an 81.3% increase. By 2000–2001, the number of college faculty was 101, up
16.1% from 1990–1991. And in 2007–2008, the faculty count was 140—a 60.9% increase
over the nearly two decades from 1990–1991, and a 38.6% increase from 2000–2001.
Some of the seemingly large growth in faculty numbers has a straightforward explanation: the addition of the FCHD Department, with its 20 faculty members, to the college in 2002–2003. Adjusting the 2007–2008 faculty figure from 140 to 120 to take that
transfer into account yields a quite different, but still impressive, picture—a 37.9%,
rather than 60.9%, increase from 1990–1991 to 2007–2008, and an 18.8%, rather than
38.6%, increase, from 2000–2001 to 2007–2008.
The adjusted rates of growth in college faculty numbers still exceeded the percentages of growth for the university. From 1990–1991 to 2007–2008, the number of university faculty grew 19.9%, compared to the college’s adjusted 37.9%, reflecting an
increase from 759 to 910 faculty. From 2000–2001 to 2007–2008, the university’s faculty increased from 817 to 910, 11.4%, compared to 18.8% for the college.
The higher percentages of growth for Education and Human Services compared to USU
were likely due, at least to some extent, to the college’s success in obtaining extramural
funding, which typically provides salary support for project-related faculty. That revenue
source is in contrast with the limited external funding opportunities available for many
university departments and units. Of course, the garnering of extramural funds is not just a
consequence of the availability of funding sources. Agencies are willing to invest in projects that are based on educational and service goals that address significant societal needs
and that will be carried out by capable faculty. That combination of purpose and competence underlies the funding success, as well as the national prominence for the Emma
Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services that is the focus of this chapter.
Numbers of faculty are one indicator of potential for the intellectual critical mass that
underlies exceptional scholarly productivity. Of more relevance is the preparation of
the faculty for their scholarly role at a major research university. A commonly accepted
indicator of such readiness is the completion of doctoral-level education. As noted in
chapter one, in 1957, when the “College of Education” appellation was approved, 46% of
the 48 tenure-track faculty members had their doctorates. From there the trend has been
steadily upward: In 1962, the figure was 55% of 65; in 1990, 85% of 87; in 1994, 96% of
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In many ways, the career of Dr. Lori Roggman, a professor of child development,
personifies the 20-year history of the college. In 1972 and 1981, she received her BS
in Psychology and her MS in Human Development from Utah State University, and
to teach in what was still the College of Family Life. In 2002, she
became a member of the College of Education when her department joined the college, as the Family, Consumer, and Human
Development Department.
Within her area of expertise—the processes and outcomes of
parent/child relationships in the support of children’s early development—Lori has focused on the child-development domains
of attachment, play, and language by integrating theory, empirical study, and practical application. As the principal investigator for a research site in the national Early Head Start Research
and Evaluation Project and PICCOLO (Parenting Interactions with

Photograph reprinted courtesy of JoLynne Lyon.
All rights reserved.

Lori A. Roggman

returned in 1990 with a PhD from the University of Texas, Austin,

Children: Checklist of Observations Linked to Outcomes) Project,
she developed observational measures that practitioners could use in their work
with the parents of young children.
Professor Roggman was the lead author of the book Developmental Parenting,
which integrates practical experience and research expertise. Her contributions and
those of her colleagues were a significant factor in the rise of the college to national
rankings from 2002–2009.

89; and in 2007–2008, 98.6% of 140. That last year only two tenure-track faculty members, both in roles that typically do not require doctorates (one in a clinical position, the
other a health education instructor) did not have their doctoral degrees.
As pointed out earlier in this chapter (see footnote four), the measures of quality applied
by U.S. News & World Report in ranking the “best” graduate schools of education in the
nation include the scholarly stature of the school’s faculty. In the discussion of the college
publications record earlier in this chapter, the number of journal editorships held by college faculty over the years was noted as evidence of the esteem in which faculty members
are held by their colleagues across the nation. Another important indicator of academic
status, included in the U.S. News rankings, is the number and types of awards conferred
on faculty, especially by professional organizations.
In 1994–1995, the college’s then-Bureau of Research Services initiated an annual
report for the college16 that included a listing of faculty awards on the national/
16

Annual reports were replaced in 2002 with a college magazine.
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international and state/local levels. Over the period from 1994–1995 to January 2009,17
college faculty and staff were recognized with 163 awards—99 national and international awards, along with 57 state and 7 local awards.18 These awards can be roughly
categorized as recognitions of scholarship/research, professional achievement, or significant service. Of the 99 national/international awards, approximately 27% were for
scholarship/research, 32% for professional achievement, and 42% for service. As might
be expected, the distribution of awards was quite different at the state/local level: Only
one award (2%) was for research, with approximately 63% for professional achievement, and 35% for service. It may seem a bit surprising that the percentage of awards
for service at the state and local levels was lower than at the national level. However,
the categorizations were more difficult at the state level, where award titles are less
often clear indicators of the merit being lauded. The intent of a “Lifetime Achievement
Award” from the Utah Council for the Social Studies or a “Service Recognition Award”
from the Utah Library Media Association may seem quite clear. However, it is difficult
to discern, for example, whether an “Outstanding Contribution Award” from the Utah
Speech-Language-Hearing Association is for professional achievement or significant
service, or both. In actuality, service and professional achievement are probably inseparably intertwined in the awards, regardless of title, and the counts in the categories are
of less interest than their sum.
The accomplishments and contributions of college faculty have also been well-recognized at the university level, as can be seen in table 3. University recognitions since 1989
have included teaching (professorship) awards to individuals (6) and to one department
(COMDDE), as well as awards for the mentoring of graduate students (3), research (4),
educational leadership (5), and advancement of diversity (9).19 Again, it is evident that the
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services is integral to the academic
fabric of the university.
That institutional centrality is also illustrated by the number of college faculty
appointed to university positions. The list is rather impressive: graduate deans; viceprovosts for graduate studies, libraries, regional campuses and distance education, and
faculty development and diversity; a vice-president for research; and an executive director of program development for regional campuses and distance education—all listed in
table 4. The number of appointments in recent years indicates both growth in respect for
the competence of college faculty and to some extent, to be realistic, an increase in numbers of central administration positions, which has created the need for appointments.
But the selection of Education and Human Services faculty for important central administration posts is another sign that the college is regarded as a strong component of Utah
State University.
17
18
19
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Table 3
University Awards to College Faculty, 1990–2009*1
Award
Eldon J. Gardner Professor of
the Year and Robins Award—
Teacher of the Year
Department Teaching
Excellence Award
Carnegie Professor
Trustee Professor
University Outstanding
Graduate Mentor Award
D. Wynne Thorne Research
Award
Robins Award—University
Researcher of the Year
Faculty Honor Lecture
Last Lecture

Leone Leadership Award

President’s Diversity
Award—Faculty

Gerald R. Sherratt Award for
Special Services
USU Employee of the Year—
Faculty
Golden Mouse Award for
Innovation in Technology and
Teaching
*

Year
1992
1998
2000
2006

Name
Sonia Manuel-Dupont
Carol Strong
Shelley Lindauer
Leigh Monhardt

Department/Unit
CDDE
CDDE
FCHD
EL ED

2008

---

CDDE

1997
2000–2001
1996
2000
2009
1991
1993
1995
2007

Sonia Manual-Dupont
Carol Strong
Charles Salzberg
Brent Miller
Randy Jones
Reed Warren
James Shaver
Karl White
D. Ray Reutzel

CDDE
CDDE
SPER
FCHD
FCHD
CPD
SEC ED
PSYCH
EL ED

2008

Ron Gillam

CDDE

1990
2009
1992
1994
1997
1999
2000
1994
1996
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2008

Karl White
Ann Austin
Oral Ballam
Marvin Fifield
Izar Martinez
Don Smellie
Thomas Johnson
Sonia Manuel-Dupont
Deborah Byrnes
Carolyn Barcus
James Barta
Grace Huerta
Nick Eastmond
Martha Whitaker
John Ribera
Beth Foley

PSYCH
FCHD
EL ED
PSYCH, SPER, CPD
SEC ED
IT
CDDE
CDDE
EL ED
PSYCH
EL ED
SEC ED
IT
El Ed
CDDE
CDDE

2006

Juan Franco

PSYCH

1998

Richard Knight

SEC ED

2001
2003
2004

Nick Eastmond
Chad Bingham
Ronda Menlove

IT
CDDE
SPER

An expanded list of university awards for faculty and staff is included in the appendices.
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Table 4
University Positions Held by College Faculty, 1990–2009
Year

Name

Department

Position

1990–1999

James Shaver

SEC ED

Acting Dean/Dean, School of Graduate
Studies

2002–2007

Linda Wolcott

IT

Vice Provost for Libraries

2001–present

Brent Miller

FCHD

Vice President for Research

2006–present

Ronda Menlove

SPER

Vice Provost for Regional Campuses
and Distance Education

2004–present

Shelley Lindauer

FCHD

Associate Dean, School of Graduate
Studies

2006–present

Byron Burnham

ITLS

Dean, School of Graduate Studies and
Vice Provost for Graduate Studies

2006–present

Ann Austin

FCHD

Vice Provost for Faculty Development
and Diversity

2006–present

Raymond Coward

FCHD

Executive Vice President and Provost

2008–2010

William Strong

TEAL

Executive Director, Academic Program
Development for Regional Campuses
and Distance Education

In a related vein, in response to a request for his views on the major trends and events
in the college over the past two decades, Jim Dorward, associate dean for research and
professor of elementary education in the School of TEAL, referredxiii to “the increased
level of respect for the academic and scholarly functions of the college,” as indicated
by collaboration across campus (as well as state- and nation-wide). Dr. Dorward had
himself been a major player in such collaboration, working with faculty from USU’s
Mathematics and Statistics Department and the Instructional Technology and Learning
Sciences Department on a National Science Foundation-funded project to develop the
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives (NLVM). The web-based library, which makes
effective mathematics teaching aids readily available to elementary and secondary school
teachers, has been an international success. In March 2007, the web site was receiving 5
million hits per day, with up to 8 million hits per day in 2009, and has garnered awards
from the New York Times and the International Society for Technology in Education. An
NLVM CD is available commercially.xiv
As with university awards and appointments, involvement in such joint efforts indicates the strong university presence of the college faculty. That presence has been further
strengthened by faculty participation in such efforts as USU’s cross-campus STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) Education Initiative to encourage careers in
those areas, as well as in K-12 science and mathematics teaching; the cooperative efforts
between Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences (ITLS) and English faculty in
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Recipients of the 2009 Governor’s Medal for Science and Technology: Dr.
Lawrence Cannon, Professor of Mathematics; Dr. E. Robert Heal, Professor of
Mathematics; Dr. Jim Dorward, Professor of Education; Dr. Joel Duffin, Entrepreneur and graduate of Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences, Utah State
University. Photo taken by Sherry Funke.

the Creative Learning Environments Lab (CLE)xv and between ITLS and Art (graphic
and interface design) faculty on a USTAR-funded20 Interactive Design for Instructional
Applications and Simulations (IDIAS) Institutexvi, as well as the endowed chair in elementary arts education, funded by the Sorenson Legacy Foundation, to be shared by
the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services and the College of
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences.21, xvii
Faculty are crucial to a university, but of course there is no university without students,
to be taught and to contribute to the scholarly work of the faculty. For the college and the
university, the years following 1989 were a period of continued growth in enrollments.
In fall 1990, 2,234 students were enrolled in the college, 16.3% of the university total
of 13,719. By fall 2007, the college enrollment had risen to 3,837, which was 17.8% of
the university total enrollment, 21,498.xviii The number of students at the university had
increased by 56.7%; the percent growth for the college was larger, 73.9%.
The increases in enrollments over the 20-year period should be reflected in the numbers of degrees awarded at both the college and university levels, and that was the case.
20

21

The USTAR (Utah Science Technology and Research) initiative was established by the state legislature
in 2006 to invest in USU and University of Utah efforts to conduct world-class interdisciplinary technology research with commercial applications. See http://ustar.usu.eu.
On January 15, 2010, the Board of Regents approved, effective July 1, the restructuring of the College
of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences into two units: the Caine College of the Arts and the College
of Humanities and Social Sciences. The endowed chair in elementary arts education, discussed further
in chapter three, will be shared with the Caine College of the Arts.
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In 1990, the college granted 348 bachelor’s, 142 master’s (plus 3 educational specialists),
and 13 doctoral degrees—24.2%, 24.8%, and 18.1%, respectively, of the degrees (1,437,
572, 72, respectively) granted by the university. In 2008, 674 education students received
bachelor’s degrees, 346 received master’s degrees, and 42 received doctoral degrees,
comprising 23.7%, 40.6%, and 42.0%, respectively, of that year’s university-wide graduates—2,844 bachelor’s, 852 master’s, and 100 doctorates. The college increases from
1990 to 2008 for the three sets of degrees were 93.7%, 143.7% and 223.1%. The university’s 2008 degree numbers represented increases from 1990 of 97.9%, 49.0%, and
38.9%.xix Clearly, the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services has
been more than in step with the growth in degree programs for the total university.
The college’s degree numbers are interesting statistics in regard to one element of academic productivity. However, their basic significance lies in the graduates themselves:
that is, that the college is preparing professionals to contribute to local, state, and national
communities as school teachers and administrators, as counselors, as service providers
for persons with special needs and their families, and as researchers to develop further
applied knowledge in their agency or university roles.
Research universities on occasion have the reputation of emphasizing the garnering of
research funds, research activities, and publication to the neglect of teaching. That has not
been true of Utah State University, nor the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and
Human Services. In fact, a university-accreditation report in 2007 indicated that while
“the college faculty members perform as active scholars . . . developing articles for publication, papers for presentation, and proposals for external funding . . . , students report
teaching of very high quality in the College. [They] understand and comment that the faculty genuinely cares for them.” xviii As emphasized in the quote earlier in this chapter from
the 1997 report of the accreditation evaluation committee, external funding activities are
integrated with and contribute to the basic goals and work of the college. Funded projects
are especially important to the college’s students, for several reasons.
All college faculty teach, including those whose salaries are paid in part from external
funding. That not only adds to the available faculty, but enhances instructional expertise
as those with project salary support bring their research/scholarly knowledge into the
classroom or mentor students on research projects. In the college’s 1997–1998 Annual
Report, for example, it was noted that during that fiscal year, staff from the CPD taught
56 courses in 14 departments, generating 3,960 student credit hours.xix
In addition, externally funded projects are an important source of student financial support, supplementing the essential, but limited, funds available through state funding and
donor contributions. In the 10 years from 1998–99 through 2007–2008, the number of
graduate students supported from project funds each fiscal year ranged from 40 to 174,
and the number of undergraduates ranged from 26 to 190. As an example, in 1997–1998
the CPD provided 38 graduate assistantships and employed 68 other students.xx Needless
to say, the stipends provided by research projects are particularly important in the recruitment of outstanding graduate students.
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As important as financial aid is, students who work on funded projects typically receive something that will prove more valuable in the long run: involvement in activities with knowledgeable faculty and other strong students that
provide knowledge- and competence-building experiences not duplicated
in textbooks or lectures. Furthermore, as integral parts of research teams,
they contribute to the advancement of knowledge in the field. An example
comes from a student who worked in the CPD’s Reed P. Warren Biomedical
Laboratory on genetic research that may yield information on the predisposition for autism and facilitate early therapeutic programming. He noted with
pride that the results of the project could be “a boon to the effective treatment
of autism.” Moreover, he continued,
. . . probably the greatest thing I have gained here [in the lab] is the
chance to work with the actual technologies, to gain the experience of
working as a biologist. I have a much better grasp of what it means to
be a research scientist.xxi
Also, as a result of their thoughtful project involvement, students often are
Reed P. Warren Biomedical Laboratory at
invited to share the authorship of publications that report the research findings.
the Center for Persons
In my own not unusual experience, for example, I coauthored six articles and a
with Disabilities, where
book with my major professor, based on the work I did as a research assistant/
engineering undergraduate
student Meredith Halling
research associate on his federally funded project—and also collected the data
participates in research,
for my dissertation research as part of the project. Later, I coauthored publiApril 2009.
cations with graduate students whom I employed and/or advised during my
tenure at USU. Included were some 20 articles, 4 book chapters, 4 research reports for
federally funded projects, a book, and an extensive set of materials for a secondary-school
social studies program. Such publication is not only a source of personal satisfaction for
the student (as well as the professor), but an important ingredient for the resumes that new
degree holders prepare as they seek post-graduate employment.
Following their student years in the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services, most graduates will have effective but largely unheralded careers. But some do
receive recognition that also enhances the reputation of the college. In 2006, for example, 5
of the 10 teachers and school principals who received the Huntsman Award for Excellence
in Education (the Utah governor’s education award) had USU College of Education affiliations. Another example, Jenny Speth, who received her bachelor’s and master’s degrees
and her administrative/supervisory certificate from USU, was honored as the 2005–2006
Southeastern Idaho Counselor of the Year. With a BS in Secondary Education and an MS in
Journalism and Communication, Mark Spencer was named the Utah recipient of the National
Council of Teachers of English High School Teacher of Excellence Award for 2006. And,
elementary school teacher Lauren Tanner, who earned a Master’s in Elementary Education
at USU, was selected by the Aerospace Educators Foundation as the Utah State Aerospace
Teacher of the Year for 2006. Such an annual report of recognitions is not atypical.
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Some alums receive significant recognition through career advancement. For example,
in 2003, Dianne M. Stuart, who received her master’s degree from the FCHD Department,
was confirmed by the U.S. Senate as Director of the U.S. Department of Justice Office on
Violence Against Women. Another alum, Troy Justesen, earned both a bachelor’s degree
in education and a master’s degree in rehabilitation counseling at USU. After serving in
various administrative positions in the U.S. Department of Education, in 2006 he was
confirmed by the U.S. Senate as Assistant Secretary for Vocational and Adult Education
in the Department of Education. His identical-twin brother, Tracy, also earned a master’s
degree in rehabilitation counseling at USU and had served in the U.S. Departments of
Justice and Education when, in 2007, he was confirmed as Assistant Secretary for Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services in the Department of Education. But perhaps even
more remarkable was the announcement that Norah Abdallah al-Faiz,22 who received an
MS in Instructional Technology, had been named to Time magazine’s list of the 100 most
influential people for 2009. Appointed by Saudi Arabia King Abdullah in February to be
in charge of women’s education, Norah al-Faiz is the first woman to serve as a minister in
the Saudi Arabian government.xxii
Faculty and students are, in tandem, the heart and soul of a university. But to function,
they need superstructure and infrastructure: places to work and study and foundational
components that include not only an electrical supply and connections to the Internet, but
a human network—extending from the building custodian to the university president—
that supports and enhances their endeavors. At the college level, the dean is a vital link
in the human element of the facilitative infrastructure, and a historical narrative of the
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services would be incomplete
without some accounting of those who served in that role during the 1990–2009 period.23
The tenure of Dr. Oral Ballam as dean of the college spanned some 25 years, including
the first two of this 20-year historical account, an unmatched length of time in the position. After overseeing, as superintendent of the Cache County School District, the often
heated and stormy process of consolidating the district’s two high schools, Dr. Ballam
joined the faculty of USU’s Department of Educational Administration in 1963. When Dr.
John Carlisle retired, in 1967, Dr. Ballam was appointed acting dean and then, in 1969,
dean of the college.
Having arrived on campus in 1962, I had the distinct pleasure of working with Oral for
his full term as dean. He was the consummate administrator. Unassuming and thoughtful,
a good listener, his office door was closed only for necessarily private meetings. Poking
one’s head in the open doorway and asking, “Do you have a minute?” always resulted in a
positive response. Oral also made no pretense of being a “scholar,” but relished a role that
he defined as establishing and maintaining the conditions that would allow faculty to be
22
23
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According to Wikipedia, her name is also spelled Noura al-Fayez.
Department heads and unit directors are also crucial links in the human infrastructure, but without the
overall potential for college influence that a dean has. They, and other administrators from 1990-2009,
are listed in an appendix, but theirs is a story for another day.
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Oral Ballam, superintendent of the Cache County School District from 1959
till 1963, came to Utah State University in 1963 as an associate professor of edu-

Oral L. Ballam, Dean,
1967–1992

cational administration. In 1967 he served as the acting dean of the college.
During his long and storied tenure as dean (1969–1992), he guided the college
through important years of growth and transformation.
Oral sought to strengthen the research-based profile of
the college while maintaining its humanistic orientation as
“a college impacting the lives of children.” Fellow deans
often expressed doubt that education offered questions
worthy of research. So Oral asked Harvard-educated Jim
Shaver to serve as an associate dean for research, instituting a rigorous review process for judging proposals. Many
far-reaching programs and projects would be developed
and funded under Oral’s guidance—Upward Bound and the
Exceptional Child Center (ECC) among them. And the stature of the college rose.
Securing a new home for the college to consolidate its many departments
was probably Oral’s most ambitious project. With the help of USU President
Stan Cazier and Vice President for University Relations Bill Lye, he initiated a
fund-raising effort that eventually resulted in a $9 million Emma Eccles Jones
Education Building. This handsome structure served notice that Education had
truly “arrived” at Utah State University—a bricks-and-mortar tribute to Oral’s
many years of hard work and wise, positive leadership.

productive teachers and scholars/researchers. Dean Ballam was not one to avoid a decision,
nor to jump too quickly to a conclusion. His was an observant, hands-off approach that gave
faculty the freedom to pursue their interests, but he could tug on the reins when necessary.
Dr. Ballam assumed the deanship as Dean Carlisle’s efforts at developing a scholarly
research presence began to come to fruition. During 1968–1969, his initial year as a noninterim dean, 17 proposals for external funding were approved, for a total of just over
$931,900. In 1991–1992, his last year as dean, 121 proposals were funded, for a total of
$13.5 million, with attendant growth in the college’s educational programs and provision
of services (especially to those with disabilities and their families) and in the national
presence of the faculty. His “soft hands on the reins” and his facilitative approach were
important factors in the establishment of the academic culture necessary for the college
to gain national stature.
Upon Dean Ballam’s retirement in 1992, a committee was set up to conduct a national
search for his replacement, a committee on which I served. Dr. Izar Martinez, associate
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Izar A. Martinez,
Interim Dean, 1992–1994,
Dean, 1995–1997

After two years as interim dean, Izar Martinez became dean in 1994, serving
until 1997. As associate dean for many years, he had perfected the role of highly
skilled Utility Outfielder—pinch-hitting as Secondary Education department head,
managing college finances, and writing a series of funded grants to strengthen
Utah State’s multicultural outreach. He consistently
supported faculty in their teaching, research, and service endeavors, gave credit to others for successes
of the college, and was legendary for his gentle, wry
sense of humor in managing difficult situations.
In a February 2010 interview, he was asked about his
fondest memories during his time as dean. He said it
was the tutoring and mentoring he received from “the
best person I ever worked with—Dean Ballam.”
Izar Martinez had the highest respect for those serving in the college. “Truly, the greatest challenge for me
each day was answering this question: ‘What can I do
today to make sure that this great academic faculty achieves what they want to
achieve?’ My job was simply to help the faculty get to where they wanted to go.
They were the ones who knew best what they were doing. If they were writing a
grant, how could I help? If they were developing a program, my biggest job was to
help them develop that program without getting in their way.” In this respect, he
was proud to extend the legacy of Dean Ballam.

dean for teacher education and certification, agreed to serve as interim dean during the
search. In part because a record of outstanding scholarship/publications was a primary
position criterion, an acceptable candidate did not emerge. A second search committee
was appointed, and to guide its efforts modified the search criteria to reflect a tried and
proven formula in the college’s brief history: Emphasis was placed on the selection of a
dean who had K-12 and higher education experience, understood and was committed to
the college’s goals and programs, and was an experienced administrator with a record of
open communication and facilitation of faculty productivity.
Dr. Martinez was an applicant for the dean’s position. He had been appointed associate
dean for teacher education and certification when Dean Ballam established the position in
1971, so was well-known to the faculty as an effective and congenial administrator. Adept
at budgeting and accounting, Izar had become the unofficial business manager for the college and, in the Ballam mold, he was an open-door facilitator. He was, for example, often
helpful to faculty directing funded projects who had budgetary issues with the university
business office. From personal experience, I knew that if you went to Izar and explained
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such a problem—as he looked at you with a steady, unblinking gaze—and he nodded and
quietly, but firmly, said, “I’ll take care of it,” you could rest assured that it would be done.
It was no surprise that Dr. Martinez became the clear choice of the search committee and
was appointed dean in July 1994.
As the new dean took office, the college was still grappling with its identity as it continued to evolve from its teacher-preparation and school-service beginning to a multi-faceted college of national standing. Even though college faculty generated $14.7 in extramural funding for burgeoning research and human-service programs in 1994–1995, the
college’s annual report for that year stated, in bold type, that “the central purpose of the
college. . . is to provide its graduates with the skills and knowledge to help others learn”
(p. 4). The text in which that quote is embedded is more nuanced in terms of research and
service, but the mission statement suggests that like individual persons, institutions sometimes struggle with regard to clarity as to who they are.
A comment on the lack of clarity in regard to purpose is not meant to imply that
the college should have minimized its commitment to teacher education. In fact, with
his experience as associate dean for teacher education and certification and his professional involvement as a valued member and chair of NCATE (National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education) accreditation committees for other universities,
Dr. Martinez brought a perspective to the deanship that was important in sustaining
the college’s teacher preparation role. However, he also supported wholeheartedly the
continued development of the college’s research and human-service capabilities. Like
his predecessor, Oral Ballam, Izar received the university’s Leone Leadership Award,
given to recognize exemplary leadership and commitment to the university and its educational mission.24
Teacher education continued to be at the core of the college identity. In 1994, 232 bachelor’s degrees were awarded in elementary education and 34 in secondary education,25
with another 100 in health, physical, education, and recreation and 46 in special education
and rehabilitation.xxiii Most of the degrees went to students preparing to teach. But at the
same time, research and external funding remained as high priorities for the faculty and
dean. In 1996–1997, the last year of Dean Martinez’s tenure, external grant and contract
funding reached $16.3 million.
With Dean Martinez’s retirement, in 1997, an associate dean once again stepped in
as interim dean of the college. Dr. Ron Thorkildsen, associate dean for research, was
well-suited to the task. A long-time member of the faculties in Special Education and
Instructional Technology, and assistant director of the Center for Persons with Disabilities
(CPD) prior to being appointed associate dean in 1993,26 Ron knew the college well and
24
25
26

Other college Leone Leadership Award recipients are included in table 4.
Most secondary education students received their degrees from some 25 departments across the campus in a cooperative campus-wide teacher preparation program.
At the time that I became the full-time dean of the School of Graduate Studies and resigned as associate
dean for research.
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was especially attuned to the faculty’s research and funding efforts. He had been
deeply involved in the CPD’s research and service endeavors, and was committed to the support of other college programs. In addition, he shared with Deans
Ballam and Martinez their thoughtfulness and willingness to listen, underscored,
as with them, by an open-door office policy. And he was not one to simply mark
time while interim dean.
At the time Dr. Thorkildsen moved to the dean’s office, there was ongoing discussion of the feasibility of a distance education doctorate. He took on the task of
coordinating the development of a proposal for such a degree program and began
the process of shepherding it through the university approval system. In his year
as interim dean, Ron moved the proposal to the point where it was ready for his
successor to bring to fruition (a subject for chapter four).
Ron J. Thorkildsen,
Interim Dean, 1997–
During the 1997–1998 academic year, as Dr. Thorkildsen managed the col1998
lege’s affairs, a search committee had been busy and a new dean of the College
of Education was appointed to begin on July 1, 1998. Dr. Gerard (Gerry) Giordano
came to USU from New Mexico State University (NMSU), where, among other administrative responsibilities, he had been acting head of two departments—Education
Specialties and Curriculum and Instruction—and had directed off-campus programs for
the College of Education. Gerry had published widely and had also received NMSU’s
University Teaching Award. And, he was very enthusiastic about USU’s College of
Education, referring to the faculty in his inaugural “Message from the Dean” in the college’s 1997–1998 Annual Report as the “most productive in the United States” and citing the college’s “tradition of excellence.”
As a newcomer to the campus, Dean Giordano brought a new perspective to the dean’s
office, with resulting changes. A significant example was his re-examination of budget allocations, which once in place tend to be perpetuated from year to year. One outcome was the reallocation of departmental distance-education funding from Elementary
Education to Special Education and Rehabilitation, to reflect more adequately changes
in course-hour delivery that had occurred over the years. That thoughtful administrative
decision was received somewhat differently by the two department heads.
Overall, Dean Giordano was an effective administrator, supportive of faculty, never
sparing, even effusive, with his public praise. He was also effective in seeking private
funds for the college, in particular foundation funding for the Edith Bowen Laboratory
School and for early childhood education. It was during his tenure that the Family, Child,
and Human Development Department joined the college, and Gerry actively supported
the merger and welcomed the new department with great enthusiasm. In 2004, Dean
Giordano was offered the position of provost at the University of North Florida and, with
stated reluctance, left “one of the [truly] premier schools in the nation.”xxiv
Again, the breach was filled by an associate dean for research. Dr. Carol Strong, who
had taken Dr. Thorkildsen’s place as associate dean when he retired in 2000, agreed to
serve as interim dean and evinced mixed interest in the dean’s position. However, as the
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Gerard R. (Gerry) Giordano accepted the deanship in 1998, serving until

Gerry Giordano, Dean,
1998–2004

2004. Asked what he enjoyed most about his tenure as dean, he replied, “The
people. That’s what made my years in Utah, in Logan, at the university just so
extraordinarily special for me.”
His reflections were typically self-effacing when asked
about the challenges he faced as dean: “Challenges? All in
all, the challenges were modest. We were able to accomplish
a lot during that span, but these were not my accomplishments.” Giordano then credited Kaye Rhees, Rich West, Marv
Fifield, Sarah Rule, and D. Ray Reutzel for making things work.
“Of course, when we first received funding for the Emma
Eccles Jones Center for Early Childhood Education and the
new Edith Bowen Laboratory School, that seemed like such
an intimidating prospect. But with Carol Strong as associate dean for research, for the first time we were ranked in US
News and World Report as a top tier college of education and human services.”
But for all the credit he gives to others, Dean Giordano accomplished much
in his six years as dean—namely, the establishment of an endowed professorship, multi-cultural programs, and two research centers; the expansion of the
college’s distance education programs, particularly at the doctoral level; and a
general strengthening of relationships with the college’s alumni and friends.
Indeed, during the Giordano years the college realized a 400% increase in gifts
to the college from generous donors.

new search committee began its work and faculty became more cognizant of Dr. Strong’s
administrative style, she was urged by many faculty members to become a candidate for
the position.27 In fact, with a strong record of research and publication; excellence in
teaching, as evidenced by receipt of the university’s Eldon J. Gardner Professor of the
Year Award and selection as a University Trustee Professor; and a disposition, as many
faculty knew from working with her as associate dean, to be quietly friendly to all, yet
able to be firm when necessary, Dr. Strong was a natural for the deanship.
Carol overcame her reluctance to be a candidate, was nominated by the search committee, and was appointed dean, making the transition from interim dean to dean in April
27

A disclosure: I have known Dr. Strong for years as a friend, a student, and a colleague. During her
work toward a doctorate in the EdD Research and Evaluation specialization, I was her advisor. She
also was a teaching assistant for my statistics courses and a research assistant on one of my federally
funded projects, and we have co-authored articles. I was among those who encouraged her to apply for
the dean’s position, stressing the avowed support of senior faculty who were impressed by her performance as interim dean.
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In 1969, the Strong family moved to Logan so that Carol could earn

Carol J. Strong, Interim Dean,
July 2004–March 2005;
Dean, April 2005–May 2010

a BS in speech-language pathology and Bill could teach in Secondary
Education. After receiving her master’s degree from the University of
Illinois, she returned to USU in 1973 and began a distinguished teaching career. Carol was named Professor of the Year in
1998, College of Education Scholar/Researcher of the
Year in 2000, and Trustee Professor of Communicative
Disorders and Deaf Education in 2001.
Carol was the first graduate of the college’s
research and evaluation doctoral program. Her
award-winning research became The Strong
Narrative Assessment Procedure and The Magic of
Stories, both with national audiences. Her work
reflects a deep commitment to early childhood education and early intervention for children with language and literacy impairments. As associate dean for research, she
supported faculty efforts that led to national visibility for the college.
During her tenure as dean (2004–2010), Carol loved her work with
alumni and generous donors. She helped secure funding for many
endowed scholarships, one endowed program, seven endowed
chairs, the Dolores Doré Eccles Center for Early Care and Education,
and the Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research
Building. She also encouraged the merger of elementary and secondary education departments into a School of Teacher Education
and Leadership. The annual Strong Human Services Award,
endowed by the Strong family, honors exemplary human service
work in the college.

2005. With a new dean from the college ranks, knowledgeable about and committed to
college programs, and familiar with the faculty and other staff, the transition was smooth.
The college continued its upward trajectory, as noted earlier in this chapter, in sync with the
university—which, according to the 2007 report of the Full-Scale Evaluation Committee
for USU’s accreditation by the Northwest Commission of Colleges and Universities (pp.
62–3), had a “ranking among the top ten of land-grant, non-medical universities” in the
nation, based on its increases, like the college’s, in “contract and grant volume in support
of research and scholarly or creative activity.”
Among the highlights of Dean Strong’s tenure was the continuing willingness of donors
to invest in the college, enabling research, service, and educational programs far beyond
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what would have been possible with reliance solely on state funding and federal contracts
and grants. Those vital supporters—it is tempting to use the Broadway term, “angels”—
are the subject of the next chapter in this history of the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services.
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Groundbreaking, Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research Center and Dolores Doré Eccles Center for Early Care and Education, October 2, 2008. Left to right: Carol Strong; Rick Lawson; Clark Giles; architect
Robert Jacoby; President Stan Albrecht; Vice President Spindler Construction, Gary Stevens; and children from the
Sound Beginnings preschool and Children’s House daycare.
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Chapter Three

Benefactors

A

fitting place to begin a two-decade account of the
college’s fundraising efforts and its benefactors is with
Emma Eccles Jones. She was not the first donor to the college, but she—herself and through her foundation—is the top
donor. Her first gifts to the college were in the years 1966
to 1985 for the Edith Bowen Laboratory School—named for
the friend and mentor who persuaded her to become the first
kindergarten teacher in Logan, Utah, a position that entailed
her participation in the initial years of the college’s elementary-teacher-preparation laboratory school.1 Those gifts were
followed, before her death in 1991, at 93 years of age, with
a donation of over $3 million toward the construction of the
college building named in her honor in 1990. Since 1966,
gifts to the college from Emma Eccles Jones and her foundation have totaled more than $45 million (along with some
$2.6 million in additional in gifts to USU).
Since 1991, the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation has
given gifts to the college for a variety of purposes, including $150,000 to the Psychology Department for its Human
Emma Eccles Jones, 1898–1991
Learning Center. Gifts to the Edith Bowen Laboratory School
have included $12.5 million for a new building, dedicated in
October 2004. The Emma Eccles Jones Center for Early Childhood Education, housed
in the new Edith Bowen Lab School building, was initiated in 1998 with a $2 million
donation by the foundation. A faculty position, the Emma Eccles Jones Distinguished
Professor of Early Childhood Education,2 was included in the gift. Then, in December
1
2

Oil painting by Heidi Darley. Photograph of painting reprinted courtesy of Amy Wilberg.
All rights reserved.

People Helping the
College Help People

That lab school, of course, became the Edith Bowen Laboratory School. See Pitkin (2008) for more on
this period in Emma Eccles Jones’ life.
Dr. Martha T. Dever was interim director of the Center for Early Childhood Education, 1998–1999; Dr.
Diane C. Burts was the center director and Emma Eccles Jones Distinguished Professor, 1999–2000;

41
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2007, the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation pledged $25 million for an Early Childhood
Education and Research Center building3 and for five endowed chairs in early childhood
education.4 The research of the endowed chairs will be housed in the new building, along
with projects in areas such as the early identification of hearing loss in infants, educational programs for infants and young children with permanent hearing loss, and meeting
the needs of children with other language impairments. For a revenue-strapped college,
endowed professorships and buildings to house their research programs are of special
importance in the recruitment of scholars with internationally strong reputations.
On April 23, 2008, an overflow crowd of foundation dignitaries, university and college
administrators, faculty, staff, students, and friends gathered in the International Lounge of
USU’s Taggart Student Center to hear and celebrate two announcements. Although most
of the attendees were already privy to what was to come, they were there for the public
event because of its meaning for the College of Education and Human Services. First was
the public acknowledgement of the December 2007 $25 million pledge to the college,
sufficient in itself for public acclamation. Equally important, or perhaps more so, was the
announcement that followed: To honor her generosity, as continued by her foundation,
the college was to be known as the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services.i The designation was particularly significant for the college because it became
one of only six of the top 50 colleges of education in the country to be named.5 As Dean
Strong noted during the celebration, a donor’s willingness “to attach its name to a college” is a “sign of great trust” and indicative that the college is “highly regarded.” Had
Em6 been present at the April 28 ceremony, she likely would have said of the college as

3

4

5

6
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and, Dr. D. Ray Reutzel was appointed to the distinguished professorship, as well as director of the
center, in 2001.
A groundbreaking ceremony for the new Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research
Center was held October 2, 2008, on-site immediately to the north of the Emma Eccles Jones Education
Building. A construction site a block to the east had been proposed. However, Clark Giles, the chair of
for the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation, was concerned that the distance from the other buildings in the
education complex would, particularly on cold, windy winter days, interfere with the desired faculty
collaboration and college synergy. With the assent of President Albrecht and cooperation of the HPER
Department, Campus Recreation, and the Athletics Department, tennis courts were moved to accommodate the new research center building. As a result, the location maintains the education-campus concept noted as important in chapter 2, and includes a turfed green area as a playground for Edith Bowen
Lab School children and for the use of Campus Recreation.
The five endowed chairs will be established as payments come to the university over the 10-year
pledge period. The first chair will be the Emma Eccles Jones Endowed Chair for Early Childhood
Literacy Education, replacing the non-endowed Emma Eccles Jones Distinguished Professorship in
Early Childhood Education.
The $25 million gift to the college has been exceeded in USU history only by a gift, also announced
in December 2007, from businessman Jon M. Huntsman of $26 million to the College of Business—
which was then named the Jon M. Huntsman School of Business, joining the Emma Eccles Jones
College of Education and Human Services as the only two named colleges on campus.
Those interested in Emma Eccles Jones as a person will enjoy Will Pitkin’s biography and tribute, Emma
Eccles Jones: Educator, Teacher, Friend—an accounting of the life and thoughts of “Em” (as Will came
to know her as he wrote), as well as her contributions to education in Logan, Utah and at Utah State
University. Emma Eccles Jones was, according to Pitkin, called “Aunt Em” by her nieces and nephews,
as well as others, and she signed a 1985 letter to USU President Stan Cazier, “Em Eccles Jones.”
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When Robert (Bob) Hatch began his career at First Security Bank in 1969, he
was chosen by bank president Marriner Eccles to keep the fortune of Emma Eccles

Robert A. Hatch

Jones’ father, David Eccles, intact for the descendants of his polygamist “Logan”
family. In that role, for many years Bob helped Emma manage
and grow her inheritance. Now, with fellow trustees Rick Lawson,
Spencer Eccles, and Clark Giles, he helps oversee the philanthropic work of the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation.
He is deeply pleased with the personal connection between
the Foundation and the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services. “It’s been great to watch. We
wanted not merely to make a big splash but to have a long-term
impact. The name on the building is not the crucial issue. It’s
what happens at the school. You want to know that fifty years
from now there will still be people going in those doors and
coming out benefited by the commitment to excellence that
physical structure represents.”
“Em wanted the impact of her wealth to continue long after her mortal existence,” Bob adds. “A beautiful building is a wonderful tribute, but it’s what’s going
on inside that building, what lives are changed and how, that really matters.” On
that note, faculty and staff in the college nod their enthusiastic assent.

she did about the university in a letter to USU President Cazier in June 1985: “Certainly,
I am very pleased about the fine progress of the university today, and I am sure that it will
continue as time goes on.”ii One can imagine that she would have appreciated having the
college named for her even more than the Honorary Doctorate of Humanities that USU
awarded her in 1985.
The naming of the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services
was a highlight of the 1990 to 2009 years, and the $25 million pledge from the Emma
Eccles Jones Foundation was the apex of donations to the college during that period.
However, there is much more to tell about the college’s fund-raising efforts and its
benefactors. To establish the context for that account, we must return to another Emma
Eccles Jones-related college event—the dedication of the Emma Eccles Jones College
of Education Building in January 1990.
The dedication of the new, but already occupied, building was undoubtedly the most
noteworthy happening for the college that year. It is highly likely, however, that few, if
any, of the attendees were aware that the event marked the culmination of the initial phase
of a new conception of the college dean’s role. The change was embedded in a transformation taking place across the country, as well as across the campus: No longer to be
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Development Director Frank Stewart (far right) visiting with scholarship endowment
donor T. Clair Brown and Claudene Iwig in Walnut Creek, California, 2009.

Photograph reprinted courtesy of Nancy Stewart. All rights reserved.
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primarily an academic leader and facilitator, the dean was to devote major time and effort
to the role of lead fund-raiser for the college. The mission would be to secure from individuals and private foundations the means to further develop the college superstructure
and infrastructure (i.e., buildings and technology) and provide financial support for students and for the goals and activities of the faculty.
Oral L. Ballam was the forerunner in this new emphasis in decanal role in the College
of Education. State funding for new buildings has always been, and will likely always
be, sparse at USU, as at other state universities. A badly needed new education building
became feasible only when Emma Eccles Jones pledged $3.1 million7 toward the projected $9 million construction project. But as “the daughter of frugal parents, who wanted
to see their hard earned money well used,” the pledge came with a significant qualification: “If you [the university] do not obtain [the necessary] additional private funding,
including pledges, and state approval by March 31, 1987, I will not be obligated to complete this pledge.” USU had to “show its dedication to the project by doing its full share
of the work” (Pitkin, 2008, pp. 4, 35). Fulfillment of that obligation included obtaining a
$4.2 million appropriation from the state legislature and at least $1 million in additional
private donations. The latter job fell largely to Dean Ballam.
Quiet and reserved, although very comfortable in conversation, Dean Ballam hardly
seemed the epitome of a successful fund raiser. In fact, he expressed some qualms at first
7
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about the task that had become his: asking for money. However, as he devoted himself
fully to the fund-raising project, meeting alums and other friends of the college and university and telling them the college story—the goals, activities, achievements, and the
hopes for the future—what had seemed a potentially distasteful chore actually became
pleasurable and satisfying.
Of course, as the fund-raising proceeded, it became clear that Dean Ballam’s personal
qualities were exactly those best suited for this social-based endeavor, and those of us
who knew him well were not surprised by his success, in concert with others from USU,
in raising somewhat more than the stipulated one million dollars. What was initially unexpected, by me at least, and comforting, was his sense of accomplishment and satisfaction as he helped secure the funding base for the new building. He set the pattern for the
deans who followed, especially as their role in obtaining private funding was enlarged,
and assisted, by a change at the university level.
Prior to the 1994–1995 fiscal year, philanthropic fund-raising at USU was coordinated
and supervised from a central Development Office, administered by the Vice President for
University Relations.8 Although departmental or college personnel might contact potential
major donors, clearance was first obtained from the central office and often personnel from
the office conducted or were involved in the solicitation. When George H. Emert became
president of the university in 1992, he brought a different concept of fundraising with
him. His concern was that the centralized fundraising system did not adequately utilize
the potential for development at the college level, given the knowledge there of needs and
of the alums and college friends who might help to meet those needs. In 1994, the decision was made to transfer college-specific fund-raising responsibilities and activities to
the individual colleges. The central office remained responsible for fund raising at the university level and for processing and maintaining records of gifts received across campus.
Initially, the deans of the College of Education and the College of Family Life, Izar
Martinez and Bonita Wyse, decided to share a director of development,9 whose time
would be split evenly between the two colleges. By 1997, while Ron Thorkildsen was
serving as interim dean of the college, the Education development effort had grown to
such an extent that a full-time director was deemed necessary. That change was made,
and the position—now titled, “Development Officer”—continued in 2009 as an important
factor in college fundraising.10
The responsibilities of the development officer have included working with the dean
to review and update the overall plan for college fund-raising activities, building relationships with college alums and other college friends, and consulting with planned-giving
and endowment donors. The primary responsibility for fund raising continued to reside
with the college dean. In response to a query from me, Dean Carol Strongiii estimated that
8
9
10

Now titled, Vice President for University Advancement.
Wes Boman, appointed in 1995.
Wes Boman continued in the new position until he retired in 2002 and Frank Stewart was appointed as
the college development officer.
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she spent on average at least 16 hours a week on development or, currently, “advancement” activities—40% of a 40-hour work-week. However, the dean’s work week typically exceeds 40 hours, in large part because many meetings with alums and other friends
of the college occur in the evening and on weekends, often with travel across the state,
regionally, or nationwide.
The context for a college dean’s large commitment of time and energy to development
activities is the reality of limited appropriations from tight state budgets. The funds that
come to the college through the largesse of individuals and foundations have been, along
with the extramural funding from contracts and grants, essential to the many successes of
faculty and staff. Legislative allocations for the college’s operations and new buildings
are simply not adequate to maintain the college’s teaching, research, and service activities
at the levels of quantity and quality that have been attained. That the same situation holds
at the university level, as for state universities generally, can be gleaned from accreditation reports by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities.
Utah State University was first accredited by the Northwest Commission in 1924 (as
the Utah Agricultural College) and has maintained its accreditation since. Concerns about
the adequacy of state funding for the university and the accompanying reliance on other
financial resources were raised in accreditation reports before and during the 20-year
period chronicled in this history. The author11 of a “regular interim report”iv submitted
to the Northwest Commission in October 2002 observed that USU “has found means of
providing financial resources, primarily from grants and contracts and student fees, to
support its program[s] in the face of inadequate state funding,” reflecting “an admirable
level of achievement and commitment.” However, a caveat was raised about a potentially
“precarious” financial position for the university because of “the extent to which such
non-state appropriated funds must be generated to maintain the quality, scope, and range
of the university’s programs and services.” That admonition was a reiteration of concerns
previously raised in accreditation reports in 1988 and 1993.
USU’s position was not seen as unique: “As those of us who work in higher education
know, state support for public higher education has eroded slowly but inexorably since
the late 1970s.” In fact, as stated in an earlier response by USU to an evaluation committee report: “It might be argued that the successful public university is successful because
it has found other ways to increase its budget, given repeated shortfalls in state funding.”
Actually, over the prior five years, the proportions of the university’s revenue from the
state versus other sources had remained constant, and the evaluator found the university’s
picture of continuing revenue stability “persuasive.” And, somewhat paradoxically, he
applauded “the creative effort to identify new revenue streams . . . during difficult economic times,” which “contributed to [revenue] stability.”
In October 2007, as the end of a 10-year USU accreditation period neared, a “fullscale evaluation committee report” was again submitted to the Northwest Commission on
11
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Colleges and Universities. The university’s revenue picture was once more a topic, in terms
of “facing challenges similar to those confronting other universities,” as USU “draws upon
‘non-operating revenues [in particular, overhead on research projects], state appropriations,
and private gifts’” to support academic programming. As a result, “the state Education and
General appropriation covers [only] roughly 33 percent of the University’s total budget.”v
On the other hand, the university was commended for its success in working with “state
and local governments, other institutions, and private donors” to finance facilities needed
to meet needs around the state, and for the “remarkable success” of a capital campaign to
raise funding “from the private sector to support University programs and facilities.”vi
Clearly, accreditation committee concerns about over-reliance on non-state funding
from gifts and research contracts and grants were moderated by USU’s year-to-year
success in fund raising, and by the societal contributions the university can, and does,
make with such revenues. That nuanced stance by the accreditors—that the success
in long-term fund-raising and the positive outcomes from those funds outweighed the
risks of depending heavily on research grants and private donors to supplement limited state budgetary allocations—is consistent with the position taken over the years by
USU administrators and faculty, including those in the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services. And, as might be expected, given their similar trajectories, the college’s situation vis-à-vis reliance on private and research grant funds closely
parallels the university’s.
The college’s budget distribution has received some attention in the accreditation process, although not so much as the university’s. The full-scale evaluation committee report
prepared for the Northwest Commission in October 1997 includes a commendation for
the exceptional productivity of the college [of education] faculty in creating
innovative programs and obtaining external funding . . . . In an arena where
there is a perpetual lack of state level appropriation [sic] and support, the faculty continually seek external grants and contracts to deliver and extend the
goals of the college. They have been extraordinarily successful, and the funding
seems to merge well with college and departmental objectives and significantly
enables the work of the college.
However, the college, as well as the university, was also cautioned to “evaluate the
effects of and articulation of these [contracts and grants] resources with state appropriated resources.”vii Supposedly, budget supplements from private and foundation donors
would be subject to the same cautionary observation.
The college’s success in acquiring external funding, as well as the potentially doubleedged nature of those resources, is not mentioned in later evaluation committee reports,
undoubtedly due to the university-level focus of the accreditation process, not because
of any reduction in the college’s grants and contracts funding (as chronicled in chapter
two). In the next few pages, the college’s success in private fundraising is reviewed. An
informative context for that review is provided by an estimate of the proportion of annual
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Edith Bowen Laboratory School, 1957–2004

Edith Bowen Laboratory School, dedicated on October 4, 2004.
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college revenue that came from the state allocation in 2007–2008,12 as compared to the
33% of the university budget from state appropriations the prior year that was alluded to
in the 2007 accreditation report.
The state allocation to the college for fiscal year 2007–2008 was just over $13.1 million.
The total for contracts and grants awards, which closely approximate spending from these
sources each year, was nearly $23.7 million. And, the dollar amount of gifts to the college
that year was slightly over $3.7 million.viii The funding total for the college was about $40.2
million,13 with the state allocation approximately 32.6% of the total. That is amazingly close
to the “roughly 33 percent” of the university’s budget that the 2007 Northwest Commission’s
evaluation committee identified as typically coming from the state appropriation.
The magnitude of the gift total, $3.7 million, in 2007–2008 is particularly noteworthy
given that active gift fundraising did not begin in the College of Education until the late
1980s, when, as noted earlier, Dean Ballam set out to raise the private-funding match
for a new college building. In fact, during 1990–1991, 864 gifts to the college from 656
donors netted only slightly over $220,000; that was 5.9% of the $3.7 million that came
from 1,540 gifts in 2007–2008. And, in 2008–2009 the total rose to over $4.4 million.14
The trend in gifts from 1990–1991 to 2008–2009 is an interesting facet of the two decades
of college history.
As can be seen in figure 3, by 1998–1999 annual gifts to the college had reached
nearly $758,600. The following year, the total was nearly 2.5 million dollars. The increase
reflected substantial gifts from the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation for a new Edith Bowen
Lab School and a Center for Early Childhood Education, and from Ray L. and Eloise
Hoopes Lillywhite for renovation of the Communicative Disorders Department Building.
Then, from 1999–2000 until 2008–2009 the yearly gift totals ranged from nearly $2.9
million to over $5.3 million—with the exception of 2001–2002 when, perhaps due to an
economic decline,15 the total was only $690,700. The total contributions of over $4.4 million in 2008–2009 represented an impressive 1,906% increase from the $220,000 total
noted earlier for 1990–1991.
12

13

14

15

For the most part, USU keeps financial data on a fiscal-year basis, from July 1 of one year through June
30 of the next year. In the text, a time period that includes two years—e.g., 2007–2008—denotes a fiscal year (i.e., July 1, 2007 to June 30, 2008), often identified by the ending year (e.g., FY 2008).
This total is an adjustment from a $40.5 million total to take into account overlap in funds listed as gifts
by the Development Office and also as contracts and grants in Celebrating Excellence, the college’s
Annual Productivity Report for 2007–2008. To avoid the redundancy, $281,215 was subtracted from
the $40.5 million college total.
“Gifts” are dollar amounts received by the college and do not include pledges. For example, funds
from the $25 million pledge by the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation will be included in reports as gifts
when the foundation makes payments on the bond that USU obtained for the construction of the Emma
Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research Center and toward the endowed chairs.
The plausibility of that conjecture is suggested by several bits of information: First is the 684.81
points drop in the Dow Industrial Average on 9/17/01 that began a depressed market period. Also, the
2000–2001 average of $196,538 total per donor for those who gave $5,000 or more in gifts decreased
to a 2001–2002 average of $38,330. And, the total amount of gifts of $5,000 or less, which are not
likely dependent on stock or other investments, increased 8% in those two years—from $107,248 to
$115,819—along with an increase in average total gifts per donor at that level from $89.85 to $123.08).
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Figure 3. Total Annual Gifts, Fiscal Year 1990-1991 to Fiscal Year 2008-2009.

Over the two-decade period 1990–2009, some 7,702 donors made 22,612 separate
gifts to the college. The total value of those gifts was close to $41.6 million (see table 5).
As part of the data gathering for this historical account, the university’s development
office provided a list of the 185 donors whose 458 gifts were $5,000 or larger. In addition, 7,517 donors gave 22,154 individual gifts that were less than $5,000. Those donors
are important in regard to the underlying meaning of donations. On the one hand, private
foundations16 and trusts with substantial funds to distribute typically make gifts based
on judgments of the quality and prospects of the college’s educational, research, and/
or service programs. On the other hand, donations by individuals with limited incomes
are often expressions of appreciation for personal experiences, such as a high-quality
course or degree program successfully completed, personal counseling in time of need,
or assistance with the challenges of caring for a family member with a functionally limiting disability.
As a college with a mission that includes an emphasis on the education of professionals
whose incomes are typically not in the higher echelons, even for those with doctorates,
and on the provision of services to families and individuals often of modest means, the
likelihood of large gifts from either alumni or clients is not great. But the smaller gifts are
significant, not only as an accumulated amount, but as indicators of satisfaction with the
16
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Table 5
Summary of College Gifts and Donors, 1990–2009
Donation/Per Donor

Number of Number of
Gifts
Donors

Total
Amount

Percent
of Total

Under $5,000

22,154

7,517

$1,919,427

4.6%

$5,000–$999,999

395

180

$9,911,165

23.8%

More than $1 million

63

5

$29,739,965

71.5%

All

22,612

7,702

$41,570,557 100.0%

college’s programs and as a sign of “ground level” support, which can be of considerable
political importance when the state legislature deals with issues that affect the college. As
Dean Strong noted,ix she and the college development officer make “significant investments of time and resources not only to generate funds but also to keep donors informed.
Every gift, whether large or small, matters to the College.” In short, numbers of donations
at the under-$5,000 level might be considered in some respects to be as important as dollar amounts at the higher levels of giving.
In fact, the 7,517 donors who gave gifts of less than $5,000 during 1990 to 2009 constituted 97.6% of the total donor group—consistent with an expectation that at lower
donation levels there will be more donors. Their contributions during that period came
to over $1.9 million (4.6% of the nearly $41.6 million total). Although not large in comparison with the almost $39.7 total for those who gave over $5,000, nearly $2 million in
donor funding has important impacts, such as on the availability of student scholarships.
Also, in terms of individual meaning, small gifts frequently have proportionately greater
impact on the giver’s personal resources than is the case for large-gift donors, or for
foundation personnel who typically are distributing funds from endowments or estates.
It was not possible to determine the various relationships to the college of the under$5,000 donors who were not alumni. However, a view of the gift-giving by alumni could
be gleaned from a data-set of donors, categorized by donation level, who gave less than
$5,000 during the 20-year period (see table 6). With a time frame that is somewhat different from that for table 5, the numbers in table 6 are not exactly the same as those
in the prior table. They are, nevertheless, a valid representation of the pattern of giving for under-$5,000 donors. Of the 7,734 donors in this data-set, 5,997, 77.5%, were
alumni. Consistent with the supposition that education and human services careers are
not likely to result in large incomes, the number and proportion of donors who were
alumni increased markedly as the donation level decreased. In the $4,000–$4,999 range,
25% of the 28 donors were alumni; but alumni made up 80.9% of the 5,103 donors
in the under-$100 category. In between, the trend is clear, going from 36.1% of the
donors at the $2,000–$3,999 level, to 55.9% at the $1,000–$1,999 level, and to 75.7%
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Table 6
Distribution of Gifts Under $5,000, 1990–2009
Number of Number of Percentage
Donors
Alumni
of Alumni

Gift Range

Total

$4,000–$4,999

$130,371

28

7

25.0%

$3,000–$3,999

$95,184

29

7

24.1%

$2,000–$3,999

$138,204

61

22

36.1%

$1,000–$1,999

$188,391

152

85

55.9%

$500–$999

$194,234

307

178

58.0%

$250–$449

$162,051

498

376

75.5%

$100–$249

$212,842

1,556

1,194

76.7%

Less than $100

$171,572

5,102

4,128

80.9%

$1,292,849

7,734

5,997

77.5%

All

at the $250–$449 level. The commitment to the college shown by the large number of
donors of smaller gifts is admirable, and appreciated. To repeat Dean Strong: “Every gift
. . . matters to the college.”
To laud those who have made smaller donations to the college in no way minimizes
the importance of larger donations. Those gifts are vital, from the perspective of financial support and for the visibility and recognition they accord the faculty and the college. From 1990 to 2009 over $9.9 million, 23.8% of the nearly $41.6 million total,
came to the college from 180 donors whose total donations ranged from $5,000 to $1
million (see table 5).
To provide a sense of the distribution of those donations, they were broken into five
groups, ranging from $5,000–$19,999 to $500,000–$1 million (see table 7). Again, as
might be expected, the distribution was skewed toward the lower donation amounts.
Ninety-two total donations, a bit over half (51%), fell in the $5,000 to $19,999 category;
thirty-eight (21%) of the donors were in the $20,000–$49,999 category; 28 (16%) were
in the $50,000–$99,999 category; and 20 (11%) were in the $100,000–$499,999 group.
Two donors (1%) were in the $500,000–$1 million category. One of those, Sorenson
Development, Inc., donated $500 thousand to support the Center for the School of the
Future, which is aimed at research and dissemination to improve the quality and effectiveness of K-12 education. The other, an anonymous donor, was very close to the $1 million mark, with nearly $990 thousand in donations to Sound Beginnings, a listening and
spoken-language program for children with permanent hearing loss that is to be housed in
the Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research Center.
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Table 7
Donors, $5,000 to $1.0 Million, 1990–2009
Range of
Donations

Number
Percentage
of Donors of Total

$5,000–$19,999

92

51.1%

$20,000–$49,999

38

21.1%

$50,000–$99,999

28

15.6%

$100,000–$499,999

20

11.1%

$500,000–$999,999

2

1.1%

180

100.0%

Total

Although information was not available to identify the targets for gifts by donors in
the under-$5,000 group, most likely went to general scholarship funds maintained and
awarded at the college level, with some put to other uses by the college. However, the
list of donors in the $5,000-and-over group included “Purpose” and “Fund Title” for each
gift. The meaning of the purpose or fund descriptors was not always clear, but it was possible to classify $8 million, 81%, of the $5,000-to-$1 million gifts in five general categories: research, public service, scholarships, endowments, and program support.
“Endowments” was the gift category with the largest funding total, just over $3.2 million. A comparison of the names of $5,000-to-$1 million donors with the endowed scholarships listed in the university’s 2009–2010 general catalog indicated that $2 million of
the endowment total could be linked directly to named endowed scholarships. Combining
the named-scholarship endowments with the $6.9 thousand in gifts that were unnamed,
but clearly intended for scholarships, yielded a total of nearly $2.8 million.
Fourteen named, endowed scholarships were listed for the college in USU’s 1988–
1990 general catalog. By the time of the printing of the 2009–2010 general catalog, that
number had climbed to 51.17, x About 46% of the increase was due to the addition of the
Family, Consumer, and Human Development (FCHD) Department to the college in 2002,
with its 17 named, endowed scholarships included in the 2009–2010 college listing. (The
17 named, endowed scholarships was an increase from 3 listed in the 1988–1990 catalog
that correspond to current FCHD majors; there were also 7 general “Family Life” scholarships for which no major was specified.)
The second largest identifiable endowment category in the $5,000-to-$1 million
donation range was “Research.” Funds from nongovernmental sources for research are
17

Appendix A contains brief descriptions of the 51 endowed scholarships.
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Photograph reprinted courtesy of the Family, Consumer,
and Human Development Department. All rights
reserved.

The Adele and Dale Young Child Development Laboratory, where four-yearold Wilbert Kim proudly displays his
wooden village creation. The renovated
laboratory was dedicated October 14,
1994, in honor of the Youngs.

The Emily Elder Barrus Outdoor Imaginarium provides a playground for the
Child Development Lab. Funded by a
lead gift from the Emily Elder Barrus
family and contributions from many
other donors, the Imaginarium was dedicated on October 22, 2008. Three-yearold Max Major plays on the equipment.
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considered by the university to be gifts—that is, philanthropy—if the support is for knowledge advancement,
not to develop a product or conduct a directed study,
such as a product evaluation.xi In that context, almost
$1.7 million in gifts came to the college designated for
research. The Center for Persons with Disabilities (CPD)
received the largest dollar amount of research-designated
gifts, over $680 thousand. Instructional Technology and
Learning Sciences was next, with a little over $531 thousand (an additional $4.6 million came to the department
in the above-$1 million donor category, discussed next).
Psychology received $245 thousand; Family, Consumer,
and Human Development received almost $145 thousand;
and the Edith Bowen Laboratory School and Elementary
Education, combined, received $54 thousand.
In the “public service” category, the CPD again led in
funding from the $5,000-to-$1 million gift donors, with
nearly $694 thousand. The Center for the School of the
Future was next, with nearly $324 thousand, and Family,
Consumer, and Human Development received close to
$98 thousand. Also receiving gifts designated for public
service were Psychology, with over $27 thousand, Special
Education and Rehabilitation, with $26 thousand, and
Elementary Education, with $20 thousand.
Among the several donors in the $5,000-to-$1 million category whose contributions might be described,
one pair merit special mention because of the variety and
importance of the support they have provided. Adele and
Dale Young gave more than $400,000 in gifts to the college over the two decades of this history—including to the
Family, Consumer, and Human Development Department
(FCHD) while it was still part of the now-defunct College
of Family Life. The Child Development Laboratory, in
the Family Life Building, is a crucial facility for FCHD
faculty conducting research on individual development
in young children and on family relationships. The lab
also serves an essential role as a practicum site for earlyeducation undergraduate and graduate students in FCHD
and Elementary Education. In the early 1900s, the facilities needed to be updated, partly to mitigate the effects
of years of use. The Youngs’ significant contribution to
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a major renovation was recognized by the naming
of the Adele and Dale Young Child Development
Laboratory.
The technology available for college students
and for public school teachers has also been a focus
of gifts from the Youngs. In anticipation that developments in computer technology beginning to take
place in the late 1980s would have major impacts
on public schooling and the education of teachers and school leaders, the design for the Emma
Eccles Jones Education Building included space
on the first floor for an Education Resources and
Technology Center (ERTC). The center initially
had an inventory of printed materials for teachers
Dale W. Young and Adele C. Young in the Emma Eccles
and education students, along with two computer
Jones Education Building atrium, as the college celebrated the
naming of the Educational Technology Center in their honor,
labs, primarily for students. By the mid-1990s, it
April 23, 1999.
was clear that the center needed to be updated to
keep pace with the effects of the Internet and the
availability of a wide variety of technological educational products (such as CD-ROMs
and software programs). In 1998 and 1999, Adele and Dale Young contributed toward
making the ERTC a state-of-the art facility for the technological preparation of prospective teachers and other university students, as well as a valuable technological resource
for public school teachers. Their gifts were without doubt a factor in the Excellence
in Education Award given to the Adele and Dale Young Education Technology Center
(YETC) in 2004 by Survey Systems,18 for “providing high quality educational resources,”
especially via TeacherLink, an online website linked to educational resources on the
Internet and available to teachers free-of-charge.xii
The Youngs also established and supported three endowments to provide scholarships for
undergraduate and graduate students in Elementary Education, FCHD, and, at the college
level, students in any department who show academic potential and are in financial need.
Adele and Dale received honorary doctorates from USU in 1998—hers in education;
his in agriculture, for additional gifts there.19
Last, but certainly not least, the five donors of gifts to the college that totaled more
than $1 million from 1990 to 2009 have had important impacts on the college. These
gifts totaled over $29.7 million, 71.5% of the nearly $41.6 million in gifts during that
period (see table 5). This chapter opened with the gifts of Emma Eccles Jones and the
Emma Eccles Jones Foundation to the college and the naming of the Emma Eccles Jones
18
19

Survey Systems is a software and educational services company that works with school districts and
other education organizations nationwide.
A brief discussion, following Adele’s death on July 27, 2009, of Adele and Dale Young and their contributions to USU is in Utah State Today Online News, 7/31/09.
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College of Education and Human Services as a tribute to those contributions. During the
1990–2009 period, over $18.8 million came to the college from the Emma Eccles Jones
Foundation.20
The April 23, 2008 gathering to honor Emma Eccles Jones was also the occasion
for celebration of a $1 million dollar gift from the George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles
Foundation for a Dolores Doré Eccles Center for Early Care and Education. Aside
from Dolores Doré Eccles being Em’s sister-in-law, it was especially appropriate that
this gift would be announced with the naming of the college for Emma Eccles Jones,
because the purpose for the new center, to be housed in the recently funded Early
Childhood Education and Research Center building, is consistent with Em’s commitment to children. USU’s Children’s House—which for over 30 years has provided day
care and education for the children of USU students, staff, and faculty, as well as leadership to improve the quality of early childhood education—will move to the Dolores
Doré Eccles Center from its current building (which will be demolished to make room
for other campus growth). With a new facility that includes a significant increase in
space, child care will be enhanced, improved observational, tutoring, and internship
opportunities will be provided for college students, and faculty will have an excellent
venue for research and parent training.xiii During 1990–2009, gifts to the college from
the George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation totaled over $1.5 million, with over
$12.8 million overall in gifts to the university during that period.
The Emma Eccles Jones Foundation has carried on Em’s dedication to children and
their education through continuing support of the Edith Bowen Laboratory School, including over $2.1 million to its arts education program during a 10-year period, from 1997
to 2006.xiv The initial focus for the funding was the integration of arts education across
the curriculum. Arts specialists provided students with art experiences and arts content,
and worked with the classroom teachers to develop curricula in which the arts are used to
enhance learning in the core content areas. In the first five years of the funding, some 600
elementary students attending the Edith Bowen Lab School and over 3,800 college students preparing to be elementary school teachers were involved in the program. In addition, hundreds of Utah teachers participated in arts education inservice sessions presented
by Edith Bowen Lab School staff, and other educators were informed about the research
and the curriculum at state and national professional meetings. The second five years of
funding were aimed at the further development of research-based strategies for teaching
in an arts-across-the-curriculum program. xv
The ongoing arts program at the Edith Bowen Lab School provided a fruitful environment for major gifts to the university by the Sorenson Legacy Foundation, founded by
the late James (Jim) Levy Sorenson and his wife, Beverley Taylor Sorenson, a former
20
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by the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation in December 2007. However, as noted earlier in this chapter,
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Dolores Doré Eccles, 1902–1994

Photograph reprinted courtesy of Jared Thayne. All rights reserved.

kindergarten teacher, advocate of arts education in elementary
schools, and developer of the Art Works for Kids program. In
2006 the foundation contributed $200 thousand to support the
development of four arts education courses to be delivered to
preservice and inservice elementary teachers across the state
through distance education, with more than 4,000 children a
year to be taught by teachers who had taken at least one of the
courses. In addition, two on-campus summer workshops were
developed for elementary-school teachers and arts specialists.
It was estimated that some 23,000 children a year would be
taught by teachers or arts specialists who had attended at least
one workshop. During and following the course and workshop
development activities, the Edith Bowen Lab School has been
the demonstration site for an integrated arts-subject-matter curriculum.xvi
Then, in 2008, the Sorenson Legacy Foundation presented the
university with a gift of $3 million for the Arts Education Initiative.
Included in the program is $1.5 million for an endowed chair to be
shared with the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
(HASS). The Beverley Taylor Sorenson Professor of Elementary
Arts Education will be a teaching artist tenured in the Emma
Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services, with a
joint appointment in an appropriate department in the new, as of
2010, Caine College of the Arts. The collaboration between the
colleges will facilitate the hiring of an outstanding faculty member and the support of the arts education of elementary teachers in their teacher preparation courses and in the arts courses
they take across campus. The other $1.5 million for the initiative
is to fund the further development of research-based best practices for integrating music, dance, theater, and visual arts with
elementary school core curricula and provide preservice and
inservice education to enhance the arts teaching competencies
of elementary school educators.xvii USU’s distance education
capacity for delivery of the resultant courses, workshops, and
technical assistance throughout the state was an important factor
in the gift. Giving to the college by Beverley Taylor Sorenson,
Jim Sorenson, and the Sorenson Legacy Foundation has totaled
nearly $3.8 million. Also, $106,000 has been donated to other
university programs.
In 2008, Beverley Taylor Sorenson received an honorary Doctor
of Arts Education from USU. The honorary degree was not only

Photograph reprinted courtesy of the George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation.
All rights reserved.
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Dolores Doré Eccles Center for
Early Care and Education, dedicated on September 14, 2010
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with a dancer’s grace. When asked how her passion for the arts
led her to found “Art Works for Kids,” she acknowledged that
her true passion has always been children’s
education. An epiphany involving two of her
47 grandchildren drove Beverley’s efforts to
make music, dance, visual arts, and theater a
key experience for all of Utah’s elementaryschool children.
“My grandson was in the 7th grade,” she
says, “struggling with learning difficulties,
downcast all the time. I took him shopping
for his birthday and he picked out a CD with
a raunchy looking group on the cover and

Photograph reprinted courtesy of the Sorenson
Legacy Foundation. All rights reserved.

Beverley Taylor Sorenson:
Recipient of an honorary Doctor
of Arts Education Degree, USU
Commencement, 2008

A former dancer and pianist, Beverley Taylor Sorenson moves

an R rating. I made him pick something else.
When I took him home, his little three-year-old sister was listening to ‘Phantom of the Opera,’ dancing happily to the music. I
knew the answer.”
With funding from the Sorenson Legacy Foundation,
Beverley established a model program, “Art Works for Kids,”
first piloted in six schools. Subsequently, the 2008 Utah legislature expanded the program to 53 schools in 21 Utah districts.
Beverley’s gifts to the college—in support of distance-delivered
arts education, an endowed professorship, and arts education
programming for preservice and inservice teachers—now total
more than $3 million. So much can be done when a woman
with a passion for the arts has even greater passion for children
and their education.

in recognition of the gifts, but of her efforts over the years in promoting arts education in
elementary schools—including advocacy of a program, approved by the state legislature
in 2008, to provide funds for school districts to hire elementary arts-education specialists.
The focus of another pair of major college benefactors, Ray L. and Eloise Hoopes
Lillywhite, was the Communicative Disorders (COMD) Department. In 1986, the department moved to a building constructed in 1946, known as the Shop and Warehouse
Building. Although the building was renovated before the department moved in, it was
soon inadequate for departmental needs. When the Police and Key Department moved
from the basement in 1999, a major redesign and remodeling took place, largely funded
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Ray L. and Eloise Hoopes Lillywhite

by over $400,000 in gifts from the Lillywhites. In April 2001, the building was dedicated
as the Ray L. and Eloise H. Lillywhite Building. xvii
The Lillywhites’ interest in the COMD Department stemmed from the experience of
their daughter, Joanne Lillywhite Christensen, who was inspired to become a speech
pathologist by an introductory speech and hearing course she took at the University of
Wisconsin in the late 1950s—taught by doctoral student Jay Jensen, later to be head
of USU’s Department of Communicative Disorders. Joanne taught children with speech
impairments for several years until her untimely death from cancer at age 40. Although
Joanne obtained her degree in speech and hearing elsewhere, the Lillywhites felt a strong
connection to USU, as the Wisconsin contact with Jay Jensen continued after he joined
the USU faculty and their son obtained a degree in Communicative Disorders at USU..21
In 1994, they began a series of donations to establish and support the Joanne Lillywhite
Christensen Scholarship Endowment for speech-language pathology students in the newly
renamed Department of Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education (COMDDE). In
2005, as part of a larger gift to the university from the Lillywhites’ estate, $200,000 was
added to the scholarship endowment. And with an additional gift from the estate and one
from the Lillywhite Trust the next year, the total endowment reached over $523,000.
The gift to USU from the Lillywhites’ estate in 2005 totaled $4.5 million, at that time
the second largest gift from an individual in USU’s history. At the university level, $2.2
million of the gift added to a Lillywhite endowment for USU’s University Scholars
program. Within the college, $2 million was designated for establishment of the Ray
L. and Eloise Hoopes Lillywhite Endowed Chair in Speech-Language Pathology in the
21

Dr. Jay Jensen, now retired for over 19 years, provided this information in an e-mail on 8/26/10.
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Lorenzo N. Hoopes: Recipient of
an honorary Doctor of Humane
Letters Degree, USU Commencement,
2006

In 1979, after a highly successful career with Safeway stores,
Lorenzo (Ren) Hoopes retired from his position as Senior Vice
President. But today Ren seems anything but retired. Active, animated, and articulate at age 96, he serves
maintains a travel schedule that would
daunt persons half his age.
At a University gathering in May, 2005,
Ren shared his perspective as executor
of the Ray and Eloise Hoopes Lillywhite
estate. He noted that Ray and Eloise, his
late brother-in-law and sister, “were Aggies
at heart before they took their first classes
at the A.C.” They were drawn to a university

Photograph reprinted courtesy of Lorenzo N.
Hoopes. All rights reserved.

on boards at four Utah universities and

they came to love, Ren said, “because of
its agricultural roots, a heritage of people who made their living
from the soil and the farm. They were not individuals of great or
unusual talent. Their achievements came from hard work, sacrifice, and a commitment to make a difference. It’s more of an
attitudinal thing.”
Ren explained that Ray and Eloise had wanted to honor the
memory of their daughter, Joanne, a specialist in communicative disorders. And so the Lillywhite commitment to “make a
difference” was a bequest of $4.5 million—to endow a faculty chair and student scholarships in the Communicative
Disorders and Deaf Education Department and to support
the University Scholars Program. The college is fortunate
to have a person of Ren’s intelligence and integrity on its
Advancement Board.

COMDDE Department.22 The Lillywhite and the Beverly Taylor Sorenson endowed
chairs, along with the five endowed chairs included in the December 2007 pledge to the
college from the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation, will bring prestige to the college and
significantly enhance the recruitment of top, nationally known faculty to serve as bases
for even stronger departments and programs.
22
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The one other over-$1 million donor was the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation.
From 2003 to 2007, the foundation donated nearly $4.6 million to the Department of
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences for research and development on the
OpenCourseWare (OCW) system, designed to make university course materials freely
available on the Web.xix That developmental work was important to universities nationwide, even worldwide, but especially to Utah State University with its longstanding reputation for excellence in the delivery of distance education.
The discussion of gifts and donors to this point has proceeded largely from a college
perspective. That might be expected in a college, rather than university, history. But it also
reflects the 1994 decision to transfer major responsibility for college-level fund raising
efforts to the individual colleges. On July 1, 2003, a subtle shift toward a greater university
orientation began with the initiation of the “quiet phase” of USU’s first university-wide,
comprehensive funding campaign. That first phase of the campaign included the identification of goals by the various university units, the solicitation of “leadership” gifts, the
identification of prospective donors for extraordinary giving, and the selection of the title,
“Honoring Tradition, Securing Our Future: The Campaign for Utah State University.”xx
On March 2, 2007, President Stan Albrecht made the public announcement of the campaign, which was aimed primarily at increasing endowments for scholarships and faculty
chairs, but also at funding for buildings.xxi The goal set for fund-raising at the university
level was $200 million. For the College of Education and Human Services, the goal was
$30 million. Record-breaking gifts to the university included the Emma Eccles Jones
Foundation’s $25 million pledge to the college. One year after the start of the public
phase of the comprehensive campaign, on March 8, 2008, President Albrecht announced
that the $200 million goal for the university had been exceeded by $2.8 million.xxii The
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services had exceeded its goal as
well, having raised $56 million, nearly twice its $30 million goal. Riding on the wave of
success, the campaign was extended to 2012 with a new goal of $400 million total for the
university and $75 million for the college. Again, the emphasis was on endowments—for
scholarships, faculty chairs, and programs. xxii
The college has clearly been a top performer in the comprehensive campaign. According
to a report from the Development Office on contributions from the beginning of the campaign on July 1, 2003 to September 30, 2009, the college’s new goal of $75 million was
the second highest of the seven colleges, exceeded only by the School of Business’s $100
million target. Moreover, by September 30, 2009 Education and Human Services had
received nearly $61 million, 81% of its goal. The college closest to that rate of completion was Business, at 53.6%.
The college’s performance is not surprising. As noted earlier, gift-giving to the college had jumped in 1999–2000, followed by a trend of continued growth through the four
years of the quiet, or silent, phase of the comprehensive campaign (see figure 3). During
the first three years of the public campaign, annual gifts did not grow, but decreased
slightly from the high levels of the three prior years. The dramatic increases in the level
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Frederick Q. Lawson: USU
Commencement Speaker
and honorary Doctor of
Divinity Degree, 2007
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Growing up in Utah, the Very Reverend Fredrick Quinney Lawson—the recently
retired dean of Saint Mark’s Cathedral in Salt Lake City—was especially close to his
Aunt Em. Father Rick later graduated with Honors from
Leicester University and was ordained a priest in the
Anglican Communion after completing his studies at
Oxford University. He now serves as a trustee of the Emma
Eccles Jones Foundation and has been a major force in
supporting the mission of the college that bears her name.
Father Rick well remembers Aunt Em and her lifelong friend Edith Bowen: “Edith Bowen was about 15
years older than Em. And so when the young Eccles girls
needed to be chaperoned, Edith was always the chaperone. Edith was always with them, to protect and chaperone, but she was also a friend. And of course it was Edith who encouraged Em to go
on and get her degree [from Columbia Teachers College].”
At age eleven, Rick attended the dedication of the original Edith Bowen
Laboratory School. Regarding the Edith Bowen Laboratory School—the facility
built with Foundation funding—Father Rick had this to say: “I think Em would have
been over the moon, because it fulfilled everything she could hope for.” Today,
Father Rick is passionately invested in conservation efforts to educate young people about the need to protect the fragile ocean environment, especially its reefs.

of giving in prior years had perhaps put the college at the current limit of the potential
donor reservoir.
Not accepting the conjecture that the peak of possible donations had been reached
and, in any event, wanting to maintain the significant level of contributions, Dean Strong
added another dimension to the college’s fund-raising endeavors. In June 2006, she
appointed a National Advancement Board “to help the college find the resources [to meet
its] priorities.”xxiv Made up of alumni and friends of the college from the Intermountain
West, as well as elsewhere in the nation (see Appendix B), the advancement board has
met semi-annually since its inception. The board members’ responsibilities have included
serving as an advocate for the college, identifying potential funding contacts, hosting or
attending events for potential donors, helping to identify potential board members, and
contributing their own resources, time, and/or service to the college.xxv
By the end of 2009, the National Advancement Board had met seven times. The minutes indicate that the board had advocated development of a DVD for use with alumni
and other potential donors, advised on its composition, and reviewed at least one draft;
proposed a pilot test of available software to gather information on alumni to assist in
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In Utah, the Eccles name has long been associated with philanthropy. Spence
Eccles is the son of Spencer Stoddard and Hope Fox Eccles, the grandson of David
and Ellen Eccles, and the nephew of Marie Eccles Caine and Emma Eccles Jones.
These names are well known in Cache Valley and at
Utah State University. Spence is a loyal alumnus of

Photograph reprinted courtesy of the George S.
and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation. All rights
reserved.

Spencer F. Eccles: USU
Commencement Speaker and
honorary Doctor of Finance
Degree, 1996
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the University of Utah—he received his BS in Finance
in 1956—so USU is especially grateful for his support.
After earning a master of business administration
degree from Columbia University, Spence began a
career of business and civic leadership. From 1982
to 2000, he was chairman and CEO of First Security
Corporation, the largest banking organization in
the Mountain West. He was a member of the threeperson executive committee for the 2002 Winter
Olympics in Salt Lake and received the Pierre de

Coubertin medal from the International Olympic Committee, its highest honor.
As president of the George S. and Delores Doré Eccles Foundation and a
trustee of the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation, Spence has been a catalyst in
improving educational opportunities at USU, especially in the Emma Eccles
Jones College of Education and Human Services. As he sees it, “The benefits of
investing in education reach far beyond any single campus or community. Our
grants to education are made as investments in the long-term growth, development, and economic well-being of the people of Utah.”

visits and contacts; and heard presentations on several college research and service
initiatives. After three years of laying groundwork, the challenge will be to integrate
the board members into the college’s advancement activities so as to maximize their
potential contribution. The extent to which that occurs may be an interesting topic for
the chronicler of the next 20 years of the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and
Human Services
The next two decades of college fund-raising from private sources will be dramatically
different from the 1990–2009 period—in terms of both starting point and, concomitantly,
opportunities for growth. In 1990, the college was on the verge of emerging into national
prominence, through capitalizing on funding from contracts and grants to expand and
refine its research and service efforts to complement already excellent on-campus and
distance education programs. That national presence, along with the excellent faculty
and staff who brought it about, provided a basis for very productive private fund-raising
during the 2000–2009 decade. The challenge for 2010 and beyond will be to continue to
attract through gifts and contracts and grants the funds necessary to complement state
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appropriations in order to maintain and build on the high quality of the college’s education, research, and service programs.
Earlier, it was noted that funding from gifts and from contracts and grants made up
about 70% of the college revenue. The prospect that the essential 30%-plus in basic funding that has come from state allocations will continue to be available during the early
years of the next decade is not great, due to the economic downturn that began in 2007.
As is the case for state universities across the country, reductions in state tax revenues
have taken their budgetary toll. As USU President Stan Albrecht noted in the first state-ofthe-university address he had given in his four-and-a-half year tenure,xxvi during 2008 and
2009 the university experienced an $11.3 million one-time budget cut and two on-going
budget cuts totaling some $27.5 million in state funding, about 17% of state allocations.
The impacts were ameliorated by a number of measures, including reductions in employees, a campus-wide, five-day employee-furlough period, an early retirement plan, and use
of one-time federal economic stimulus funds.
For 2009–2010, cuts in college operating budgets were necessary. The nearly $13 million state E&G (operating) budget for the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and
Human Services was 6.8% less than the prior fiscal year. Although at the end of 2009 there
were promising signs of economic recovery, it is difficult to forecast when state tax revenues might regain their pre-2007 levels. And, of course, the incomes of many individuals
and of most foundations have been stressed as well, which is likely why gifts to the college decreased in 2007–2009 (see figure 3). The economic picture suggests an attendant
increase in the college’s fund-raising challenges, especially in the realm of large gifts.
The written history of the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services for the next two decades will undoubtedly contain interesting reports about the
college’s responses to the challenges brought by the economic circumstances that faced
the nation, the state, the university, and, consequently, the college at the end of the 1990–
2009 period. Hopefully—and likely, based on past experience—the reports will include
predominantly positive accounts of efforts to continue and extend the extramural funding
successes of the past two decades.
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“Reaching,” by Cynthia Hailes, unveiled October 4, 2004 on the Edith Bowen Laboratory School playground.
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Chapter 4

People Educating Educators,
Working with Schools

I

n tracing the emergence of the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services in the prologue, special significance was accorded Dean John Carlisle’s foresight in recognizing the importance to the college of an increased emphasis on research
and scholarly publication. His focus on that goal in hiring new faculty during the late
1950s and early 1960s laid the foundation for a college that by 1990 was well-placed for
a major role in an emerging research university,1 as well as for the attainment of national
recognition. The consequent rise to national standing, as depicted in chapter 2, has been a
legitimate source of pride for the college. Nevertheless, as noted in that chapter, the excellent national rankings—and the extramural funding and publication records that underlie
them, as well as the private gifts that have contributed to and resulted from the prominence—have not been ends in themselves. Instead, their fundamental significance has
been as support for an educational orientation that has been the hallmark of the college
since its embryonic stage in the early 1900s.
In that context it may seem ironic that, except for special education, teacher education,
which has been at the forefront of the college’s mission since its inception, has received
relatively little direct support from the contracts and grants that have contributed to the
college’s national rankings. The same can be said of other college programs for the preparation of public-school professionals, such as school counselors and psychologists, curriculum specialists, and administrators. Indirectly, of course, the funded research has been
vital because of the human resources brought to the college—especially the capable, welleducated faculty who have contributed not only as researchers, but as teachers and mentors. The college’s professional preparation programs have, as discussed in chapter three,
received significant financial support from private donors, both individuals and foundations: funding for student scholarships, endowed chairs, and instruction-related infrastructure. But with the exceptions of the communicative disorders and special education areas,
basic funding for the college’s preparation of public-school personnel has come from state
1

USU’s emergence was well underway by 1990. USU President George Emert noted in his resignation
letter in 2000 that USU was “named . . . a Carnegie I Research University in 1994, placing it in the top
3% of research universities,” and that in 1999, USU was one “of the top 50 universities nationally for
annual research dollars generated and the top national university in dollars generated per faculty member.” (From http://newscafe.ansci.usu.edu/archive/may2000/0510_emertresigns.html.)
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allocations. Given the importance of education in a democratic society, that role has historically been deemed appropriate for state government. Utah has not been an exception.
So, what might seem to be a mission-funding anomaly is readily viewed as a reflection of well-founded public policy. And, despite the prior emphasis on external funding,
it is appropriate that a discussion of the college’s contributions to public education during the 1990–2009 period would begin with teacher preparation, the original focus of the
college. To recapitulate from the prologue, within 17 years of the founding of Utah State
University (in 1888, as the Utah Agricultural College, or “AC”), faculty were offering
pedagogy courses to help meet Utah’s growing need for school teachers. Teacher education had not, however, been included as a course of study in the Lund Act, the state legislation that established the AC. Moreover, in 1905 teacher education was reserved by law
to the University of Utah. Until 1917, the AC’s education courses were offered through
the University of Utah, and then for four years under the aegis of Brigham Young College.
But in 1921, the evolution of teacher preparation as an integral element of the AC progressed with the legislative authorization of a department of education. Six years later, in
1927, the department was renamed a school of education. That was followed, in 1957, by
designation as a college of education.
The college has been fully accredited by the National Association for the Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE) since 1954, when NCATE was incorporated.i The latest
accreditation was in 2001, with the next examiners’ visit to occur in 2008. However, NCATE
adopted a program review process that involved 33 national specialty associations, placing
what were deemed at USU to be unreasonable demands on the academic units across campus that are involved in teacher education. Also, newly adopted assessment requirements
were seen as not only overly prescriptive, but as inconsistent with college assessment plans
that had been previously approved by NCATE. The result, it was decided, was a process that
would “erode, not enhance, the quality of [USU’s] efforts in teacher education.”ii
In 2006, the decision was made to seek national accreditation through the Teacher
Education Accreditation Council (TEAC), rather than NCATE. Like NCATE, TEAC is
approved by the U.S. Department of Education and the Council for Higher Education
Accreditation. The first TEAC evaluation visit was to occur in fall 2009, but was delayed
to November 2011 due to serious motorcycle-accident injuries to a consultant who was
central to the development of programming for a new assessment database.iii
Since before 1990, teacher education has comprised three principal programs at
USU: Elementary Education and Secondary Education, both incorporated in the School
of Teacher Education and Leadership (TEAL) in 2008, and Special Education, in the
Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation. The Elementary and Special
Education programs provide prospective teachers with most of their coursework beyond
university general education requirements and supportive professional courses by college
departments, such as Psychology and Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences, and
each leads to a bachelor’s degree from the program or department. In contrast, Secondary
Education offers a BA or BS for one teaching major, the social studies composite, but all
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other secondary teaching majors and minors are awarded by departments across campus, numbering from 21 to 26 over the years. The primary role of the Secondary Teacher
Education Program (STEP) is to coordinate teacher education licensure and provide
courses and experiences to complement the departmental teaching majors and minors.
As implied by the long record of NCATE accreditations, teacher education at USU has
been consistently of high quality. An essential element of that program quality has been
the students. Applications for admission to teacher education programs are typically for
the beginning of the sophomore year for elementary education, second-semester entrance
for special education, and junior-year entrance for secondary education. In 1998–1999,
the minimum grade point average (GPA) for admission, on 30 or more semester hours,
was increased to 2.75, from 2.70 for elementary education and 2.5 for the other two programs. Prior to that year, a minimum score of 20 on each of the four ACT tests (English,
social sciences, natural science, and mathematics) had also been required for admission.
That was changed to a requirement that students who received ACT scores below 25
in mathematics or below 21 in any of the other three ACT areas had to take additional
coursework—with a minimum C+ average in English, C in social science and natural science, or C- in mathematics.iv From 1999–2000 to 2008–2009, the average USU GPA for
students accepted to teacher education has ranged from 3.35 to 3.42 (with an outlier of
3.64 in 2000–2001); mean composite ACT scores have ranged from 22.3 to 24.86.
The increase in teacher education admission standards for the 1998–1999 academic
year did not have a negative effect on acceptances. Actually, as can be seen in table 8,
there was a 20% increase in 1999–2000, with 463 admissions—a figure relatively close
to the 440 admissions 10 years earlier, in 1989–1990—up from 385 in 1998–1999. The
next year, 2000–2001, acceptances went up even further, to 490. With some fluctuations,
admissions dropped to 401 in 2007–2008 and rose only slightly, to 415, in 2008–2009. In
the University Council on Teacher Education (CTE)2 report to USU’s Faculty Senate for
2007–2008, the decline was not mentioned, probably because 47 communicative disorders admissions were included in the teacher education admissions data, which obscured
the drop in numbers. The continuation of the lower admissions level was not discussed in
the 2008–2009 report either. Two years of lower admissions do not establish a trend, and
they could well be the result of chance factors. Enrollment levels may be an interesting
topic for the next 20-year history of the college.
Good students need a good learning environment, and a major factor in the program
quality signified by the continuous NCATE accreditation is the nature of teacher education
2

The University Council on Teacher Education was established in the USU Code of Policies and
Procedures well before 1990. The membership includes the college dean, as chairperson, the college
member of the University Educational Policies Committee, and one representative each from the provost’s office, the college and other university departments that offer teaching majors and minors, the
Utah State Office of Education, the Utah Education Association, the Utah Society of Superintendents,
and university students. The council meets monthly to consider teacher education curricula and requirements for admission to teacher education, for graduation, and for licensure The Council also submits
an annual report to USU’s Faculty Senate.
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Table 8
Teacher Education Admissions

*

Year*

Number
Admitted

1989–1990

440

1998–1999

385

1999–2000

463

2000–2001

490

2001–2002

451

2002–2003

537

2003–2004

555

2004–2005

458

2005–2006

437

2006–2007

468

2007–2008

401

2008–2009

415

The data are from annual reports of the Council on
Teacher Education to USU’s Faculty Senate. Data were
not obtained for 1991–1992 to 1997–1998.

at USU. Since before 1990, coursework has been enmeshed with public-school classroom
experiences, building from early observation to limited involvement with K-12 students
in practica, and to student teaching, with the preparation of teaching portfolios to demonstrate the integration of theory and practice—an important task for prospective teachers. Elementary education faculty formulated this approach as the SODIA program in the
early 1970s and revised it over the years since. The program has won regional and national
recognition for its extensive field-based approach. That formulation was undoubtedly an
element in the finding of an independent evaluation in 1991 that the program was “the
best in the state of Utah as judged by Utah school district superintendents and elementary
principals.”v Not just incidentally, in its supportive role in elementary teacher preparation, the Edith Bowen Laboratory School (selected for its focus on student outcomes and
implementation of technology as one of the Governor’s Centennial Schools for three years,
1994–1997vi) provides practicum experiences for elementary education students as part of
the SODIA program.3
3
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In a similar vein, the Secondary Teacher Education Program
(STEP) has clinical and teaching experience at its core. The program provides a three-level, junior-senior year sequence of four
core courses, as well as English, science, and social studies methods courses for departments that lack their own such courses or
that want to supplement those they have. A minimum of 120 hours
of clinical experience and student teaching, plus a student teaching seminar, are coordinated for the departments across campus
that offer teaching majors and/or minors.vii Constantly subjected to
faculty and student evaluation, like the SODIA program, the STEP
Program was revised in 1999–2000 to incorporate the principles of
the Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium as
its conceptual framework.viii
The teacher preparation program in special education has
Kaye Rhees, Edith Bowen Laboratory
also emphasized the integration of coursework and experience,
School Principal, 1996–2007, reading
in this case, practicum work with children and youth with disto children.
abilities, capped by student teaching in special education
classrooms.ix Special education is a public school area continuously in critical need of
teachers. Nevertheless, high employment rates for its graduates are an indication of the
strength of the department’s teacher preparation program. For example, all special education undergraduate-degree recipients who sought employment during the five years
1992–93 through 1997–1998 found teaching positions.x In the 10 years since, the employment rate has continued to be high, varying from 93% to 100%.xi
The involvement of teacher education students in the classroom from the start of their
programs has been a critical part of teacher education at USU for more than the 20 years
of this account. An indication that such programs are not as common nationwide as might
be hoped was an announcement by NCATE in early January, 2010: A “Blue Ribbon” panel
had been appointed to initiate “a Mainstream Move to More Clinically Based Preparation,”
as “the beginning of a sea change in the preparation of the nation’s teachers.”xii Clearly,
teacher education at USU is in the vanguard of the anticipated “sea change.”
For teaching-major students, the successful culmination of their intensive teacher preparation program is still, as it has been for some 80 years, a bachelor’s degree and, equally
or perhaps more important, a license to teach—in Utah for most. Initial, Level 1, licensure
is for three years.4 It is the responsibility of the Associate Dean for Graduation, Educator
Licensing, and Accreditation to make the recommendation for initial licensing to the Utah
State Office of Education (USOE).
4

from the state rather than through the Logan School District.
Level 2, or “standard,” licensure currently requires three years of successful teaching at Level 1
(with an assigned mentor, at least one-half time in the classroom, positive teaching evaluations from
the building administrator, and a passing score on the Praxis II Test of Principles of Learning and
Teaching), and must be renewed every five years. Level 3 licensing is available with a doctoral degree
or National Board for Professional Teaching Standards certification.
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Since well before 1990, licensure recommendations have been based on degree completion with satisfactory grades (since 1989, a 2.75 GPA) and completion of student teaching with an “acceptable level of competence,” as evaluated by the cooperating teacher(s)
in whose classroom the student taught and by his or her college supervisor(s). Two modifications in Level 1 licensure requirements in the last 20 years that resulted in new USU
requirements for student teaching bear mention: one was a response to concerns that arose
from time to time about the character of individual teachers; the other was in response to
increased societal concern about the adequacy of high school graduates’ knowledge and,
hence, teachers’ subject-matter competencies.
In 1994, a national criminal background check by the Utah Department of Public
Safety, using the prospective teacher’s fingerprints, became a mandatory requirement for
Level 1 teaching licensure.5 Consistent with the rationale for the licensure requirement,
USU began to require a Department of Public Safety background check prior to student
teaching. Within three years, that check is acceptable for the licensure application.
The second change was the introduction of content-knowledge testing as part of the licensure process, first mentioned in the 2004–2005 report of the Council on Teacher Education
(CTE) to the Faculty Senate.xiii The Utah State Office of Education (USOE) had announced
that, effective July 1, 2005, Level 1 licensure candidates had to pass a USOE-approved
exam—such as an Educational Testing Service (ETS) Praxis II exam—in their major content area. To ensure the content competency of student teachers and facilitate their licensure testing, the CTE specified that an “appropriate” content exam had to be passed before
a student could commence student teaching. Then, in its 2005–2006 report,xiv the CTE
specified that Praxis II content exams were the USOE-approved content tests. The CTE
also indicated that although not required by USOE for secondary education licensure, the
Praxis II content exam for a minor6 or endorsement area also had to be taken prior to student teaching. Because the requirement was intended to enhance the employment opportunities for program graduates, not for licensure, a passing score was not specified.
The suggestion of a link between the USOE requirements for content testing and
Congress’s No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 came in the CTE’s 2006–2007
report.xv The USOE had adopted a policy that as of March 1, 2007, a passing Praxis score
would be required for licensure in any NCLB core content area.7 Consequently, the council
amended its policy to require that, in addition to the testing requirement already in place for
teaching majors, before student teaching, students would be required to pass the appropriate
5

6
7
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Utah Code 53A-3-410, based on an audit by the legislative auditor general that indicated that teachers
licensed both prior to 1994 and after their initial licensing in later years had committed misdemeanors
or felonies of concern. Effective 10/22/09, a background check is required at each five-year renewal of
a Level 2 license. For the auditor’s report, see http://le.utah.gov/audit/09_08rpt.pdf.
Secondary education students must have a minor as well as a major, unless they are in a composite
teaching major.
“English, Reading or Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Foreign Languages, Civics and
Government, Economics, Arts, History, or Geography.” Passing the Praxis II in any of these subjects
leads to “highly qualified’ NCLB status, which is important as school districts strive to meet NCLBbased school-quality criteria.
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Praxis II exam for any anticipated NCLB teaching minor or endorsement. However, for a
reason or reasons not explicated, students with non-NCLB minors no longer were required
to take a pertinent content test before student teaching. Then, the 2007–2008 CTE reportxvi
announced that students with dual teaching NCLB core-subject teaching majors had to
pass the Praxis content exam in both; but if one subject was NCLB-specified and the other
was not, a Praxis test was required only for the NCLB subject; and if neither major was an
NCLB subject, a Praxis test was required in only one area, chosen by the student.
The results of Praxis II content testing were first included in the 2007–2008 CTE report
to the Faculty Senate, and only two years of test data were available at the time of this
account, from the 2007–2008 and 2008–2009 CTE reports. In 2007–2008, 415 students
took Praxis II subject tests for which cutoff scores had been established and 352, 85%,
passed. Pass rates for individual subject areas varied from 53% to 100%. The overall pass
rate improved the next year, 2008–2009: 485 of 520 test-takers, 93%, passed. Subjectarea pass rates varied from 63% to 100%.
The CTE report for 2005–2006 noted that several school superintendents had recommended that, in addition to the pre-student teaching content testing, prior to graduation
teacher education students be required to take ETS’s Praxis II Principles of Learning and
Teaching Test (PLT), which is required for Level 2 licensure in Utah. The council decided
instead to recommend that students be “strongly encouraged” to take the test.xvii In 2007–
2008, 199 did so, and 186, 93%, passed. The next year, 2008–2009, 84 took the test and
all but one passed, a 99% success rate.xviii No reasons for the drop-off in PLT test takers,
or the increased success, were discussed in the 2008–2009 CTE report.
Assuming that the Praxis II tests are valid assessments of the content knowledge and
knowledge of principles important to good teaching, the test results will provide valuable confirmation of teacher education coursework for some departments. For others,
the results might suggest a need to re-assess coursework adequacy—not just to enhance
teacher preparedness but to ensure licensure. That was, for example, the case in 2007–
2008 when the History Department decided to review the content of the courses required
for the history teaching major and minor after only 23 of the 44 takers of the History
Praxis II (52%) received passing scores.xix
Content-knowledge testing in the context of the No Child Left Behind law is not
the only way in which teacher educators at USU have responded to societal concerns.
With the continuing need for teachers, especially in curricular areas such as mathematics, science, and special education, states across the country have explored options for
increasing the pool of those eligible to become public school educators. An option was
to provide entrée to public school teaching for persons who have a bachelor’s degree in
a school-related subject area but have no teacher preparation degree—for example, early
retirees, often from the military, or others whose employment does not satisfy a desire
to contribute to society.
One approach proposed for tapping such pools of potential teaching talent were “alternative routes to licensure” programs that would allow the prospective teacher to obtain
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a teaching license without earning another bachelor’s degree. Common in 2008 (as a
Google search confirmed), such programs were still innovative and controversial in the
late 1980s and early 1990s. Many teacher educators were not sanguine about the benefits
of programs that might undercut regular baccalaureate teacher preparation programs and
perhaps allow inadequately prepared teachers into classrooms. Faculty at USU were not
exempt from such apprehensions.
In fact, the March 1990 report of the Council on Teacher Education (CTE) to the Faculty
Senate reveals that during 1988–1989, “the Council was active in lobbying against the
Alternative Certification Legislation, H.B. 382, which would have lowered preparation
standards for prospective teachers.”xx However, by the next year, 1989–1990, the council
had reversed its position. It “was not opposed to” the now-named “Alternative Preparation
for Teaching (APT) Program”—which would “provide access to teacher education to
individuals who have special talents and abilities to bring to teaching,” while providing
“flexibility for the certification of teachers in school districts that are geographically isolated or have special subject-matter needs.” In fact, “to the contrary, the Council was supportive of the program[,] provided that [USOE] would develop and implement a systematic process for ensuring that the current standards for quality would be maintained.”xxi
The APT program was approved by the Utah Legislature as the Alternative Routes
to Licensure (ARL) program,8, xxii and USU’s Department of Special Education moved
quickly to utilize it for the preparation of teachers of students with disabilities: in fall
1990, teachers of students with mild/moderate disabilities; in 2001, teachers of students
with severe disabilities; and, in 2004, teachers of those with disabilities in early childhood.xxiii In 1987, the then-Department of Communicative Disorders had begun to offer
a master’s degree in speech-language pathology (SLP), required for Utah public-school
SLP licensure, that fit the 1990 ARL definition—with prerequisites of a bachelor’s degree
and provisional employment by a school district. Then, in fall 2005, Secondary Education
began to offer an ARL program that encompassed all of its content areas.9 Secondary
education ARL students could also obtain a master’s degree, using ARL graduate-level
courses for credit, which would put them in a higher salary category.xxiv And, in fall 2009,
Elementary Education added a “grow your own” ARL program, developed jointly with
the Logan City School District to provide district paraprofessionals with the opportunity
to obtain teaching licenses.xxv
Those wishing to be admitted to an ARL program must have an appropriate subject-matter bachelor’s degree, pass a background check, and obtain a position in a school district as
a “temporary” teacher. With the teaching appointment, accompanied by assurance that the
school district will provide mentoring, a temporary license allows the ARL student to teach
8
9
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USU uses the singular title, “Alternate Route to Education.” There is also a Licensing by Competency
(testing) option at the secondary level, available through USOE.
A middle-school science teacher in the secondary education ARL program, Mark Towner, was selected
from hundreds of applicants nationwide, and the only one from Utah, to participate as an Amgen/
National Science Teachers Association (NTSA) Fellow in the 2009 NSTA New Science Teacher
Academy. Utah State Today Online News, 10/29/09.
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for three years, during which the professional coursework required by the program must be
completed. Secondary education ARL participants have to take additional subject-matter
courses if a review of their transcript by the departmental advisor for their major indicates
that required coursework for Level 1 licensure has not been completed.
The collection of student admissions data for ARL programs has been difficult for the
college, because students are admitted by USOE after their school district employment
has been confirmed, rather than being admitted directly to USU. The licensing process
for secondary education ARL students is also handled by USOE. Licensure data for the
special education ARL program are, however, available for 2004 through 2009. During
that six-year period, 374 ARL-obtained teaching licenses were approved, an average of
62 per year.xxvi A program that developed during the two decades of this historical account
is offering relief for Utah’s short-handed special education classrooms.
As important as the preparation of teachers has been to the college, the education of
other professionals for roles in public education has also been an important part of the
educational mission. As can be seen in table 9, while 4,485 licensures were recommended
for teaching fields during 2000–2009, 701 were recommended for the professional specialties in communicative disorders, library media, and school counseling and school
psychology. The preparation of service specialists typically takes place at the graduateprogram level, and in 2009 every department in the college, including the Elementary and
Secondary programs in the School of TEAL, was offering one or more master’s degrees;
four departments (counting Elementary and Secondary Education in TEAL) offered educational specialist degrees; and every department but one (Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation) was offering and/or participating in one or more doctoral programs.
Extending program delivery beyond the campus has been a crucial means of addressing the needs of public schools for professional staff. As noted in the prologue, from
its beginning the college of education has been in sync with the university’s commitment to its land grant role of bringing educational programs to all parts of the state. By
1990, the college was deeply involved in delivering degree programs off-campus through
Continuing Education.10 According to the report to NCATE for the college accreditation
in 2001, by 1999–2000 seven degrees and one certificate were being offered through what
had come to be termed “distance education.” As can be seen in table 10, three were bachelor’s degrees, all with faculty traveling to branch campuses to provide live delivery, but
with limited electronic (EDNET) delivery for one. Four degrees were master’s programs,
with four delivered live by faculty, limited electronic delivery for one, and two delivered
only electronically.
Not included in the NCATE report were three master’s degree programs in place by
1999, one each in Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education, Psychology, and Special
Education. The latter two were delivered using electronic technology,xxvii but the first was
10

As noted in the prologue, in the 1980s, the title “Extension” was reserved for USU’s agricultural
outreach via county agents and “Continuing Education” became the title for off-campus course and
degree delivery.
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Table 9
Recommendations for Licensing:
Totals for 10 Years, 2000–2009*
Program

Teaching
Art
Elementary**
HPER
Music
Secondary
Special Education
Total

Services
Communicative Disorders
Library Media
School Counseling
School Psychology
Total
*
**

Number
44
1,959
139
101
1,235
1,007
4,485

192
161
311
37
701

Data are from table 6, Council on Teacher Education reports to the Faculty
Senate, 2007–2008 and 2008–2009.
Includes, along with Elementary (n = 1,652), Dual Licensure (Elementary
with Early Childhood, Deaf Education, or Special Education [n = 334]),
and Early Childhood (n = 73).

at the time of the report delivered face-to-face during weekends at sites first in southern
Utah and then along the Wasatch Front. Since, using technology, it has been delivered
across the state.xxviii The Administrative/Supervisory certificate, the only distance-education certificate or endorsement program listed in the 2001 NCATE report, was also
delivered live, in Ogden and Salt Lake City. However, by 1994–1995 special education
endorsements were being offered in rural areas of Utah via distance education.xxix And,
Instructional Technology announced in 1997–1998 that its School Library Media certificate program was available “over the new Utah Education Network satellite.”xxx
As a reader might infer from the items left out of the 2001 NCATE report, by the mid1990s it was becoming difficult to identify all of the college’s distance-education offerings—not only programs but types of distance education. For example, by 1998–1999, a
distance-education bachelor’s degree program to prepare teachers of students with mild/
moderate disabilities included the use of interactive audio-video over the Internet for
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Table 10
Degrees and Endorsements Offered
Via Distance Education
In 1999–2000*
Bachelor’s
Elementary Education
Psychology
Secondary Education

Master’s
Communicative Disorders
Elementary Education
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Instructional Technology
(Psychology)
(Special Education)

Endorsement
Administrative/Supervisory

In 2009**
Bachelor’s
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Family, Consumer, and Human Development
Family Life Studies
Psychology
Secondary Education***
Special Education
Master’s
Communicative Disorders****
Elementary Education
Family and Human Development
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Instructional Technology & Learning Sciences
Psychology: School Counseling
Rehabilitation Counseling
Secondary Education
Special Education
Post-Master’s
Educational Specialist
Doctor of Education
Endorsements and Certificates
Administrative/Supervisory
Deaf blindness
Distance Learning
Early Childhood
Technology
English as a Second Language
Gifted and Talented
Personal Financial Planning
Reading
School Library Media
Special Education:
Severe
Early Childhood
Mild/Moderate

*

Source: 2001 accreditation report to NCATE. The Instructional Technology master’s was delivered
electronically; the other degrees were delivered live at branch campuses, with some “limited” electronic delivery for the Elementary bachelor’s and master’s degrees. The two degrees in parentheses,
delivered electronically, were not listed in the 2001 NCATE report.
**
Source: 2009–2010 USU General Catalog, p. 103; Degrees & Programs—Regional Campuses &
Distance Education, 2010, http://www.distance.usu.edu/htm/degrees.
*** Secondary Education provides licensure coursework for teaching majors and minors in degrees
awarded by departments across the university.
**** The Communicative Disorders master’s degree was not on the RCDE list because it is not an RCDEfunded program.
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the remote supervision of the off-campus student teachers by special education faculty
in their on-campus offices.11, xxxi Even more broadly, by 1994–1995 the Department of
Special Education and Rehabilitation was offering its distance-education master’s degree
in rehabilitation counseling beyond Utah to students in eight states.xxxii In a somewhat different mode, by that time elementary education faculty were involved in statewide projects for the implementation of the state Elementary Science Core Curriculum (the first
such use of distance education technology in Utah, reaching over 4,000 teachers, parents
and students), as well as in distance education throughout Utah to acquaint teachers and
other educators with the state mathematics curriculum and the new mathematics standards of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.xxxiii
By 2009, as can be seen in table 10, the distance-education degree situation had changed
dramatically. Now, seven bachelor’s degrees were being offered, along with nine master’s
degrees, an educational specialist degree and a doctor of education degree, and 12 endorsements and certificates.12 The courses for the degrees were being offered live at regional
campuses, as well as via an interactive broadcast system that utilizes a variety of technologies for the “synchronous”13 delivery of instruction to classrooms at various locations. In
addition, three of the bachelor’s degree programs—in Communicative Disorders and Deaf
Education, Family Life Studies, and Psychology—were offered online and were “asynchronous.” That is, within the semester time-frame, students could complete the courses according to their own schedules and places of availability rather than having to attend classes.xxxiv
The two added post-master’s degrees are of particular interest. Prior to 1974, the
College of Education had an excellent doctoral program in educational administration, and a number of school superintendents and other school administrators in Utah,
Nevada, and Idaho earned doctoral degrees at USU. In the late 1960s and early 1970s,
the Utah Board of Regents conducted an extensive study of the efficiency of Utah’s system of higher education, especially in regard to potentially unnecessary degree duplication. USU and the University of Utah (U of U) both had doctoral programs in curriculum
and instruction and in educational administration, and in 1972 the doctoral role in curriculum and instruction was assigned to USU14 and that in educational administration to the
U of U. In 1974, the Department of Educational Administration at USU was dissolved.
Many school personnel preferred the applied approach to educational leadership of
USU’s discontinued program rather than the University of Utah’s research-oriented
11
12
13

14
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Faculty in Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education have also utilized interactive audio-video for
the remote supervision of students in off-campus practicum settings.
Two of the new bachelor’s degrees, one master’s degree, and one certificate were the result of the
FCHD Department joining the college in 2002.
Called “synchronous” instruction because instructors and students at different sites “meet together” for
classes. A model classroom for synchronous distance education in the Emma Eccles Jones Education
Building (see photo on page 79) was available for use in January 2010. https://spaces.usu.edu/display/
CSE/Project+-+ED+132+-+IDE+prototype+room.
Initially, the Doctor of Education (EdD) was offered as an Interdepartmental Doctorate Program (IDP).
In 1990, based on authority granted when the C&I doctoral role was first approved for USU, a PhD was
added to the IDP. The PhD was first mentioned in the USU Undergraduate Catalog, 1990–1992, p. 38.
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Education Classroom 132, previously named in honor of Allan M. and Ferne P. West, was specifically designed for
delivering distance education classes via state-of-the-art video-conferencing technology.

educational administration program. Moreover, absent the Extension course offerings of
the defunct department, school personnel who were not within reasonable travel distances
from the U of U or Brigham Young University found themselves without an accessible
school leadership program option. Recognizing the program deficit, the Utah State Office
of Education (USOE) in 1976 approved USU’s Administrative Supervisory Endorsement
(ASE), the forerunner of the Administrative/Supervisory Certificate (A/SC).15 The certificate program, offered totally off campus, was for several years administered out of the
office of the College of Education’s associate dean for education outreach. Then, in 2008,
the A/SC became a School of TEAL program. With a departmental home, the certificate
program was approved by the Board of Regents as an Instructional Leadership specialization for the MEd degree, rather than having to be pursued as an option in addition to a
master’s degree—an important consideration for educators who want to obtain the certificate for career advancement and/or improved performance of their school roles.xxxv
The Administrative/Supervisory certificate program was a precursor to the distance
education EdD degree listed in table 10. The A/SC record—470 certificates were awarded
from 1996–1997 through 2008–2009xxxvi—made it clear that public school personnel in
Utah continued to find the college’s school leadership program worthwhile.
15

The change was in name only, as USOE discontinued the use of the term “endorsement,” using “certificate” instead. E-mail from Michael Freeman, Associate Dean for Education Outreach, 2/17/10.
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During the mid-1990s, personnel in the university’s Continuing Education Program
became increasingly concerned about the possibility of doctoral degree programs being
offered to public school and community college educators in Utah by universities from
outside the state. They encouraged the college to develop a distance-education doctor of
education (EdD) program. The need was there: As confirmed by a statewide needs assessment, many educators wanted the advanced degree both as professional improvement and
for professional advancement, but found it difficult, with families and school positions,
to come to the Logan campus for a doctoral program. The college’s EdD, with its specialization in Curriculum and Instruction that would include an Instructional Leadership
emphasis, became the focus of attention. USU, however, had never offered an outreach
doctorate, and a proposal to do so would require careful development and review before
it could be approved.
After extensive consideration by Interim Dean Thorkildsen and college faculty of the
pros and cons of offering the EdD as an off-campus doctoral program, a proposal was submitted to the University Graduate Council for consideration in October 1997. Some on the
graduate council, especially faculty from science areas, questioned whether a distance-education doctorate could be of equal quality to the on-campus degree, particularly in regard to
dissertation advisement—given that a cohort of 40 students was to be admitted every two
years16 with no increase in faculty numbers, and with students not working on research in
close association with their advisors. The proposed distance-education EdD program was
not approved.17 Work on the conception of the program continued, and in December 1999,
Dean Giordano brought a revised proposal back to the graduate council. This time it was
approved in general, with the understanding that further refinement would occur.
Along with a K-12-oriented Instructional Leadership emphasis, an emphasis in
Teaching and Learning in Higher Education was included in the distance-education EdD
as an option to meet the professional needs of community college instructors. Coursework
for the two emphases is delivered electronically to groups of students at a minimum of
four sites during the academic year. The course requirements are the same as for the campus program, except that there are no electives in the areas of emphasis due to the cost of
delivering the variety of courses off-campus. Students spend three summers of residency
on campus taking courses and working with faculty, plus a third summer on campus for
dissertation research.18
The first cohort, 38 students, was admitted in 2002, split evenly between the Instructional
Leadership and the Higher Education emphases. By the end of 2009, seven years after
16
17

18
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Forty was the number that Extension personnel said was necessary to generate sufficient tuition
revenue to fund the program.
A disclosure: As graduate dean at the time, I was chair of the graduate council. In March 1998, breaking a tie, I cast the deciding vote to not approve the proposal. My vote was based primarily on concern
that the issue of functional faculty load for a doctoral program had not been adequately addressed.
The distance-education EdD is administered as an integral part of the interdepartmental Curriculum
and Instruction Doctoral Program, with Dr. Deborah Byrnes, Professor of Elementary Education,
School of TEAL, as the program director through 2009.
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Deborah Byrnes came to Utah State University in 1983 as an assistant professor
in the Elementary Education Department. By 1994, as the first woman to achieve
tant college and university committees. There her energy,
integrity, and thoughtful questioning helped point the college in new directions.
Deborah was also a key player in the 2002 decision to
mount a distance-delivery doctoral program for educators in underserved regions of Utah. “Initially, I was really
outspoken about not wanting [the distance EdD program],”
Deborah acknowledged. Given the limited resources of
the college, she questioned the feasibility of delivering a
high-quality statewide program, primarily via video conferencing technology. She challenged administrators to
increase the funding base, especially to hire more faculty.

Photograph reprinted courtesy of Photographic
Images. All rights reserved.

Deborah A. Byrnes

the rank of full professor in the College of Education, Deborah served on impor-

Because she so clearly anticipated the many start-up problems of doctoral distance-delivery, Deborah was asked to
direct the program—a responsibility she agreed to assume “for a year.”
In 2010, the college welcomed its fifth cohort of distance doctoral students,
and Professor Byrnes finally handed off administration of the Curriculum and
Instruction doctoral programs to Dr. Martha Whitaker. Today, the large number of
graduating doctoral students contributes to the college’s high national ranking.

beginning their studies, 15 (39%) had completed their degrees, 2 were still working on
their degrees, and 4 were inactive. Sixteen students (42%) had dropped out of the program; some acknowledged that their appraisal of the demands of doctoral study had
not been realistic. One student, who had reached the dissertation stage, opted instead to
receive an Educational Specialist (EdS) degree, which recognized the successful completion of comprehensive examinations and required a less extensive project than the EdD.19
The second cohort, admitted in 2004, contained 33 students. At the end of 2009, five
years after admission, eight of the group (24%) had dropped out, compared to the 42%
for the 2002 group after seven years. Moreover, 12 (36%) had been awarded their doctorates, close to the 39% for the 2002 cohort, but two years quicker. One student had
received an EdS, eight were still actively working on their EdDs, and two had transferred to the on-campus PhD in Education program.20 Moreover, after five years, by the
19
20

By the end of 2009, two other students in the cohort had chosen the EdS option.
By the end of 2009, six students from the last three cohorts had switched to the on-campus PhD program.
Reasons included perception of the PhD as providing better higher-education career opportunities and
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end of 2009, 88% of the 2004 cohort had passed their comprehensive exams, compared
with 63% for the 2002 cohort after seven years.
Following admission of the 33-student cohort in 2004, 17 students were admitted in
2006, and 20 in 2008. And it was anticipated that a 20-person cohort would be accepted
to begin the degree program in 2010. Cohort sizes had been reduced primarily to ease
the advisee load for faculty. But they were also due in part to a refined admission process, reflecting recognition that to succeed in the program, students had to be fully
qualified and strongly committed. In that regard, it is interesting that 100% of the 2006
cohort had passed their comprehensive exams by 2009, suggesting that the reduced
numbers and increased scrutiny of applicants’ qualifications were having a positive
effect.xxxvii
At the end of the first seven years of the distance EdD, with students’ program completion taking four or more years, it is difficult to interpret the drop-out and completion numbers, much less gauge the program’s success. At the same time, these initial years clearly
have been a learning period for those concerned with administration of the program, as
well as for the students. Evaluation of the distance EdD will be an important exercise in
the years ahead, and undoubtedly an item of interest in the next college history.
An account of distance education for the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and
Human Services during 1990 to 2009 would not be complete without consideration of the
changes in the university organization within which college faculty delivered off-campus
courses and degrees. As noted earlier, by 1990 “Extension” was no longer an umbrella
term for extension agents and off-campus instructors. Although the programs for both
were still administered within the University Extension office, their functions had been
delineated organizationally as Cooperative Extension and Continuing Education. Then,
according to the minutes of the USU Board of Trustees for July 1, 2007, a university
report to the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities on significant changes
at USU over the last 10 years had included the following:
In 2005 [sic],21 the positions of Vice President for Extension and Dean of
Agriculture were consolidated. . . [and] the Division of Continuing Education
was moved from Extension, placed under the supervision of the Provost, and
renamed Regional Campuses and Distance Education (RCDE). The purpose
. . . was to better integrate [RCDE functions] into the academic fiber of the university. It also reflects USU’s commitment to expanding and improving RCDE
programs.
The formation of RCDE was significant for the Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education and Human Services, which Dean Strong estimated conservatively, “accounts

21
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a preference for the face-to-face interaction of in-classroom instruction. Five of the six who switched
were in the K-12 Instructional Leadership emphasis at the time of admission.
USU’s 2007 NCCU Self-Study, pp. 61–2, states that the change noted in this quote occurred in 2006.
That is the correct date. http://aaa.main.USU/.
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for at least 40% of all RCDE programs offered from the
University.”22 Location in the office of the provost with a
Vice Provost for RCDE reinforced the concept that distance
education is an essential academic element of the university.
As USU President Albrecht put it, “We are ‘one university,
geographically dispersed’.”xxxviii The administrative change
provided more budgeting visibility and clout than Continuing
Education had as a unit within Extension—at both the university level and at the legislature, where rural lawmakers
in particular have appreciated USU’s extension and education outreach efforts. The heightened presence was likely a
factor in the provision of funding to USU, along with UEN
(the Utah Educational Network), to move in 2007 from
broadcasts of classes via satellite (begun in 1997)23 to course
delivery using internet video-conferencing (IVC), with its
fiber optic cable and equipment costs. The change to IVC
enhanced delivery of the distance EdD and other college distance programs offered at the three regional campuses and
the 18 education centers administered from the regional camMap of Utah State University Regional Campuses (every county has a regional campus or an education
puses and Distance Education Network
center).24 In addition, increases in legislative funding have
expanded the number of faculty available for the college’s
distance education programs.
In 2007, the Utah Legislature passed HB 185, which allocated nearly $5 million in
ongoing funding, largely for faculty, to expand the reach of USU’s RCDE. The ongoing funding provided the budgetary continuity necessary for the appointment of tenuretrack faculty. Education degrees were cited as among the high priorities for expansion
at all three regional campuses—as well as at Snow College and the College of Eastern
Utah (CEU), whose collaboration with USU on distance education programs in their
geographic areas was included in the HB 185 appropriation as a “Higher Education
Partnerships” program.25
22

23
24

25

E-mail on 11/15/09. Actually, in 2009, 59% of distance-education programs were the college’s, including 8 of 18 bachelor’s degrees, 8 of 16 master’s degrees, the only educational specialist and doctorate degrees, and all but 2 of the 13 endorsements and certificates. http://www.distance.usu.edu/htm/
degrees.
USU began the electronic delivery of distance education courses in 1993, using the Internet. Delivery
via a statewide satellite system began in 1997. “About Us,” at http://distance.usu.edu/htm/about.
This organization is a consolidation from 10 years ago. The college’s report to NCATE for accreditation in 2001 indicated that “currently distance education at USU consists of 10 main Continuing
Education Centers, 23 additional Continuing Education Centers, and 23 Utah Education Network
Satellite Sites.” http://www.coe.usu.edu/ncate/accreditationreport1.html.
Minutes of the USU Board of Trustees meeting, 6/1/07. HB 185 included $1 million each for Snow
College and CEU to participate with USU in the Higher Education Partnerships program.
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The HB 185 funding for the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services—amounting in 2008–2009 to about $755,000 for salaries and benefits for faculty and some support personnel—is administered through RCDE. In 2008–2009, the
RCDE budgeted nearly $340,000 in additional funding for the college to employ distance
education faculty and an elementary education advisor.xxxix In line with legislative intent,
in 2008–2009, 8 of the 13 college positions to be funded with HB 185 funds (one at halftime) were located at regional campuses, with three positions at Snow College and one
at CEU. Similarly, two of the four faculty hired with RCDE funds, as well as one student
advisor, were based at a regional campus, and two (one funded half-time) were based on
the USU campus.xl
Although the RCDE faculty are typically located at the regional campuses, in line with
the “one university, geographically dispersed” philosophy, they are members of the relevant on-campus departments. The positions are tenure track and the USU campus department heads are in charge of position searches, including setting up search committees
(which include both on-campus and RCDE faculty) and interacting with the provost in
regard to position descriptions and employment offers. The on-campus department also
plays a major, but not exclusive, role in evaluations for promotion and tenure. Following a
departmental recommendation, the campus academic dean and the regional campus dean
each prepare a recommendation for university-level consideration. RCDE faculty participate in on-campus departmental meetings and other governance activities via videoconferencing and, occasionally, travel. RCDE also has representation in the Faculty Senate as
an “academic unit,” along with the Library and Cooperative Extension.
A change made possible by the new IVC delivery system brought the “one university,
geographically dispersed” concept even closer to full realization: Students at the Logan
campus have begun to register for broadcast and online courses taught by RCDE faculty
at regional campuses—in part because with faculty losses due to budget cuts, the courses
are sometimes not available “live” on campus.
Another step toward implementation of the “one-university” concept will be the incorporation of distance-education teaching in the role statements of on-campus faculty. In
the days of travel by auto and small plane to teach courses throughout the state on evenings and weekends, faculty were paid on an overload basis by Extension from student
course fees, rather than from funds budgeted to their departments. For some faculty, the
pay for extra teaching became an important part of their income. Moreover, department
heads often encouraged overload teaching because it helped to fulfill the university’s
outreach commitment. The downside has sometimes been a negative impact on faculty
fulfillment of their role statements, especially in the area of scholarly research and publication. Moreover, the “one university” concept suggests that regularly scheduled distance-education courses should be treated like on-campus courses and included in faculty
role statements. The university is moving in that direction.
After arriving at USU in 2006, Provost Ray Coward imposed a cap on the amount
of overload compensation that a faculty member could receive, and advised deans and
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department heads that faculty who are not fulfilling their role statements should not be
allowed any overload assignments. The restrictions caused some consternation among
college faculty, although not in the one department, Special Education and Rehabilitation,
that had been budgeting distance education as part of teaching load. There was concern,
however, in the department that has done most of its distance teaching on overload—
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation—as well as in the remaining departments,
which have ranged from “some” to “much” in the use of overload for distance education.xli
Moving distance education to the status of a regularly funded departmental activity
will continue to be a challenge in years to come, as USU and the college strive to maintain
their national prominence within the concept of an integrated, statewide university and
with limited state funding during tight economic times. At the same time, while 64% of
the over $30 million in funding for the RCDE in 2008–2009 came from student registration fees and tuition, some 36%, almost $11 million, came from state funding.xlii Clearly,
the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education is in the midst of a new era for distance
education at USU that portends well for President Albrecht’s vision of a geographically
dispersed university.
The primary focus to this point in the chapter has been the college’s preparation of
teachers and school leaders in the 1990–2009 period, with brief touches on other professional preparation programs that are important to public schools and on the emerging
distance-education context for the statewide delivery of degree programs. However, the
commitment of the college’s faculty and administrators to public education and educators
goes well beyond degree programs to outreach endeavors that span a wide variety of activities. For example, the college’s report to NCATE for continuing accreditation in 2001xliii
indicated that 63 faculty members were involved in 235 projects with public school personnel. And, according to a college report to the U.S. Department of Education,xliv 36
faculty members were involved in 92 public school projects during 2007–2008.26 Both
reports indicate extensive relevant activity, so varied as to defy meaningful summarization, but some examples illustrate the range of collaboration.
At the most basic level were the interactions of individual faculty members with public
school staff and the provision of services to public school students. Examples ranged from
meetings to review student-teacher/cooperating-teacher expectations; to presentations to
faculty groups, such as “Infusing Character Education in Middle School Curricula”; to
multi-day workshops on teaching the arts;xlv and, to the involvement of USU faculty and
students in tutoring K-12 students in mathematics and reading skills.xlvi
In line with the commitment to outreach, the research and development activities of
college faculty have been both aimed at issues that are important to public schools and
26

The difference in faculty and project numbers in the two reports is due in large part to the nature of
reporting: The 2007–2008 activities mainly comprised cooperative projects over extended periods of
time, such as “served as the facilitator of [a ] district formed committee to review various district operations, curricula, and schedules”; the 2001 report included, in addition, more transient activities, with
less specificity, such as “presented effective teaching strategies to [Cache District beginning] teachers.”
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conducted cooperatively with school personnel. Examples include projects with little or
no external funding: For example, a study of the experiences of Latino students in a secondary school, which provided important information to the school principal, as well
as research data with broader implications;lxvii the development of interventions to help
schools handle the often serious problem of bullying;lxviii development of a distance tutoring system, using online teleconferencing technology, to provide reading instruction to
low-achieving children in rural areas of Utah and four other states;xlix and development of
a pre-referral assessment system for more valid and quicker identification of at-risk children needing special education or other services.
Collaborative research and development projects supported by external funding have
also been varied. Examples include National Science Foundation-sponsored projects—in
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences, the development of programs and software to be used by teachers and learners in identifying learning resources on the Internet,
and the refinement and evaluation of computerized virtual environments that create “virtual peers,” or “learning companions,” to improve girls’ mathematics self-efficacy and
attitudes;li and, in Secondary Education, the development and presentation of integrated
science workshops for middle school teachers.lii A grant to the Emma Eccles Jones Center
for Early Childhood Education from the U.S. Department of Education’s Institute of
Education Science supported a four-year project to develop, in conjunction with public
school teachers, a reliable test of grades 1–3 teachers’ knowledge of evidence-based reading and writing instruction.liii
Such funded projects have been the basis for significant university-school cooperation over the two decades prior to 2010. At the same time, the day-to-day collaboration
of college faculty and public school professionals has provided the context for broader,
more formalized, typically longer term, and occasionally externally funded cooperative
endeavors, often referred to at USU as “school-university partnerships.” Several partnerships flourished in the two decades, 1990–2009.
The Northern Utah Curriculum Consortium (NUCC) has been a premier partnership.
Founded in the 1980s, NUCC comprises 12 northern Utah school districts, the Utah Schools
for the Deaf and the Blind, USU’s Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services, Weber State University’s College of Education, and the Utah State Office of
Education (USOE). Representatives meet monthly during the school year to identify and discuss curricular and instructional issues and potential solutions, which are often approached
cooperatively. For example, NUCC in 2006 was sponsoring teacher cohorts from the participating districts to obtain endorsements in Reading and in English as a Second Language
(ESL).liv The consortium has also been a co-sponsor of the annual Academic Olympiad over
the more than 20 years since its inception. Held on the USU campus, the Olympiad brings
together student teams from some 25 high schools in 11 school districts (and in 1991, from
two high schools in the USSR) for scholarly competition.lv
The Aggie Leadership Coalition (ALC), founded in 2008, is a partnership along the lines
of an NUCC-sponsored activity. The seminar series for school administrators with three years
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Aggie Leadership Coalition participants Rich Rhees, Colleen Shaffer, David Lee,
and Chad Kirby, 2008

or less experience is sponsored by the college and three local school districts, with a curriculum developed jointly by the school superintendents and college faculty.lvi The emphasis on
educational leadership meshes well with the college’s two leadership degree programs, the
Administrative/Supervisory certificate program and the distance education EdD.
Another type of partnership was launched in 1996: The Center for the School of the
Future (CSF) emerged from the common interest of Washington, D.C.-based political columnist Jack Anderson and then-USU President George Emert in an “independent businessacademic consortium” to “improve educational practice and create shared visions for the
nation’s educators.” lvii After three years of efforts to secure ongoing funding, authorization
and funding for the center were approved by the Utah Legislature. A factor in the passage
of the bill (HB 7) was an agreement by Jim Sorenson, of Sorenson Development Inc., to
match up to $500,000 in state funding. The legislature approved $250,000 and the Utah
State Office of Education and various school districts provided the balance to receive the
matching-funds donation.27, lviii The center staff went on to generate nearly $4.5 million
dollars in contracts and grants from 1999–2000 through 2008–2009.lix The center has also
relied on annual appropriations authorized by the state legislature in 199928 and fees for services to public schools.29
By 2002, the center had three major projects underway: an online system for the random assessment of students’ perceptions of school-encountered social and antisocial
behaviors, to provide school administrators with an index of their school’s social atmosphere; a survey system, Indicators of School Quality (ISQ), for assessing the perceptions
27
28
29

The $500,000 donation was received in 1999, according to a USU Development Office report.
$200,000 came from this source in 2006–2007, according to that year’s Office of Research Services
Annual Productivity Report, the only year an appropriation was reported there.
“Other Externally Generated Funds” from 2006–2007 through 2008–2009 (the only years that item
was included in the Annual Productivity Reports) totaled slightly over $727,000, including $21,000 for
school services and over $340,000 from ISQ activities.
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of students, parents, teachers, and other school employees in eight domains of instructional and management practice as a basis for prioritizing school improvement efforts and
evaluating the results; and, Prevention Plus, a school-violence prevention program based
on the use of praise, youth mentors, and non-coercive discipline to help youth develop
appropriate behavior.lx By 2004, results were being reported on the reliability and validity of ISQ data as indicators of school environment, their usefulness to school administrators, and their relationships to student learning.lxi And by 2009, the ISQ had been used
in over 1,000 schools in 32 Utah school districts, as well as in schools in 10 other states,
encompassing assessments of some 25,000 teachers, 400,000 parents, and 500,000 K-12
students. The center staff have continued the ISQ line of research, along with its other
projects and school involvements, because of the accumulating evidence that “schools
that attend to school environment data can manage that environment effectively, and produce more consistent and predictable academic achievement.”lxii, 30
The second center dedicated to working in partnerships with schools to improve education was introduced in chapter three—the Emma Eccles Jones Center for Early Childhood
Education. Since its founding in 1998, center staff have largely focused their attention
on reading and literacy development, with activities aimed at parents as well as schools.
Projects since the center’s existence through 2009 have included the development of
Family Literacy Bags (FLB),31 designed to engage parents in reading with their children
at home. FLB dissemination has been carried out primarily through schools, with some
Utah State Office of Education (USOE) funding. Also, since its first year the center has
published TOP:Tips on Parenting, a quarterly newspaper with suggestions for engaging
children in age-appropriate, education-related activities, along with articles on topics that
have ranged from effective discipline to language development to the encouragement
of reading. To enhance accessibility to center resources by parents and early childhood
30

31
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An organization that might be taken to be a CSF project was the Substitute Teaching Institute (STI).
An item in the Winter 2003 COE Magazine (p. 20) indicated that the STI was “affiliated” with the
college, and the 2000–2001 Grant Proposal Summary included in the CSF listing a $50,000 grant
for substitute teacher training. Although housed for a time in the Human Services Research Center
with the CSF, the STI was never formally a part of the college. Except for the 2000–2001 grant, its
funding did not come through the college. The STI was the offspring of the International Office for
Water Education (IOWE), located in the College of Engineering’s Water Research Laboratory, through
which its funding flowed. Elementary education faculty were associated with the IOWE, and it became
involved in elementary science education and teacher training, which led to an interest in improving
substitute teaching. A $5,000 Environmental Protection Agency grant was obtained in 1995 and a
$384,000 U.S. Department of Education research grant in 1997, through the IOWE. By 2003, the STI
was publishing The Substitute Teacher Handbook, the SubJournal, a scholarly journal, and a quarterly newsletter, SubExchange, distributed to members of the STI’s SubManagers Association, as well
as sponsoring an annual national SubSolutions Conference. In 2008, the STI was licensed by USU’s
Technology Commercialization Office as STEDI, LLC, to market and distribute its materials and hold
its annual conference. E-mail, 3/3/10, Geoffrey Smith, director, STEDI, LLC; USU Commercialization
Development Newsletter, Fall 2009. An offshoot of the IOWE/STI was the Core Academy, also housed
financially in Engineering’s Water Research Laboratory, which delivered USOE-funded mathematics/
science inservice courses to elementary teachers, with Elementary Education credit. The USOE began
to run its own Core Academy program in summer 2009 (William Strong, e-mail, 3/30/2009).
Converted from paper to CD-ROM format in 2004–2005 to facilitate distribution and cost savings.
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Emma Eccles Jones Distinguished Professor D. Ray Reutzel teaches a kindergarten shared reading lesson at Blanding Elementary School in San Juan District,
October 2007.

specialists, a center website was created in 1999. The home page was receiving over 200
hits a month by 2004–2005, and over 400 by 2008–2009.
Inservice education for teachers has been a focus of the center. For example, approximately 100 teachers have participated each year in the annual Emma Eccles Jones
Early Childhood Symposium. Supported by funding from USOE, the symposium was
in its 11th year in 2009. Participants interact with early-childhood experts on topics that
have ranged from improving reading achievement to the development of mathematics
competence. Additionally, technical assistance and professional development activities
have been conducted with school districts throughout the state, especially in early literacy and reading.lxiii
The Center for Early Childhood Education was able to extend its efforts to improve
the reading education of young children through involvement in the U.S. Department of
Education’s “Reading First” program, which was founded with the purpose of promoting
the implementation of research-based methods of early reading instruction in kindergarten through 3rd grade classrooms.32 State education agencies applied for Reading First
grants and then awarded funds to local education agencies.lxiv The center was involved in
both phases of the Reading First process. First, faculty from Elementary Education and
the center worked with a private consulting firm to prepare a Reading First proposal for
the Puerto Rican Education Agency. Funded in 2003, the purpose of the project was to
improve the reading readiness of economically disadvantaged preschool children in five
32

Congress included Reading First in the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.
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San Juan preschools in preparation for their transition to kindergarten.lxv The $3.27 million in project funding went directly to Puerto Rico, rather than USU; but USU elementary
education-reading faculty provided operational and technical assistance for the project.
Elementary Education and center faculty also were active in the implementation of Utah’s
Reading First grant. They assisted the Granite and Ogden School districts in the preparation of proposals to USOE, and then provided graduate-level courses in reading instruction
for the 20 schools that received Reading First funds. The students in the schools, which
were the most at-risk in the state, were by fall 2006, “making significant progress toward
the national and state goal of all children reading on grade level or above by third grade.”lxvi
During its 11-year existence through 2009, the Emma Eccles Jones Center for Early
Childhood Education received $2,200,000, $200,000 each year, from the Emma Eccles
Jones Foundation for operational expenses. The center’s first external funding was reported
in the then-Bureau of Research Services’ 1999–2000 Grant Proposal Summary—$50,000
for development of Family Literacy Bags. Over the 11-year period, the total external
funding obtained for the center (exclusive of the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation annual
allotment) was $2,064,973, of which just over $1.3 million came from the federal government, $354,490 from USOE, $261,038 from school districts, and $141,500 from “other”
sources.lxvii
Another significant school-university program during the 1990–2009 period was the
Utah Writing Project (UWP). A site of the National Writing Project network, the UWP
was housed in the Department of Secondary Education for 25 years, from its 1979 start
until 2004. In partnership with school districts, the project’s primary focus was the development of a cadre of local teacher-consultants to foster and support the use of timetested approaches to teaching writing from kindergarten through high school. Through
2003, 101 summer programs for teachers were conducted throughout the state. Included
were 46 one-week introductory workshops for 928 participants, 41 four-week invitational
summer institutes for 888 potential teacher-consultants (many of whom became institute
instructors), and 13 one- to three-week advanced seminars for 252 teacher-consultants.
In addition, each year four or five Saturday workshops, which averaged over 100 teachers each, were held in the Salt Lake City metro area. A conservative estimate is that from
1985 through 2003, over 8,000 teachers participated in the Saturday workshops.lxviii
When the project director, Bill Strong, retired in 2004, the UWP was transferred to
USU’s English Department, where it was directed by two faculty members. But the project was terminated at USU in 2006 due to a director’s health problems and the lack of anyone else “to take up the cause.”lxix The UWP was then transformed into two programs: the
Central Utah Writing Project, at Weber State University, and the Wasatch Range Writing
Project, at Brigham Young University.
In the 10 years from 1994 to 2004, the period for which data were available from college grant proposal summaries, some $420,000 in external funding was secured for the
UWP. Over the total 25 years of the program’s presence in Secondary Education, in addition to support from local school districts, some $1 million in funding was secured from
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Bill Strong responds to teacher Denice Turner’s writing, as UWP CoDirector, Margaret Rostkowski (far left) listens, at the 2004 advanced
seminar, USU’s Bear Lake Training Center.

the National Writing Project and the Utah State Office of Education (USOE).lxx
A smaller scale partnership with an early education orientation has existed for over 10
years between the Early Intervention Research Institute (EIRI), in the Center for Persons
with Disabilities (CPD), and the Guadalupe School in Salt Lake City, an early childhood,
preschool, and elementary school for at-risk, minority children. While doing research on
factors that affect emergent literacy and how to enhance literacy development, the EIRI
staff helped develop an instructional program for the school that incorporates innovative, evidence-based teaching techniques. Schooling begins with home visits to families
with infants, followed by preschool at age three, and then K-3 classes. Students leaving
the Guadalupe School to attend the fourth grade have performed as well as or better than
their new peers.lxxi
During 1990–2009, most of the school relationships that the Emma Eccles Jones
College of Education and Human Services forged to pursue the intertwined goals of preparing teachers and other school personnel and improving K-12 education were with Utah
schools, although on occasion the partners were from other states. One such relationship,
with the Aldine School District in Houston, Texas, is of particular interest. Regarded as
one of the outstanding urban districts in the nation, the district, located in Houston’s inner
city, has a largely minority (Latino and African-American) student population. Faced with
teacher shortages in the early 2000s, district staff contacted USU’s Elementary Education
Department about having USU students do their student teaching there, with a permanent position guaranteed for those who performed well. Seven students, interviewed and
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South Korean student teachers from Gongju National University of Education receive preclassroom orientation in the Ogden School District, 2009.

selected by Aldine district staff,33 went to Houston for their student teaching in 2004–2005.
All seven received excellent evaluations, and six stayed on in regular teaching positions.
From 2006 to 2009, of the 12 elementary education students who went to the district for
their student teaching, 7 stayed on as full-time teachers.34 It has clearly been a mutually
beneficial arrangement: On the one hand, the Aldine School District has obtained outstanding teachers; on the other hand, the elementary education students have been enthusiastic about their cross-cultural experiences in Houston and several have found satisfying teaching positions there.lxxii
The Aldine District relationship fit well with the college’s intercultural goals. At the
same time, opportunities for students to experience other cultures and for faculty to participate in cross-cultural school improvement efforts were emerging in other countries.
College faculty had long been involved internationally in school improvement, beginning
with participation in a U.S. Agency for International Development project to train teachers, improve literacy, and establish community-school libraries in Bolivia in the middle-to-late 1960s.lxxiii Another example occurred midway through the 1990–2009 period:
Instructional Technology faculty teamed with faculty from other USU departments on a
project sponsored by the government of Thailand to improve the educational and vocational skills of young Thai adults. The project included personnel training, with Thai
33

34
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To be selected, in addition to a successful interview and two references, a student had to have only
student teaching remaining of the requirements for graduation, a cumulative GPA of 3.2 or above, and
outstanding evaluations of their Level 2 and 3 performance. They also paid their own expenses.
An occasional student teacher from Secondary Education, about one each year, has participated in the
program.
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Ministry of Labor staff on-campus at USU, and the development and implementation of
a competency- and computer-based system of technical education.lxxiv
Then, in the mid-2000s, the college began to move into a new arena of international
endeavor: partnerships with schools and universities in other countries, to better prepare
teachers and improve schooling. A sign of the increased interest and activity was the
appointment of the first Coordinator of Global Teacher Education for the college, in the
fall of 2009.35 Also in 2009, the college received $49,000 in Innovation Funds from the
provost’s office to pursue international opportunities.
Coupling supervised student teaching, a sine qua non of sound teacher-education programs, with experiences in other cultures was again the focus, this time on the international level. One partnership evolved with Gongju National University of Education
(GNUE) in Gongju, South Korea, initially to provide student teaching experiences in
Utah for undergraduates from GNUE and other South Korean universities. The first
GNUE cohort, six junior-level students, was placed in classrooms in the Ogden (Utah)
School District during fall semester 2009. The Koreans, who received nine USU credits
that applied to their degrees in South Korea, were so highly regarded for their teaching
skill and as role models for second-language learners that the school district would have
liked to hire them all. The students stayed with Utah families, and both students and host
families applauded the intercultural experience.36, lxx
In addition, at the end of 2009, plans were underway to provide a one-year Utah licensure program at USU for South Korean teacher-education graduates. With large teacher surpluses in South Korea, the licensure from this country would allow the recipients to be more
competitive in obtaining teaching positions in international schools in their geographic area,
as well as in South Korean schools. An exchange program with USU students going to
South Korea for student teaching was also envisioned, but not yet established in 2009.lxxv
An international program for student teachers from USU was launched in 2009 in a
partnership with the New Zealand Ministry of Education, which identified participating
schools in Hamilton, on New Zealand’s North Island. Seven USU students completed
a seven-week block of student teaching there, supervised by an on-site faculty member
from the School of TEAL. Not only did the students live with families in the Hamilton
area during their stay, but, with the indigenous Maori population being fully integrated
in New Zealand schools, an additional intercultural dimension was added to the students’
experiences. Like the USU and South Korea partnership, the New Zealand one is intended
to be an exchange program, with arrangements underway at the end of 2009 to have students from a “Kiwi” partner university at USU.lxxvi
Chile, too, has been included in the college’s budding international student teaching
program. Arrangements were made in 2009 for a partnership with Pontificia Universidad
Catolica de Valparaiso (PUCV), with the program to begin in 2010. This partnership will
35
36

Dr. Parker Fawson, professor in the School of TEAL.
The program was to continue with a new cohort of five students to teach in the Logan, Utah School
District during spring semester 2010.
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be institution-wide, with student exchanges, facilitated by the USU Study Abroad office,
across a range of majors, not only those in the College of Education and Human Services.
PUCV will arrange home stays with local families for the education students, who will
teach in three schools. In two, British International schools that serve mostly Chilean students, instruction is in English; in the other, instruction is in Spanish, offering an excellent
experience for student teachers fluent in that language. PUCV will provide language and
culture seminars, as well as arrange group excursions to the surrounding area. As with the
New Zealand program (and the Philippine program, discussed next), the USU students
will cover their tuition, travel, and other costs themselves.37
A somewhat different partnership is under development with Southern Leyte State
University (SLSU) in Tomas Oppus, the Philippines. In January 2009, a memorandum
of understanding was signed by SLSU and USU representatives calling for cooperative
efforts to provide cross-cultural experiences for education students, for faculty and staff
development, and for research and development. College faculty and graduate students
visited SLSU in 2009 to initiate preparations for research collaboration and student/faculty exchange opportunities.38 Student teaching was not implemented in 2009 as planned
because too few students had signed up for the experience. Hopefully, the initial group
of students will travel to the Philippines in 2010 for either a five-week practicum or a
seven-week student teaching block. They will live on-campus and travel to schools for
supervised student teaching, to experience both the culture and the educational system of
the Philippines. At the end of 2009, funding was being sought so that students from the
Philippines could also come to Utah in a student teaching exchange program.lxxviii
Yet another variation on the college’s international involvement in teacher education
was being developed by the end of 2009: a partnership with Kigali Institute of Education
(KIE), a public university with a teacher education mission, in Remera, Rwanda. As
Rwanda strives to emerge from a chaotic past and become a functional member of the
global community, education is a vital concern. USU faculty members from the School of
TEAL and FCHD have traveled to Rwanda to determine how to best support the efforts
of KIE and the Rwanda Ministry of Education to improve early-childhood teacher education, such as the development of teacher preparation modules. An agreement for the partnership is expected to be signed during summer 2010.lxxix
At another level within the college, the Center for the School of the Future (CSF)
has also been involved in international education during the pre-2010 decade as a participant in a program for student/faculty exchanges and bilateral curricular development that is funded by the U.S. Department of Education’s Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) and jointly administered by FIPSE and the Brazilian
37
38
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The program did get underway in 2010, with four students traveling to Chile in March to student teach
(Parker Fawson, Coordinator of Global Teacher Education, e-mail, 3/15/10).
A faculty member from SLSU, funded by a seed grant from USU’s new office of Vice Provost for
Global Engagement, will be at USU to work with college faculty during fall semester 2010 (e-mail
from Parker Fawson, 3/12/10).
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School of TEAL student teacher Jaime Shubert, engages third-grade
students from the Mackay School, in Reñaca, Chile. Jaime and
other USU student teachers lived with host families, visited cultural
and historical sites, and met with Chilean peers and faculty at Pontifical Catholic University of Valparaiso.

Ministry of Education.lxxx Faculty from the then-Department of Instructional Technology
also participated in the first project, from 2003 through 2007. Four universities were
involved—in addition to USU, the University of Georgia, as lead institution, and, in
Brazil, Universidade Federal do Ceara and Universidade Estadual Paulista. The major
activity was the development of three courses for a pre-service teacher certificate in the
multicultural integration of technology in distance education. Learning about, comparing, and contrasting different cultural experiences in distance education was enhanced by
an exchange program for faculty and for up to 10 teacher education students from each
university, with a six-week stay (year two of the project) or a summer plus-a-semester of
study (year three). Nine students from Brazil were at USU.
A second FIPSE project, which began in 2008 and will continue until 2012, also involves
four universities—the same ones as in the previous consortium, except for the replacement of Universidade Estadual Paulista with University Estadual de Campinas, and with
USU (CSF) as the lead institution. The purpose is to prepare specialists to design digital
elements of instructional programs for use in schools, such as videos or simulations, that
will be readily perceived as usable by students in various cultural contexts. Again, student exchanges will be part of the project, with 32 students (8 from each university) participating in a semester-abroad program. Other activities, such as design and evaluation
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internships, will extend their exchange
experience to about one year. Those who
complete the program successfully will be
qualified for a certificate in Learning Object
Development and Evaluation.lxxxi
Additional teacher education projects
have taken place in Guatemala, with one
also involving staff of the Center for the
School of the Future. During 2001–2003,
advice was provided to the Rose Education
Foundation on the administration of schools
that the foundation operates in Guatemala,
and training was provided for teachers in
the foundation’s schools.lxxxii
A second Guatemalan effort was in a
Public school children in Fortaleza, Ceara, Brazil, 2009. USU
different mode from the projects discussed
students and their Brazilian colleagues from the partner unipreviously, as it involved an individual
versity, Universidade Federal do Ceara in Fortaleza, collaborate to study how children in both countries learn and play.
faculty member extending instructional
assistance to teachers in another country.
In 2006, a professor of elementary education, Dr. James Barta, participated in a project
sponsored by a nonprofit organization, Helps International, to assist Guatemalan teachers in improving their teaching effectiveness. His emphasis was on helping teachers of
Mayan descent understand that for motivating children to learn, mathematics is better
thought of not as “an isolated set of school skills,” but rather as subject-matter that can
be meaningfully related to the everyday lives of students in their particular situations.
Family activities such as planting gardens and weaving cloth can be contexts for teaching math and, concurrently, for students to learn about their culture and history.lxxxiii That
approach was an extension of his work, during a sabbatical year in Montreal, creating
mathematics instruction that would make connections to the cultures of Canadian First
Nations people, who often saw mathematics as “only for white people.”lxxxiv
The example of a faculty member interacting personally with indigenous teachers
in hope of having an impact on their students’ lives provides a meaningful transition
to the next portion of this history of the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and
Human Services from 1990 through 2009. The focus in this chapter has been on the inaugural “education” element of the college title: the preparation of education professionals—teachers, counselors, language specialists, leaders—and the improvement of K-12
schooling. In 2003, the title of the college was modified to include “human services,” long
a part of the college’s mission that had been further emphasized by the addition of the
Department of Family, Consumer, and Human Development to the college in 2002. In the
next chapter, the focus shifts to that second element of college duality.
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Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education & Research Center, dedicated September 14, 2010

Chapter 5

People Providing Services
for People

I

f read in isolation, the prior chapter might lead a person to conclude that the primary,
if not exclusive, focus of the college during 1990 to 2009 was on public-school personnel preparation and school improvement. However, initiated by the founding of the
Exceptional Child Center (ECC) in 1972,1 service beyond public education was by 1990
a major aspect of the college mission. The impact was so profound that the founding of
the center could well be characterized as a watershed event for the college.
The validity of the watershed conception—that is, that a significant collateral stream of
goals and activities was introduced and stimulated—is suggested by the center’s role in the
funding obtained by the college though contracts and grants. In 1990–1991, at the beginning of this historical account, the newly renamed Center for Persons with Disabilities
(CPD) brought in $10 million in contracts and grants, 62% of the nearly $16.1 million in
external funds approved for the college that year.i Ten years later, in 2000–2001, the CPD
garnered $10.7 million in funded proposals, 60% of the college total (nearly $17.9 million) that year. And, in 2008–2009, CPD external funding of over $11 million constituted
57.4% of the college total. For the 20 years 1990–1991 through 2008–2009, the CPD percentage of total college contracts and grants funding ranged from 41.9% ($8.3 million),
in 1992–1993, to 66.8% ($14.3 million), in 1995–1996.2
The watershed metaphor is not meant to imply that the ECC introduced goals and
activities that were distinct from any already present in the college. The enhancement of
the lives of persons with disabilities from birth to adulthood, primarily in family and community contexts rather than school settings, was a new stream of endeavor for the college.
1

2

As noted in chapter one, footnote 14, the Exceptional Child Center (ECC) was renamed the
Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons (DCHP) in 1984 and the Center for Persons with
Disabilities (CPD) in 1991.
Although the CPD has received major funding from federal contracts and grants, considerable funding has also come from other sources. According to the 1989–1990 DCHP (pre-CPD) Annual Report,
66.9% of the center’s more than $8.4 million annual budget came from the federal government, including $391,000 for administration and program development from the Administration on Developmental
Disabilities (ADD) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services; 18.7% came from the state
of Utah; 10.4% from USU funds; 2.3% from other states and private foundations; and 1.8% from service fees. In 2008–2009, there was relatively less federal and more state and USU funding: Of the
CPD’s more than $14 million annual budget, 43% came from federal funding (including $520,000 from
ADA), 30% from the state of Utah, 16% from USU, 8% from fees, and 3% from “Donations/Other.”

99
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But the flow of service and service-oriented research that the ECC brought to the college
complemented the teacher education mission of the Department of Special Education,3
even as it extended the concern for persons with disabilities to the general social environment. In fact, in tandem with the Department of Special Education, the ECC made
an important contribution to teacher education at USU by providing students and faculty
with opportunities to gain disability-related experiences and knowledge.4 Such enlightenment was becoming essential to teacher preparation in the 1970s, as societal sensitivity
to the educational needs of persons with disabilities rose and educators were called on to
address discrimination based on disability, particularly as specified by the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 and then the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
The ECC was—and the CPD is—a university research center, not an academic unit.
As such, it does not, for example, offer university-credit courses, grant degrees, or have
tenure-track faculty positions. Nevertheless, the center has been fully integrated into the
academic life of the college. The director of the center has always had a faculty appointment5 and has been a member of the dean’s administrative council. To provide a further
link to the college, to the university, and to its constituency of persons with disabilities
and their families, the center’s advisory panel in 2009 comprised, much as it has over the
years,ii the college dean, as chair, the associate dean for research, and USU’s vice-president for research; the heads of the Departments of Communicative Disorders and Deaf
Education, Psychology, and Special Education and Rehabilitation; a representative from
a local school district; representatives of families of persons with disabilities; and persons
who have disabilities.iii, 6
3

4

5

6
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Note that the Department of Special Education had been established during the 1964–1965 academic
year (and re-named the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation in 1995), bringing a new
dimension to teacher and school-leadership education in the college. The ECC orientation also complemented the programs of two other departments that had both school and nonschool interests: By the
1960s, Psychology, founded in the 1920s, was developing a doctoral-level psychological counseling
program; Communicative Disorders, which had joined the college in 1970, was concerned with language and hearing disabilities at all ages. Both departments have had student interns at the CPD from
its beginning.
To say that the ECC (DCHP/CPD) has “worked in tandem” with Special Education is somewhat an
understatement of the relationship. Not only have several of the center staff had faculty appointments
in Special Education and Rehabilitation, participating actively in the department’s educational activities, but the center has obtained funding to support departmental programs. For example, the department’s Early Childhood Special Education Program was initiated in the 1980s through a federal grant
to the center. And federal funding through the center continued in the 1990s to support the expansion
and enhancement of the early childhood program—through, for instance, assistantships for special
education doctoral students in the early childhood program, the initiation of statewide distance-education delivery of the program that continued in 2009, and the provision of interdisciplinary/transdisciplinary experiences for early-childhood, special-education personnel (Dr. Sarah Rule, former CPD
director, e-mail 7/19/10).
All three directors (Dr. Marvin Fifield, from center start to 2000; Dr. Sarah Rule, 2000–2008; and Dr.
Bryce Fifield, 2008– ) have had faculty appointments in the Special Education [and Rehabilitation]
Department, and Marvin Fifield also had a Psychology faculty appointment..
In some years, the Utah Division of Family Services has been represented on the panel. Consistent with
the CPD’s commitment to working with persons with disabilities and their families, their advocacy
groups, and relevant government agencies, in 2009 there was also a Consumer Advisory Council made
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Center for Persons with Disabilities Building, dedicated September 26, 1973.

In addition, since its inception as the ECC, center staff have been active in the academic functions of the college. Those with doctorates have typically had faculty appointments in Special Education [and Rehabilitation], Psychology, Instructional Technology
[and Learning Sciences], Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education, and, more
recently, Family, Consumer, and Human Development. Some have held appointments in
two departments.7 And CPD staff with faculty appointments have from the beginning participated fully in departmental affairs, including serving on department committees and
advising graduate students.
As part of participation in the academic life of the college and university, CPD staff,
both with and without faculty appointments, have contributed to instruction in the college and elsewhere on campus. Typical examples come from the center’s annual reports
for the start, midpoint, and last years of the 20-year period of this account. In 1989–
1990, staff of the then-DCHP taught 37 courses to 795 students in seven departments,
including Computer Science in the College of Science and Social Work in the College
of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (HASS). At the midpoint of the 1990–2009
period, CPD staff taught 17 courses to 750 students in six departments and three colleges—one department, Communications, was in HASS; one, Human Environments,
was in Family Life; and four were in Education. The 22 courses taught in 2008–2009 to
526 students included 4 in two HASS departments: Languages, Philosophy, and Speech
Communication, and Sociology.8
7

8

up of representatives from those constituencies.
For example, in 2000, while two of the nine CPD staff with faculty appointments were in Psychology
and two in Special Education and Rehabilitation (SPER), three were in both Psychology and SPER,
and two were in both Instructional Technology and SPER. In addition, two had adjunct appointments
in Biology (USU General Catalog, 1998–2000).
During the three years cited, within the College of Education [and Human Services] CPD staff
taught courses in Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education; Family, Consumer, and Human
Development; Health, Physical Education, and Recreation; Psychology; and Special Education [and
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CPD staff have had much to contribute instructionally in part because of their experiences in service-related activities, pursued primarily through externally funded projects.
The numbers of projects have been large. For example, in 2007, the year the CPD celebrated its 35th anniversary, the annual report indicated that since the inception of the center, over 900 direct service, education, and research projects had been carried out, with
direct services provided to every county in Utah, as well as to regional sites and to sites
across the nation. In 1990, at the beginning of this historical account, the DCHP (soon-tobe CPD) annual report contained a list of 51 projects (included in Appendix C). Twenty
years later, the 2009 CPD Annual Report listed 85 projects for 2008–2009.
The 2008–2009 projects included 59 to provide training and technical assistance to
persons with disabilities and their families, and to the staffs of school districts, state agencies, and teacher training institutions. Eight projects provided direct services to persons
with disabilities and their families; 3 were dissemination projects; and 15 were research
projects. By late 2009, the number of current projects, as listed on the CPD website,
had increased to 104 (also listed were 14 completed projects still providing services; see
Appendix D). As can be seen in Appendices C and D, CPD projects have ranged from
the provision of clinical services for children, youth, and adults with disabilities and their
families to the training of adults in life skills, including those needed to gain employment; from study of the effects of massage on infants with Down syndrome to research
on the role of immune-function genes in autism and cerebral palsy;9 from the provision of
play opportunities for children with disabilities to participation in a national study of the
effects of environmental and genetic factors on child health; and much more.
The purpose of most CPD projects has been to develop and provide services. The CPD
annual report in 2007, on the center’s 35th anniversary, noted that in the five years prior
to 2007, over 17,500 Utahans had received direct services from the CPD and that over
104,000 hours of technical assistance had been provided to local, state, national, and international organizations. According to CPD annual reports, 4,099 persons received direct
services from the CPD in 2007–2008, followed by 3,484 in 2008–2009. In the two years
2007–2008 and 2008–2009, technical assistance and training were provided, respectively,
to 2,650 and 1,298 family members and caregivers; to 4,678 and 1,130 adults and children with disabilities who were not receiving direct support; to 26,155 and 34,360 professionals and paraprofessionals; and, significantly, to 123 and 120 legislators and other
policy makers.10
The multitude of CPD programs, projects, and activities are an essential facet of the
college’s human services history. However, their number and scope, as enumerated above,
9
10
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Rehabilitation].
Basic research related to disabilities has been conducted at the CPD’s Reed P. Warren Biomedical
Immunology Laboratory during all 20 years of this account.
Not surprisingly, with an increase in projects and activities the center staff grew. In 1972, the ECC had
a staff of 17 (letter from Dr. Marvin Fifield, director of the center, to Dr. Joyce Barnes, Granite School
District, 3/31/80). For 1989–1990, the CPD annual report listed 112 staff, and in 2009, 200 persons
were reported to be on the staff (EEJ/CEHS Research UpDATE, February 2009).
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are so extensive that to describe them all, or even summarize them adequately, in a history of the college is not feasible. Instead, to provide a sense of the types of CPD service
impacts, and as a suggestive supplement to the skeletal project lists in Appendices C and
D, a few programs are synopsized below.
The first program selected for summarization was developed to address the fastest
growing disability diagnosis in the nation in recent years, autism spectrum disorders.
The Autism Support Services: Education, Research, and Training (ASSERT) program
has been centered on a specialized, year-round preschool for three- to five-year-old children with autism.11 The program, which began in 2003, just past the midpoint of this
20-year historical account, was selected for summary because it has addressed a formidable, difficult to treat disorder. Housed in the CPD, ASSERT is a collaborative project
with the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation (SPER), another reason for
its inclusion.12
With an intensive, research-based behavioral intervention program, each student in
the ASSERT preschool has a personal instructor, who leads an instructional team of five
to eight other staff, including undergraduate and graduate students.13 To develop social
skills, highly structured activities challenge the students to move from the isolation of
self-stimulation to participation with others, including engagement in play. From May
2003 to spring 2005, some 2,500 hours of instruction were provided in the classroom to
ASSERT preschoolers.iv The parents are essential participants, and to enhance effective
instruction at home the instructional leader makes twice-monthly home visits to observe
and make suggestions.
Given the intensive nature of the preschool program, typically only six to eight students are enrolled at any one time;14 somewhat over 20 children had graduated from the
preschool by 2007.v And, by 2009, 38% of the graduates of the program since its initiation
in 2003 had continued on in regular school classrooms, with ASSERT assistance continuing beyond preschool.vi Testimonials by parents indicate another aspect of program outcomes. Autism is difficult for parents, because of the emotional isolation from their child.
11
12

13
14

Autism, the focus of ASSERT, is the central component in the autism spectrum disorders diagnosis
category.
Dr. Thomas Higbee, the originator and director of ASSERT, is an SPER associate professor as well
as a CPD Faculty Fellow. Funds flow through both the center and the department. From 2004–2005
through 2008–2009, the program garnered almost $1.1 million in funding, with 45% coming to the
SPER Department from school districts and 55% to the CPD, from the Utah State Office of Education
(USOE) and from fees for service (CEHS Office of Research Services, Annual Grant Proposal Reports).
After three years of requests, the 2007 Utah legislature approved an ongoing $200,000 annual allocation for ASSERT (Logan Herald Journal, 3/4/07). ASSERT will also participate in two three-year
federal training grants totaling $1.5 million, with the CPD partnering with the University of Utah’s
Department of Pediatrics and the Utah State Department of Health (CEHS Office of Research Services
Research UpDATE, February 2009).
From 20 to 30 undergraduates and as many as five doctoral students receive training at the preschool
each year (news release, 5/15/07, CEHS website).
However, in 2007 services were also being provided for more than 40 other children with autism across
the state (Logan Herald Journal article, 3/4/07, CEHS website).
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Photograph reprinted courtesy of Special Education and Rehabilitation
Department. All rights reserved.

As one mother noted, when her previously detached threeyear-old son called her “mom” for the first time, she cried
“tears of joy. . . . ASSERT brought me my son.”vii
Helping children and parents is central to the ASSERT
program, but the model school is also a research site. At
any time, several faculty/student collaborative projects are
underway aimed at improving intervention techniques. The
primary role of ASSERT, however, is to serve as a training site for school teachers and other professionals, such as
psychologists and speech-language pathologists, in order to
extend the use of research-based behavioral and educational
interventions with children who have autism. The staff also
provides consultation to school districts and by 2007, in
partnership with the local school districts, had developed
model training classrooms in Ogden and St. George.vii
Another set of programs was selected to be abstracted
because they spanned the 1990–2009 period and demonAutism Support Services: Education, Restrate the relevance to disability issues of the computer techsearch, and Training (ASSERT) undergraduate student Aubrey Lundgren and Mitch
nology that expanded rapidly during that period. By the late
Peterson practice communication skills on
1980s, staff at the CPD were investigating use of the relthe Edith Bowen Laboratory School playatively new micro-computer15 technology to facilitate the
ground, 2007.
schooling of K-12 students with disabilities. For example, a
project to develop a computer-based “intelligent tutor” for the placement of learning disabled students in regular classrooms received federal funding during 1985–1989.16 Work
on expert systems and other computer-assisted educational enhancements, such as interactive instructional videodiscs, continued at the CPD into the mid-1990s.
By 2000, non-classroom applications of computers were being investigated at the
CPD. For example, staff at the Early Intervention Research Institute (EIRI) used the personal computer to address the difficulties that parents of young children with disabilities
were facing as they sought to identify appropriate sources of assistance and then to apply
for the services provided by multiple agencies. In the usual, non-patriarchal CPD research
mode—that is, working collaboratively with those to be served, rather than considering
them solely as research subjects—family members and EIRI staff together developed
the Universal Applications System. The system allows the parents of children with disabilities, alone or with the aid of someone such as a social worker, to enter data into a
program on a computer at the local library or health office, and then receive information
15

16
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For context, recall that the Apple II was introduced in 1977, with major advances in personal computer
capabilities and in usage coming with the introduction of the IBM PC in 1981 and the Apple Macintosh
in 1984.
The funding was from the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services in the U.S. Office
of Education. The project director was Dr. Alan Hofmeister, Director of the CPD Technology Division
from 1988 until his retirement in 2006.
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on available services, copies of completed program-specific applications, and even directions to the agency offices.ix
By the end of the 1999–2000 decade, as the Internet became pervasive in American
life, CPD staff were interested in the impact of computer use on persons with disabilities. The Web was becoming a commonplace vehicle for everything from managing
finances, to finding medical information, to downloading music. For persons with disabilities, however, the Web posed a new version of a perpetual problem: accessibility.
Sight impairments, such as macular degeneration, tunnel vision, or full blindness; hearing impairment or deafness; lack or deterioration of motor skills; cognitive disabilities,
such as dyslexia or learning impairment—all contribute to difficulty in accessing Web
content. A program initiated in 1999, with support from the U. S. Office of Education’s
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), addressed issues of
Web accessibility.
The original objective of the WebAIM (Web Accessibility in Mind) project was to
improve web accessibility for postsecondary students with disabilities. By the end of
2009, the program had been extended to encompass Web accessibility broadly, from children with cognitive disabilities to baby boomers with degenerating sensory capabilities.
Based on research into Web-page design factors, the WebAim staff developed a computer
program, WAVE (Web Accessibility Evaluation tool), for assessing website accessibility.
Available at no cost on the WebAIM website,x in 2009 WAVE was being used by a variety of users to test nearly 3,000 web pages each day. In addition, by 2009, free information—including tutorials on accessibility design and evaluation issues, newsletters, and
comment boards—was available on the WebAIM website. In 2008, the site had 324,605
international visitsxi and in 2009, the site’s link had the third highest hit rate among the 36
million hits for the Googled term, “web accessibility.”xii
The WebAIM staff also provided services that from 2006 to 2009 brought in over $1
million in fees to be used for research and development.xiii Included were web accessibility training and specially developed materials for companies such as Amazon, IBM,
and Mozilla, and for government agencies such as the State of Oklahoma, the Centers for
Disease Control, and the U.S. Social Security Administration, along with accessible-sitedesign consultation with Fortune 500 companies. These requests for services were motivated in part by threats of lawsuits over accessibility. But they also reflected realization
that not only are disabilities more pervasive than commonly thought, but that ease of Web
accessibility is a benefit to all users, with disabilities or not.xiv
With a different technology concern, the CPD’s Utah Assistive Technology Program
(UATP) was launched in 1989 and still active in 2009, spanning the 20 years of this historical account. The UATP was selected for brief description not only for its longevity, but
because its projects and activities epitomize a central CPD mission: increasing the independence and improving the quality of life for persons with disabilities.
The UATP’s Assistive Technology Lab (ATL) is key to achieving that goal. In the
ATL, special equipment—such as a wheelchair exercise machine or a functional travel
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bed for a child born with severe brain damage—is fabricated or adapted to meet the
specific needs of individuals with disabilities The lab also loans equipment, such as
wheelchairs, for short-term use. In 2007–2008, the ATL provided services to 733 individuals and, in 2008–2009, to 742 persons. Since 2007, another unit of the UATP,
Citizens Reutilizing Assistive Technology Equipment (CReATE), has repaired adaptive equipment for reutilization and then transferred ownership to needy persons with
disabilities.xv
In addition, UATP staff provide assistive-technology training and technical assistance
to persons with disabilities who use or would like to use adaptive equipment, and to their
family members and other caretakers. As an indirect service, the UATP sponsors and
participates in conferences, conducts workshops, and makes presentations to university
classes to inform assistive technology users and others—such as public school personnel,
public officials, and the general public—about the needs for and uses of assistive technology, relevant statutes and regulations, and other pertinent information.xvi
Expense is often a major barrier to the acquisition of essential assistive technology
by persons with disabilities. For that reason, the Utah Assistive Technology Foundation
(UTAF), also within the UATP, is notable. Since 1991, in conjunction with Zion’s Bank
of Utah, the UTAF has provided low- or no-interest17 loans to individuals for such uses
as the purchase of needed but relatively expensive equipment, such as wheelchair-accessible vans, or housing modifications. Between 1991 and 2005, the UTAF made 848 loans
totaling more than $4 million. In 2007–2008, loans were provided to 333 persons and in
2008–2009, to 90 individuals.xvii
The Utah Assistive Technology Program provides a meaningful transition to the basically non-public school, human-service activities and programs of academic departments
in the college. In 2005, Dr. Beth Foley, of the Department of Communicative Disorders
and Deaf Education (COMDDE), obtained foundation funding to purchase augmentative and alternative communication devices for children.18 The devices—such as touchactivated computers with speech output—were placed in a resource bank at the Assistive
Technology Lab, to be available for use by COMDDE faculty and students for the assessment and treatment of children with severe communication disorders.19 That linkage is
representative of the mutually supportive relationships of the CPD and the college academic departments over the years. It also speaks directly to the mission of the COMDDE
Department, which is to address the needs of individuals, from infants to the aged, who
have disabilities that interfere with communication.
17
18
19
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No-interest loans were provided while a $250,000 grant from the U.S. Office of Education was in place.
The funds were from the W. Mack and Julia S. Watkins Foundation (CEHS Magazine, Spring 2004, pp.
1–2; CEHS News Magazine, Fall 2005, p. 5).
Dr. Foley works closely with the ATL in a program in which USU students from a variety of disciplines identify the needs of individuals in the community and fabricate assistive technology solutions for them. She is also the developer and director of the COMDDE Augmentative and Alternative
Communication Clinic, which provides assessment and intervention services to persons with complex
communication disabilities.
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Child in adaptive physical education class, Edith
Bowen Laboratory School, 2005
Child with severe speech impairments using an electronic augmentative communication device, 2004.

As would be expected of an academic department, degree programs have been central
to the fulfillment of the COMDDE service mission. But those programs reflect the department’s origin as a Speech Clinic in 1946–1947. The clinic, located in the Department of
Speech in the College of Humanities and Arts, became the Speech and Hearing Clinic
during the 1961–1962 academic year. A Department of Audiology and Speech Pathology,
organized in 1966–1967, became the Department of Communicative Disorders in 1970,
the year the department moved to the College of Education.20
20

The dates for the organization of the department and its move to the College of Education come from
Turner (1990, p. 49, Appendix E), along with information from Dr. Jay Jensen, department head at the
time of the organization and move (e-mail, 4/25/10). There is some question whether the move to the
College of Education took place in 1970 or 1971, but I have chosen to stick with Turner’s in-text date
and his Appendix E, which indicates that the first COMD students received degrees in the college in
1970–1971.
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Ray L. and Eloise H. Lillywhite Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Building, dedicated on April 6, 2001.

The Speech and Hearing Clinic—by 1995–1996 named the Speech-Language-Hearing
Center—continued in 2009 to provide services to persons with speech, language, and hearing difficulties in northern Utah, southern Idaho, and western Wyoming.xviii In doing so,
the center has been an essential component of COMDDE degree programs, serving as a
training site for advanced graduate students21 who, supervised by ASHA-certified faculty,
provide communicative-disorders diagnostic and treatment services to clients of all ages.
Over the years, the center has served from 60 to 75 clients annually,xix with fees based on
a sliding schedule according to income, to ensure access regardless of financial status.xx
The students who train at the clinic are pursuing graduate degrees in several areas.22
After more than 20 years, the MS (master of science) specialization in Speech-Language
21

22
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Training was facilitated in 2004 when a donation by Ray Lillywhite, accompanied by electronic equipment donated by Sonic Innovations, provided a new state-of-the-art audiometric test suite for the center (CEHS Magazine, Spring 2004, p. 16).
Bachelor’s degrees are offered in COMDDE, but only as pre-professional training for pursuit of graduate degrees, which are necessary for professional licensure. An educational specialist degree is available, but none has been awarded since 1996–1997, according to reports from USU’s Office of Budget
and Planning.
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Pathology (SLP) remained in 2009 a central COMDDE graduate degree program, preparing specialists to assist clients, infants to adults, with communicative disorders in public school, health facility, and private practice settings.23 The MEd (master of education)
Outreach SLP degree is designed to prepare specialists to meet a critical shortage of services in public schools; however, the graduates are also qualified to provide SLP services
in other settings. Finally, a master’s degree specialization in Deaf Education prepares
subject-matter classroom teachers of hard-of-hearing or deaf children or, alternatively,
advisors for parents of deaf children.
According to annual reports from USU’s Office of Budget and Planning, some 650
COMDDE master’s degrees (including 204 for the MEd outreach program) were awarded
during the 20 years 1989–1990 to 2008–2009, an average of 33 per year. During the 10
years 2000 to 2009, 192 of the 358 degree recipients, about 54%, received licenses from
the Utah State Office of Education,xxi but some licensure recipients work in non-educational settings. Consequently, a conservative estimate is that over the 1990 to 2009 period
approximately 50% (350) of the COMDDE master’s degree recipients went on to nonpublic school positions.
Audiology, the third element in the Speech-Language-Hearing Center title, is also
a major COMDDE degree program. An audiology master’s degree specialization was
offered until 2002. In that year, as part of a national change to the requirement of a doctorate, rather than a master’s degree, as the entry professional degree for audiologists, USU
began to offer the Doctor of Audiology (AuD)—the first university in the western and
Pacific states to do so. The graduates provide services in medical and private practice settings to persons of all ages who have hearing disabilities.24 The first students completed
their AuD degrees in 2004–2005, with a total of 22 awarded through 2008–2009.xxii
Another master’s degree (MEd) program joined the departmental roster in 2007—the
Sensory-Impaired Early Intervention (SEIM) emphasis. The purpose of the program is
to prepare personnel to work in home intervention programs with the families of infants
and young children (up to age three) who are hard-of-hearing or deaf, visually impaired
or blind, or have both vision and hearing loss.xxiii MEd degrees had been awarded to 32
SEIM students through 2009.25

23

24
25

In 2007, an SLP specialization was added to the college’s Interdepartmental Disability Disciplines
PhD, administered by the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation Counseling. The degree
is intended to develop leaders in research and personnel preparation, including those to supervise the
delivery of SLP services. As of 2009, there had been no PhD/SLP degree recipient.
Licensure as an educational audiologist was an option with the MS degree, but very few graduates
chose that option (Dr. Beth Foley, COMDDE department head, e-mail, 4/18/10).
Beginning in 2007, a little over $600,000 was awarded by the U.S. Department of Education to support the development and operation of the SEIM program, including financial support for students,
over a four-year period. The COMDDE Department has consistently had program-support proposals
approved over the years. For example, in the 10 years from 1999 through 2009, the department generated over $22.5 million dollars of external funding, primarily for service projects and programs (CEHS
Office of Research Services Grant Proposal Summary Reports).
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The first Doctor of Audiology graduates, Rachel Harrison, Monica Woods, and Allison Vega, spring commencement, 2005

A “natural” university home for the SEIM degree was in the SKI-HI Institute,26 a
unit of the COMDDE Department. SKI-HI was launched in 1972, when Thomas Clark
received a Model Demonstration Project grant from the U.S. Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped to develop a home-based programming model for use with the families of infants and toddlers with hearing loss. Following a three-year demonstration
project, which included research to develop and evaluate intervention strategies, programs, and resource materials, the SKI-HI model had received continuous outreach
funding through 2009. Over the years, the model has been modified to include children
up to three years of age and extended to families that have a blind child, a child who
has both hearing and visual losses, a child who has multiple disabilities that include
sensory impairment, or a child who has any special disability needs. In 1994–1995,
the SKI-HI model was designated by the U.S. Office of Education as an Educational
Program That Works, one of the few projects with the evidence of effectiveness necessary for such recognition.xxiv
26
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SKI-HI is pronounced “sky-high,” alluding to the success Institute personnel hoped for as they supported families striving to meet the challenges of a sensory deprived child.
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SKI-HI has remained to this day an active force in early intervention, nationally and
internationally. As a direct result of Dr. Clark’s27 efforts, a national organization to support cooperative efforts among SKI-HI Network agencies, the American Association
for Home-Based Early Intervention (AAHBEI), was established in 1992. And, as of
2009 more than 15,000 parent advisors/early interventionists had been trained to implement SKI-HI Institute programs. Institute programs and materials had been used in all
50 states and more than 40 countries, affecting over 100,000 infants and children and
their families. In 2009, some 17 SKI-HI projects were active, including two recently
initiated to train paraprofessionals to work with children and youth with visual and/or
hearing loss.xxv
The first of the two recent programs was designed to train paraprofessionals to work
as interveners with children and youth who are both deaf and blind, or “deafblind.” The
two-course program, developed with funding from the U.S. Office of Education’s Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), was launched in 2006 with a
successful trial run. Drawing on the facilities of USU’s Regional Campus and Distance
Education (RCDE) system, the online courses use Blackboard Vista, are fully accessible to blind individuals, and are asynchronous, so that the students, most of whom are
employed, do not have to meet class attendance schedules. Students can take the coursework for a certificate of completion or include the courses as part of a program of study
for an Associate’s degree in General Studies with a focus in Deafblindness. The coursework for the certificate, which in 2009 was the only one of its kind in the country, was
selected as one of ten nationwide to receive a Blackboard Greenhouse Exemplary Course
Award in 2007. Approximately 250 students from around this country and from South
America, as well from Spain, Germany, and Dubai, had completed one or both of the
courses before the end of 2009.
The success of the deafblindness training program was the basis for a second paraprofessional program, for persons who work with children and youth who are blind. Chicago’s
Hadley School for the Blind, the largest in the world, had been providing courses in blindness to blind persons, their parents, and professionals since 1920, but could not be accredited to offer university credit or degree programs for training paraprofessionals to work
with blind persons. Teaming with USU offered that opportunity, and a Hadley-USU partnership agreement was concluded in January 2008. With the development of online blindness courses partially funded by the Lavelle Fund of New York, the program was ready
to be offered in fall 2009—again asynchronous, fully accessible to blind persons, and
applicable toward a certificate of completion or an Associate’s degree in General Studies,
this time with a Blindness focus. Enrollment numbers were not yet available at this writing. However, the Hadley School has some 3,000 distance-education students training to
assist blind persons, and as many as 500 are expected to be in the cooperative program
within a few years.xxvi
27

Tom Clark received his PhD from the University of North Carolina in 1979, already well into his professional career at USU.
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Another SKI-HI project bears brief mention, if only because it was a deviation from
the historical emphasis on providing services, or training personnel to provide services, to
infants and children with visual or hearing disabilities and their families. A five-year renewable grant was received in 1997 from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to
establish a regional Head Start Disability Services Quality Improvement Center (DSQIC).
With over $4.6 million in funding through 2003, disability training and technical assistance were provided to some 110 Head Start and Early Head Start programs in a six-state
region comprising Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming.
The DSQIC project was similar to the CPD’s Mountain Plains Regional Resource Center
(MPRRC), which was first funded in 1980 and in 2009 was still delivering training and
technical support to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and to agencies in 10 states that provide
services for children with disabilities.xxvii However, as the DSQIC project proceeded, the
delivery of assistance to agencies was seen by some SKI-HI staff as not consonant with the
institute’s long-standing direct family-service mission. The grant was moved from SKI-HI,
but stayed within COMDDE. An application for renewal of the five-year project was not
submitted.xxviii
Turning again to COMDDE human services, American Sign Language (ASL) has been
a crucial component of departmental coursework during the 20 years of this historical
account. Based on the assumption that face-to-face interaction with the instructor is essential, sign language instruction at USU and elsewhere has been offered only in traditional
classroom settings. However, in part to address the need for an estimated 400 additional
ASL interpreters in Utah, a leading edge, distance-education course has been designed,
with initial funding from the AT&T Foundation. Utilizing USU’s RCDE video conferencing technology, a combination of asynchronous and synchronous ASL instruction was being
delivered throughout the state by January 2009. Preliminary data indicated that rather than
being disadvantaged, the students in the distance-education course had learned ASL more
readily than those in campus ASL classes.xxix
Sign language remained in 1990–2009 an important means of communication for those
who are deaf. However, given that only 5% of parents of children with permanent hearing loss are deaf themselves, it is understandable that many would be interested in programs for their children that emphasized spoken/listening communication. In the 1990s,
the choice of such options became increasingly feasible due to a number of factors: the
development of procedures to identify hearing deficiencies in the newborn; the availability
of advanced hearing-enhancement technology, such as digital hearing aids and, especially,
cochlear implants, that could be implemented at an early age; and the increasing availability
of early-intervention and preschool programs for children and their parents to support the
technology-aided child’s development of spoken language.
Research and service projects at USU’s National Center for Hearing Assessment and
Management (NCHAM) during the 20 years of this historical account were important elements in the changed prospects for spoken-language development by hearing-impaired and
deaf-born children. In the late 1980s, Dr. Karl White, a faculty member in Psychology and
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The international reputation that the college enjoys today owes much to Dr. Karl
White, Professor of Psychology and Special Education and founding Director of the
National Center for Hearing Assessment and Management (NCHAM). Karl was a
leader in the effort to develop hearing screening for newborns,
and then in efforts to implement such screening worldwide. He

Karl R. White

has received international awards for that work, and is one of 13
persons chosen by the World Health Organization to help write
the “Guiding Principles for Action on Neonatal and Infant Hearing
Screening.”
Before founding NCHAM, Karl served as Director of Research
and Evaluation and then Director of the Early Intervention
Research Institute at the Center for Persons with Disabilities. From
1984 to 1985, he served as a Congressional Science Fellow with the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, working
for the United States Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped
in the creation of the Commission on Education of the Deaf and
on the Education of the Deaf Act of 1986.
NCHAM and another pioneering program that Karl co-developed with Dr.
Beth Foley—the Sound Beginnings Preschool (for deaf and hard-of-hearing children who learn language auditorily)—will be housed in the Emma Eccles Jones
Early Childhood Education and Research Building. In 1995, Karl received Utah
State University’s D. Wynne Thorne Research Award for his many research
contributions.

director of the Early Intervention Research Institute28 in the then-Developmental Center for
Handicapped Persons (DCHP), initiated a stream of research, largely federally funded, on
the identification of congenital hearing loss and the effects of early intervention for identified
infants and children. From 1988 to 1993 he directed the first large-scale clinical trial of universal newborn hearing screening using evoked otoacoustic emissions (EOAE)29 as a noninvasive method of neonatal hearing screening. That study led to a recommendation by the
National Institutes of Health in March 1993 that all newborns be screened for hearing loss
before leaving the birthing hospital. In 1994, Karl received federal funding for a Technical
Assistance Consortium for Universal Newborn Auditory Screening Using EOAE.xxx
28

29

In 1980, Dr. White and Dr. Glendon Casto worked together to obtain federal funding to establish the
EIRI, and Karl was the EIRI director from 1985–1990 (CEHS News Magazine, Fall 2007, p. 14). Dr.
White is also a professor in Special Education and Rehabilitation, but his primary assignment has been
in Psychology and NCHAM is funded through that department.
More specifically, “transient-evoked EOAE (TEOAE).” TEOAE are sounds emitted by a normal cochlea
in response to acoustic stimuli of very short duration, usually clicks. The sounds of a normally working
cochlea can be picked up by a microphone (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otoacoustic_emission).
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Lillywhite Professor Ron B. Gillam assesses children’s narrative language performance, 2009.

In 1995, NCHAMxxxi was established at USU, with Karl White as the director. Then, in
2005, NCHAM30 was awarded continuing support by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services to conduct further research on neonatal hearing screening in hospitals,
develop computer software for tracking the care received by infants identified as having
permanent hearing loss, develop training materials and provide training and technical assistance to hospitals, and disseminate information more generally to the medical profession
and the public. NCHAM was a leader in the national movement to institute universal neonatal hearing screening, with the rate of screening prior to hospital release going from 3%
in 1985 to 25% in 1999, then to 86.5% in 2003 and 95% in 2009.xxxii NCHAM has also been
a strong influence internationally. For example, Dr. White played a significant role in the
national institutionalization of universal neonatal hearing screening in Poland.xxxiii
NCHAM research indicated that when amplification and intervention were provided to
hearing-impaired infants prior to six months of age, the typical result was language, cognitive, and social skills development from one to two years ahead of that of later-identified children. With continued educational, medical, and audiological services, early-identified children were also found to require typically some $400,000 less in special education
expenditures through high school graduation.
Increased numbers of specialists were needed to provide the neonatal screening and follow-up treatment services. By 2002 Dr. White was involved in the training of pediatric
audiologists, via distance education, with Utah and federal funding. Then, with Dr. Ron

30
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The HHS-funded title was the National Resource Center for Early Hearing Detection and Intervention.
Over the 20 years, 1990–2009, external funding leading to and including NCHAM has amounted
to some $12 million, with continuing HHS funding averaging nearly $2 million for 2007–2008 and
2008–2009.
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Sound Beginnings preschoolers, Braxton McCullough and Gavin Cornelius, talk
with Dr. Beth Foley in the preschool’s temporary location at the Edith Bowen Laboratory School, October 2008.

Gillam31 as principal investigator (PI), he was the co-PI on a project funded for 2008–
2010 to train pediatric speech-language pathology (SLP) and audiology specialists. He
also partnered with Dr. Foley, COMDDE department head, in 2007 to obtain $458,000 in
private foundation funding to lay the groundwork for a new COMDDE degree program.32
Introduced in 2008, the new interdisciplinary graduate degree program, Auditory
Learning and Spoken Language (ALSL) for Children with Hearing Loss, supplements the coursework, practica, and field-work experiences for the department’s MS
and AuD degrees. Students in audiology, speech-language pathology (SLP), and deaf
education can pursue the ALSL option to acquire knowledge and develop skills for
helping infants and young children with permanent hearing loss develop listening and
spoken language competencies. An ALSL emphasis is also available for the MS in
Special Education.xxxiv Development of the program was supported by a four-year U.S.
Department of Education training grant, which also included funding to support 37 SLP
and audiology graduate students.xxxv
The ALSL program is intertwined, conceptually and operationally, with an early intervention/preschool program, Sound Beginnings of Cache Valley, founded in 2007 with

31
32

The Lillywhite Endowed Professor in Speech-Language Pathology in the COMDDE department.
Even though Dr. White had been the chair of Research and Development at the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf, Rochester Institute of Technology, in 1976–1978, there was, in the late 1980s and
early 1990s as he developed the research program leading to NCHAM, some feeling among COMD
faculty that as a Psychology faculty member, he was encroaching on the department’s academic territory. Over the years that tension has been replaced with a synergy that has produced positive outcomes,
as noted above and in the following paragraphs.
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private foundation and state support.33 Sound Beginnings provides a range of services to
develop the listening and spoken language skills of infants and children who are using
digital hearing aids or, especially, cochlear implants, that require intensive follow-up
training and services for both child and family. The goal of the program is that children
born with permanent hearing loss will by kindergarten-age develop spoken language that
enables them to attend public schools with few, if any, special education services. The
program includes home visits with the families of infants and toddlers, child play-groups
at age two, and from ages three to five, an early childhood/preschool program, located
in the Edith Bowen Laboratory Charter School (EBLS).34 The staff includes early childhood, pediatric audiology, and SLP specialists, and is a primary training site for students
in the ALSL graduate program, as well as for other graduate students.xxxvi There are other
schools that teach listening and spoken language skills to children with permanent hearing loss, but in 2009 such a program in a public school setting combined with a graduate
training program for audiologists, speech-language pathologists, and deaf educators was
unique.xxxvii
NCHAM and Sound Beginnings have provided a nexus between the COMDDE and
Psychology Departments in service to infants and children with hearing disabilities and
their families.35 Nevertheless, as would be expected, the major human services thrust for
the Psychology Department lies in a different direction, with graduate degrees in psychological counseling and therapy at the center of departmental human services.36
Since 1974, Psychology has had an MS specialization in School Counselor Education
that leads to licensure in K-12 School Guidance Counseling. The competencies addressed
include behavioral assessment and intervention with students from diverse populations,
especially on education-related issues.xxxviii To help remedy a serious shortage of school
counselors in Utah, the Psychology Department began to offer a distance education program electronically in the early 1990s. In 1995–1996, the “second major cohort of distance
33

34

35

36
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With Dr. Foley and Dr. White collaborating on proposals, nearly $1 million was obtained for the Sound
Beginnings program from an anonymous private donor as a continuing grant, 2007 to 2009 (USU
Development Office data), along with $300,000 in state continuing funding approved by the Utah
Legislature in 2008 (Office of Research Services, 2007–2008 Annual Productivity Report).
In late 2009, NCHAM, now housed in the Emma Eccles Jones Education Building, the Language
and Literacy Laboratory, headed by Dr. Gillam, and the Sound Beginnings staff, now housed in
COMDDE’s Lillywhite Building, were set to move, along with the Sound Beginnings preschool, to the
new Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research Building, which was to be ready for
occupation in fall 2010.
That connection has included additional expertise in services for children with hearing loss. With funding from the Vice President for Research, two senior scientists were added to the NCHAM staff in 2004
(Annual Report of the Vice President for Research, 7/1/04–6/30/05): one brought expertise in cochlear
implants; the other, who is also a Professor of Psychology and an Adjunct Professor of Biology, has
expertise in basic neurophysiological research aimed at improving hearing-aid performance in noisy
environments.
The department offers BS and BA degrees with a general/liberal education orientation (as with the
courses offered for students campus-wide). Emphasized are knowledge of psychology as a field, critical
analysis of conceptual issues, and understanding of scientific method, along with preparation for entry
into psychology-related graduate programs or employment (USU 2009–2010 General Catalog, p. 429).
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education (EDNET) students . . . in school counseling” was underway.xxxix The effects can
be noted in licensure data from Council on Teacher Education (CTE) annual reports to the
Faculty Senate: Licensure recommendations peaked at 105 in 1997, compared with annual
numbers that ranged from 5 to 57, with an average of about 37, during 2000 to 2009.37
In addition, an MS specialization in School Psychology38 offered throughout the 1990–
2009 period has been focused on issues of child development and the treatment of emotional and behavioral disorders, including skills in psycho-educational assessment and
consultation needed for interventions with K-12 students.xl The School Psychology specialization has had considerably fewer graduates than the School Counselor specialization. As with other programs, USU’s Budget and Planning Office does not break out
numbers between Psychology’s master’s specializations in its annual reports. However, a
good estimate of those numbers can be gained from licensure data, as students from both
programs can apply for a Utah State Office of Education (USOE) license. According to
CTE annual faculty senate reports, from 2000 through 2009 there were 407 recommendations for licensure for the two specializations. Of these, 362 (89%) were in School
Counseling and 45 (11%) in School Psychology. The percentages reflected the department’s emphasis on meeting the need of Utah schools for school counselors.
Doctoral-level preparation for providing psychological services other than in school
settings is an essential element in the Psychology Department’s graduate degree programs. The first PhD in Counseling Psychology was awarded in 1968. Six years later, an
expanded PhD specialization in Combined Clinical/Counseling/School Psychology, integrating the three traditional disciplines of psychological theory and practice, was accredited by the American Psychological Association. That status has been maintained since.39
Combined PhD graduates are prepared to work with individuals and families in mental
health centers, hospitals, schools, and private practice. Applications for admission to the
program indicate its desirability, rising from 55 in 2002–2003 to 104 in 2008–2009.xli But
to maintain an optimal ratio of students to faculty, admissions are limited, with acceptance rates ranging from 10.6% to 25% during the same seven-year period. Over the 20
years, 1989–1990 to 2008–2009, 111 Combined PhD degrees were awarded—70.7% of
the 157 PhDs40 awarded by the department over that time.xlii
37

38

39

40

An RCDE-based distance-education School Counselor MS was still being offered in 2009—at 10 sites
around the state via interactive video conferencing (IVC) technology, to a cohort of students admitted in odd numbered years, and to a classroom cohort, admitted in even-numbered years, taught in the
Ogden (Utah) area.
The MS specialization in School Psychology was changed to an educational specialist (EdS) degree in
2008 (Board of Regents approval, 3/21/08). During 2008–2009, 21 students were enrolled in the EdS
program (e-mail from Joe Vande-Mere, USU Office of Budget and Planning, 5/13/10), and 13 EdS
degrees had been awarded through 2009. Information on the distance-education School Counselor
MS offerings and on the EdS graduates came from Dr. Gretchen Peacock, head of the Psychology
Department.
In 1994–1995, the department was one of only five in the nation to have an accredited Combined PhD
program. Six of the 130 applicants to the program that year were accepted (COE Annual Report, 1994–
1995, pp. 6–7).
The total number of PhDs came from reports of the USU Budget and Planning Office. The number of
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Of particular interest from a human services perspective is the department’s American
Indian Support Project (AISP). Linked to the School Psychology MS/EdS and to the
Combined Psychology PhD programs, the AISP was established in 1986 to address the
nationwide shortage of Native American psychologists—especially in tribal reservation
areas where problems of alcohol/substance abuse, school dropouts, family disruption,
depression, and suicide were frequently at seriously high levels.xliii From the beginning of
the project, the full-time director has been an American Indian with a Psychology faculty
appointment.41 Academic tutoring and social support are available for the students at all
times of the day and week.
From 1990–2009, 14 Native American students received the MS degree in School
Psychology and 15 received the Combined PhD.42 Graduates return to their communities as role models, as well as to provide psychological services or to teach at one of
the more than 30 tribal colleges located mostly on isolated, economically depressed
reservations. Significantly, since 1987 the Annual Convention of American Indian
Psychologists and Psychology Students, co-sponsored by USU and the Society of
Indian Psychologists, has been held at USU, a recognition of the AISP and an excellent
experience for AISP students.xliv
A crucial component of the School Psychology MS and Combined PhD programs and,
consequently, of departmental services is the Psychology Department Community Clinic,
organized in 1971.43 Diagnostic and therapeutic mental health services are provided for
clients, children to adults, by an average of 25 graduate-student therapists per year, supervised by licensed PhD Psychology faculty. To insure that potential clients’ access to assistance with problems—which may include mental health, academic, marital or parenting
issues, or eating disorders—is not a function of financial resources, modest fees are based
on a sliding income scale. From 1995 to early 2010, intakes for the clinic ranged from 62
to 155 annually, with a total of 1,604 clients. Seventy-four intakes (4.6%) were families or
couples, 889 were individual adults (55.4%), and 639 (39.8%) were individual children.
The average length of treatment was five months for children and six months for adults.xlv
Psychology’s Human Learning Center (HLC), founded in 1990–1991, was more specifically focused on interventions to help at-risk students, ages 6 to 18, achieve academic success through diagnosis, academic tutoring, and individual counseling. Like the

41

42
43
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PhDs in 1997–1998 was not available, and the average for the other 19 years was used as an estimate
for that year.
Following five years as assistant director, Dr. Carolyn Barcus, a member of the Blackfeet tribe of
northern Montana and instrumental in development of the program, became the director in 1991. She
“retired” in 2008, continuing part-time as co-director to assist in the transition for the new director, Dr.
Gayle Morse, an enrolled member of the Mohawk tribe. A significant indication of university support
for the program is the appointment of Dr. Morse to a tenure-track position, rather than the prior nontenure clinical position for the director.
Of the 15 PhD recipients, 7 also earned the MS degree.
The date was provided by Dr. Elwin Nielsen, a retired Psychology faculty member who came to USU
in 1969 and was one of three faculty members who established the clinic (transmitted to me by Cathryn
Peterson, e-mail, 5/24/10).
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Psychology Professor Carl D. Cheney teaches students in the Applied
Analysis of Behavior Laboratory.

Department Community Clinic, the HLC was a site for student training—in this case, for
pre-service teachers and educational specialists—under the supervision of professional
psychologists. Fees were charged only for necessary materials and supplies. Over a fiveyear period beginning in August 1997, $150,000 in funding was received from the Emma
Eccles Jones Foundation for an HLC Initiative to increase the number of at-risk students
served, as well as the number of teacher education students and educators who would gain
knowledge of techniques for helping at-risk students.
At the end of the first year of the initiative, a 90% increase in at-risk students in the
program and a 240% increase in numbers of pre-service teachers and specialists who
received training were reported. However, the significance of those results is difficult
to assess because the underlying data were not reported.xlvi In 2001, the director of the
HLC resigned from USU. No Psychology faculty member was available to assume the
director’s role, and the center was dissolved as funding from the Emma Eccles Jones
Foundation ended.xlvii
During the 1989–1990 to 2008–2009 period, 46 (29.3%) of the total 157 Psychology
PhDs awarded were either without a specified specialization or PhDs in the Research and
Evaluation Methodology (REM) specialization.44 These students did not receive training
44

On 3/21/08, the Utah Board of Regents approved a specialization name change, from Research and
Evaluation Methodology (REM) to Experimental and Applied Psychological Science (EAPS), broadening the scope to include Community Psychology and Behavior Analysis as emphases, along with
REM, within the specialization. By the end of 2009, five PhDs with the new specialization had been
awarded (comment by Gretchen Peacock, Psychology department head, on a chapter draft).
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in psychological counseling or therapy, but were schooled in areas such as applied analysis of behavior, research design, and program evaluation, which could be used in the
development and appraisal of school and psychological direct-service programs.
Similarly, much of the research in Psychology during 1990–2009 was not into the provision of direct human services, although it often had implications for the development
of effective psychological interventions or other services.45 Examples include research on
social factors that might contribute to the eating disorders of young women; assessment
of the efficacy of computer self-monitoring for weight loss; relationships between the parenting practices of Latino parents and child outcomes; the association of obsessive-compulsive symptoms and academic self-concept in undergraduate students; factors related
to sexual revictimization as adults; adolescent romantic relationships as context for social
and emotional development in different cultures; the relationship between animal abuse
and domestic violence; and basic research with rats to better understand the impact of
drug-related cues on the persistence of drug seeking.xlviii
A department with a basically non-public-school orientation is Family, Consumer,
and Human Development (FCHD). As noted in chapter two, if the addition of FCHD
to the College of Education in 2002 was not the impetus for the addition of “Human
Services” to the college name in 2003, it certainly was a strong argument for doing so.
Like Psychology and Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education, the primary foci for
departmental human services46 are its degree programs. And, “to serve individuals and
families across the life span” is the basic career-preparation purpose for both undergraduate and graduate degrees.
The Family, Consumer, and Human Development BA/BS major includes emphases in
Family and Community Services, Family Finance, and Child Development. In addition,
an online-only Family Life Studies BS emphasis, approved by the Regents on October 24,
2008, is intended to “[prepare] professionals in their own communities.”xlix Graduation
from each of the degree programs opens numerous employment possibilities in private
and government settings, as well as the option of pursuing graduate-level education. In
the seven years since joining the College of Education and Human Services, 2002–2003
through 2008–2009, FCHD awarded 992 BA and BS degrees, an average of nearly 142
per year.
The focus on career preparation continues at the graduate degree level. An MS degree
in Family, Consumer, and Human Development has specializations concerned with
45

46
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Noting that some college research was not aimed at the provision of direct services is not to imply that
it lacked importance. As emphasized in chapter two, an essential element in the mission of a research
university is the generation of knowledge; immediate applicability is not necessarily the primary criterion for judging research worth.
FCHD does not have a basic teacher-preparation mission, but the bachelor’s degree major in Family,
Consumer, and Human Development has a Deaf Education emphasis for students who want to go on
to a master’s degree in COMDDE. And a bachelor’s degree major in Early Childhood Education is
available, in collaboration with Elementary Education. Graduates can be certified as K-3 teachers,
but many go on to careers with agencies and programs that offer services to families with infants and
young children.
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Family Life Building

FCHD West
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Family Life Center

infancy to adolescence to adult aging, as well as in Consumer Sciences, Marriage and
Family Relationships, and Marriage and Family Therapy (MFT). The MFT is a clinical
specialization leading to therapist licensure. Started in the 1980s, the program was discontinued in a few years due to lack of funding. Reactivation became possible in 1992
with a donation of long-term funding by Julie Bullen through the Balleine Supporting
Organization.47 The program was accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for
Marriage and Family Therapy Education in 1996 and has been accredited since.l During
the department’s seven years in the college, 138 MS degrees have been awarded, an average of about 20 each year. Forty-four of those degrees were awarded to MFT students.li, 48
A Master of Family and Human Development (MFHD) has also been offered, via
distance delivery, for nearly 10 years. A practice-oriented, nonclinical and non-thesis
degree, the MFHD prepares students for employment in family settings, social service
positions, education, or corrections—hopefully, in many cases to meet needs in their
local communities.
The PhD in Family and Human Development, previously a specialization in the
Family Life PhD program, was authorized as part of the FCHD Department’s move to the
47
48
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A foundation established by Julie and Jonathon Bullen.
A proposal for an online Master of Marriage and Family Therapy (MMFT) degree was initiated in
December 2009, and approved by the Board of Regents on April 1, 2010. The fully accredited degree
has the same coursework and other requirements as the MS specialization in Marriage and Family
Therapy, except for the thesis. Instead, students will complete an integrative paper to prepare them for
their clinical work at the intern licensure-level.
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College of Education in 2002.49 The program is intended to prepare graduates for roles
in research and university teaching, in the administration of family-related agencies and
programs—such as family and child care services, child development laboratories, or
consumer service agencies—or in the provision of clinical training in marriage and family therapy. During its seven years in the College of Education and Human Services, the
department has awarded 10 PhD degrees.lii
FCHD students in the MS Marriage and Family Therapy specialization hone their
counseling skills through actual practice in the Marriage and Family Therapy Clinic,
housed in the Family Life Center Building. As with Psychology’s School Psychology MS
and Combined PhD students, advanced MFT students conduct therapy sessions under the
direct supervision of faculty members who are licensed therapists. Clients may be individuals, couples, or families with relationship or other concerns. Fees are set on a sliding
scale based on income and family size, but no one is denied service due to inability to pay.
During the seven years 2002–2009, therapy was provided in 700 cases—many involving multiple clients—with annual numbers ranging from 79 to 140 and an average annual
case load of just over 94.liii
The other Family Life Center Building occupant, the Housing and Financial
Counseling Center, is also a service organization. The staff of the U.S. Housing and Urban
Development-approved center includes senior and graduate students in Family Finance,
as well as professional personnel. Since 1995, the center has provided an array of financial services to USU students and to the community at large—ranging from advice to
individuals on budget planning, debt management, and saving strategies to pre-homepurchase advisement, as well as mortgage default counseling. During 2002–2003, for
example, 258 USU students received individual assistance in dealing with student loan
and credit card issues,50 and 620 other individuals received individualized financial counseling at the center. Monthly workshops have also been provided on financial management topics. In 2002–2003, over 2,000 persons attended workshops, mostly related to
home ownership, conducted by FCHD faculty and center staff. From 2004–2005 through
2008–2009, counseling was provided for 470 cases, or “households,” which typically
comprised two or more people (not individuals, as was the case in the 2002–2003 report).
In addition, during that five-year period, 302 workshops were conducted, ranging in number from 52 in 2008–2009 to 78 in 2005–2006, with a total of 5,905 participants. Of those,
3,304 (56%) were students, information that was not available for 2003–2003.liv
As might be expected, the foci of the primarily services-related research and development projects in the FCHD Department have ranged from children (e.g., enhancing
the language skills of young children in day care) to the elderly. By 2009, for example, FCHD faculty, in collaboration with Psychology faculty, had over 14 years received
49
50

Initially titled the PhD in Family, Consumer, and Human Development, the shortened title, Family and
Human Development, was approved by the Board of Regents on March 27, 2005.
In 2002–2003, the Center was providing counseling on money matters for students on financial aid.
The Financial Aid Office took over that function prior to 2004–2005.
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Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Building

HPER Associate Professor Dale Wagner tests body composition using the
Bod Pod, 2008.
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multi-millions of dollars in funding as part of a national research project to study aging processes, including Alzheimer’s disease, in order
to identify predictive factors and develop interventions.lv Families, too,
have been a focus of projects—such as a statewide random survey of
married couples to identify factors associated with marital satisfaction
and divorce in order to inform public policy and provide information
for couples contemplating marriage; the development, in 2004, of the
first university premarital education course, “Saying ‘I Do’: Consider
the Possibilities,” a free Internet, Extension offering; a U.S. Office of
Health and Human Services-funded project to develop a program to
teach marriage skills to low income, ethnic-minority stepparents; a U.S.
Small Business Administration-funded statewide Extension/FCHD program to provide adult mentors and family support to increase the academic skills and community involvement of at-risk youth, ages 10–14;lvi
and, in line with the therapy program in the department, an investigation
of the use of Technologically Assisted Intervention (TAI), delivered via
interactive video conferencing, to provide cognitive behavioral therapy
to women in rural communities who were suffering from depression.lvii
A different slant on human services comes with the Department of
Dennise Gackstetter teaches yoga
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (HPER), for which much,
wellness class in the HPER buildbut not all, service over the years has been internal to the university—
ing, 2002.
that is, provided for USU students, faculty, and staff. The Lifetime
Skills Program for students is intended to enrich their college experiences and develop
the skills needed for lifetime sports activity, while also enhancing current physical fitness and providing opportunities for school-year recreation. During 1990 to 2009, HPER
activity courses, ranging from basketball and badminton to fly fishing and yurt camping,
were heavily enrolled. In 1997–1998, there were some 5,000 “spots” available for students in 50 different activity courses. In 2006, students enrolled for 6,485 activity credits.
And, activity course enrollments increased in 2008–2009, with a total of 7,326 student
enrollees—3,418 in 154 activity course sections fall semester and 3,908 in 161 sections
spring semester.lviii The increase was commensurate with the growth in university enrollment, as HPER activities continued to be an important ingredient of college life for many
USU students.
The other element of HPER’s “in-house” services, the Wellness Program for USU faculty and staff,51 was initiated in 1971. In 1994–1995, more than 1,100 faculty and staff
were tested in the program’s Human Performance Laboratory and given advice on exercise or the advisability of obtaining a medical cardiovascular evaluation. The program
was expanded in 2006, with support from USU’s Office of Human Resources and largely
funded by Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Utah, which manages USU’s health benefits
51

Called initially, the Preventative Coronary, Post-Coronary Rehabilitation Program.
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program. The 2009 wellness budget was $250,000 per year for staff, educational materials, and workshop and annual Health Fair expenses. A 1,200 square foot exercise room,
outfitted with cardio-vascular fitness exercise equipment, is available in the Wellness
Center for employee free-of-charge use, and the Human Performance Lab is used for
fitness evaluations. By 2008–2009, some 1,400 faculty and staff were participating in
the Wellness Program each year. An essential part of the Wellness Center is the Motion
Analysis Lab, where full-gait analysis is provided for persons with orthopedic, neurological, or other disabling conditions. The Human Performance Lab served from 30 to 50 participants in a cardiac rehabilitation program each year from 1990 through 1999, and by
2008–2009 was serving about 75 individuals each year. And, in the Motion Analysis Lab,
about 300 persons were being diagnosed each year.lix
Community service has also been an element of the Human Performance Lab (HPL).
Both the Human Performance Lab and the Motion Analysis Lab provide fitness diagnoses outside of the Wellness Program when requested by physicians and therapists
for their clients. In addition, during the pre-2009 decade, the labs served as a testing
site for prototypes of exercise equipment being developed by ICON Health & Fitness
Inc., a Logan firm. Also prior to 1990, the Cardiac Rehabilitation Program, housed in
the HPER Wellness Center, was affiliated with the Logan Regional Hospital. Weekly
exercise programming and exercise stress-testing were provided for hospital patients,
and exercise programming was provided as part of a maintenance program for cardiac
outpatients. Then, in 1990, a wellness program, including fitness evaluations and supervised exercise, was provided for Forest Service employees at the Logan Ranger Station.
In 1991, the program also entailed fitness evaluations of the station’s elite “Hot Shot”
wildfire crew.lx
As an academic department, HPER’s degree programs, aside from those for teaching
certification, are also important elements of departmental human services. The Health
Education Specialist BS degree program has graduated an average of 14 students annually over the 10 years 1999–2008. Most have gone on to health education and promotion
positions in Utah county health districts, in the Utah Department of Health, or in nonprofit
health agencies, such as hospitals. The Human Movement BS degree program averaged 88
degree recipients annually during the same 10-year period. Many of these graduates went
on to medical or physical therapy schools. Of particular service-related interest is the BS
program in Parks and Recreation. The graduates of this program, about 25 per year over the
past 10 years, typically go into positions in Parks and Recreation programs provided with
tax funding by every city and county in Utah, into the state or national park systems, or into
private sector recreation.
Nearly 21 HPER MS degrees were awarded annually during 1999–2009. Notable has
been the Sports Medicine specialization that, in collaboration with Aggie intercollegiate
athletics trainers, was begun in the early 1990s to provide training for certified athletic
trainers. Graduates are employed in universities and professional sports, and occasionally
in high schools, where coaching staffs have typically not had the professional assistance
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of a trainer to prevent and treat athletic injuries. Placement of student trainers in internship positions in the athletic programs of northern Utah schools has been of special benefit to the high school athletes.lxi
As departmental missions vary, so do departmental service orientations. Rather than
the preparation of direct service providers, with the accompanying provision of human
services by supervised trainees or the provision of health-related services to faculty and
students, the Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences (ITLS) Department has
focused on the preparation of instructional designers and on the development of theoryand research-based products that will enhance communication and learning.
The department offers only graduate degrees.52 A distance-education MEd (master of education) is intended for public school teachers and administrators interested in
the application of educational technology principles to the teaching-learning process in
school media-center employment or in distance learning careers. An educational specialist degree (EdS) is also available for acquiring skills in instructional technology beyond
the master’s level. An MS degree prepares students for careers in instructional design and
development, in private business as well as education. From 1990–1991 through 1997–
1998, 276 master’s and 13 EdS degrees were awarded. In the following years, the data for
master’s and EdS degrees were merged in the USU Office of Budget and Planning reports;
and during 1998–1999 through 2008–2009, 689 masters and EdS degrees were awarded.
The PhD degree in Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences (ITLS)53 has been
focused on theory and research in instructional design and development as preparation for
careers in higher education, private research centers, and corporate training and development.lxii Fifty-eight doctoral degrees were awarded from 1991–1992 through 2008–2009,
with 46 of them granted in the 10 years 2000 through 2009.lxiii In terms of the college title,
the “education” element has been strong in the department; the “human services” element
has been largely an indirect outcome of faculty research and development projects.
A major project of the department’s Center for Open and Sustainable Learning (COSL)
was USU OpenCourseWare (USU OCW), aimed at building a repository of the educational
materials used in USU courses, to be available online to anyone with computer access.
The long-term goal was to provide access to the material for every USU course.lxiv In addition, USU OCW, listed among the top 50 university courseware collections worldwide,lxv
was part of a statewide open-courseware initiative, led by USU and comprising seven
52

53

ITLS does provide undergraduate minors in School Library Media, for Utah State Office of Education
(USOE) endorsement, and in Multimedia Development, as preparation for employment in fields other
than public education.
Instructional Technology (IT) participated in the Interdepartmental Doctorate Program’s (IDP) Doctor
of Education (EdD) degree prior to 1990. In that year, the department began to participate in the
newly activated Interdepartmental PhD. Then, on 3/13/98, the Regents approved a PhD in Instructional
Technology (IT). (Amy Wilberg, in the college dean’s office, and Graduate School Dean Byron
Burnham helped to identify the beginning point for the IT PhD.) A change in degree title for the MS
and PhD degrees from Instructional Technology to Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
(ITLS), to correspond to the department’s title change in 2008, was approved by USU’s Board of
Trustees on 3/6/09, effective fall 2009.
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ITLS Associate Professor Brett Shelton with a computer model from
the HEAT First Responder Simulation Training Program, 2007.

institutions.54 Initial funding came from the National Science Foundation and the William
and Flora Hewlett Foundation, along with $200,000 from the Utah Legislature in 2007.
The project was, however, a victim of the 2007–2009 economic recession. By 2008,
foundation funding had been depleted, and the legislature did not renew its $200,000 in
funding. As of June 30, 2009, the OCW website was still open and housed in USU’s library,
but the project was unstaffed, halting further development.lxvi,55 The demise of USU OCW
is particularly poignant in light of USU President Albrecht’s affirmation in 2005 that “USU
OCW provides an unprecedented degree of free and open access to the knowledge and
expertise of our faculty for the benefit of every citizen of the state of Utah and every person in the world. . . . Services like [OCW] will enable land grant institutions to more fully
accomplish their missions.”lxvii
Another major ITLS project has as its goal the development of a Hazard Emergency and
Accident Training (HEAT) 3D, game-like, virtual environment simulation of emergency
response situations for training fire and other rescue personnel. The project, originally
funded by the Utah Institute for Emergency Services and Homeland Security, is being
continued as part of the development work of the Interactive Design for Instructional
Applications and Simulations (IDIAS) Institute, a team of ITLS and Art (graphic art)
54

55
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The seven institutions in the Utah OpenCourseWare Alliance were, in addition to USU, the College
of Eastern Utah, Dixie State and Utah Valley State Colleges, the University of Utah, Weber State
University, and the Western Governors [online] University.
The COSL director resigned from USU in 2008, and in 2010 the center had been closed and its website
was no longer maintained (http://cosl.usu.edu/).
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faculty. In 2009, IDIAS was awarded $2.35
million in funding over six years from the Utah
Science, Technology, and Research (USTAR)
initiative. USTAR was created by the Utah
Legislature in 2006, with $200 million in funding, to build on the strengths of the state’s two
research universities by supporting science,
innovation, and commercialization teams, such
as IDIAS. In 2009, IDIAS was one of nine
USTAR teams at USU.lxviii
A less grand project, but one with an immediate human service impact, was a joint effort
with staff of the Golden Spike National Historic
Site. An ITLS doctoral student provided leadership in the development of an interactive
computer program that provides visitors who
are physically unable to climb viewing stands
with the opportunity to view electronically, in
the visitor center building, the interiors of the
cabs of historic locomotives.lxix
The Golden Spike project to enhance the
Alan M. Hofmeister, USU researcher, introduces puppets
enjoyment of physically impaired persons may
to students at Riverton Elementary School, Jordan School
not have been grandiose, but it was in line with
District, 2002.
other human services activities and projects in
the college aimed at helping those from diverse backgrounds and of various abilities fulfill their personal needs and participate as fully as possible in society. Also consistent with
that orientation was the Psychology Department’s involvement in the use of degree programs as a human service vehicle, taking its bachelor’s degree to prisoners in the Utah
State Prison System. Delivery of USU degrees began in 1985, and during the 1990s the
Psychology bachelor’s degree became the most popular program among the prisoners.
Upon release, graduates typically sought psychology-related positions in sales or in private rehabilitation firms. The prison program was terminated in 2007 when the legislature
discontinued state funding. Of the 37 prison students who received degrees from USU
and were released from prison, none had returned to prison by 2008, an impressive recidivism rate. As the mother of an incarcerated son said, arguing for continuation of prison
degree delivery, “This is one program that truly rehabilitates inmates . . . . Gaining knowledge builds self-esteem and teaches skills that can truly help.”lxx
In contrast in terms of audience, but not in intent to serve diverse populations, was the
Reading for All Learners Program (RALP), a project of the CPD’s Center for Information
Technology, initiated in the early 1990s. The purpose was to help kindergarten-age children learn to read, regardless of their social class, ethnicity, or learning ability. The public
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domain version of a set of 52 “little books,” which had been developed and field tested at
the Southwest Regional Laboratory (SWRL) for Educational Research and Development
and marketed as the SWRL/Ginn Beginning Reading Program in the mid-1970s,lxxi was
modified for use by paraprofessionals working with children at-risk for reading difficulties or receiving special education services. The stories in the books were carefully
sequenced to build reading skills incrementally. The program has been used with positive
outcomes in New York’s Harlem, Puerto Rico, and on several Native American reservations, including the White Mountain Apache Reservation in Arizona.lxxii
Ironically perhaps, concern with reading instruction for a different type of population,
gifted and talented students, can also be considered to fall within the domain of assistance to those with diverse backgrounds in reaching full achievement: Regular school
programs often do not challenge those students to reach their potential. Elementary
Education faculty led the way in Utah by organizing the first Intermountain Conference
on Education of the Gifted and Talented in 1978. That was followed by approval of a
Gifted Education teaching endorsement, along with seven years of USOE funding for
statewide gifted and talented regional workshops for educators, especially in rural areas.
In 2002, the 20th Intermountain Conference on Education of the Gifted and Talented
was held at USU, and the conference was then held annually through 2009. With a master’s-level Gifted and Talented Education USOE-endorsement program already being
offered, in 2008–2009 TEAL faculty were developing plans to meet the new standards
for the education of gifted and talented students set forth in the federal Higher Education
Opportunity Act of 2009.lxxiii
Along similar lines, from 2004 through 2007 funding from the Jacob K. Javits Gifted
and Talented Student Program of the U.S. Department of Education supported elementary education faculty from USU and personnel from five Utah school districts in an
“Advanced Readers at Risk” project. The purpose was to evaluate and disseminate methods of improving the reading capabilities of gifted and talented students, especially those
traditionally under-served, such as members of culturally diverse, economically disadvantaged, and English-as-a-second-language populations.lxxiv
Addressing the needs of diverse populations was also the intent of an elementary
education project that began in 1997 in Mexican Hat, Utah. The specific concern was
the adequacy of the science education received by Navajo children. By 2000, over
100 students in the Mexican Hat Elementary School and their teacher were involved
in a program to integrate Navajo language and culture with the teaching of science so
that students could see that their knowledge, values, and ways of understanding the
world were pertinent and valued. An Elementary Education faculty member visited the
school monthly to teach science lessons to fourth, fifth, and sixth graders, with a Navajo
teacher expanding on the concepts, especially in the context of native culture and experiences. Take-home science kits, to be completed with parents and siblings, supplemented classroom instruction. And, importantly, elementary education undergraduates
who traveled to the school to assist found that the cross-cultural contacts provided
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significant opportunities to reflect on diversity and equity as factors in their future roles
as teachers.lxxv
Since well before 1990, the Center for Persons with Disabilities (CPD) has been permeated with the goal of helping those in a significant minority, persons with disabilities,
live fulfilling personal lives and function normally in society. The various projects encapsulated at the beginning of this chapter attest to that concern. So it will likely not come as
a surprise that soon after its beginning the CPD became involved in efforts to ameliorate
the negative impacts of diversity on Native Americans. Early projects included support
for the development of tribal colleges, particularly in Montana. But the circumstances of
Navajo children received particular attention, reflecting the concern stressed in the center’s 1989–1990 annual report: “There are few minorities more underserved than Navajos
with disabilities who reside on the reservation.”lxxvi
Among the CPD efforts were programs to increase awareness of developmental disabilities on the Navajo Reservation and to support the provision of culturally appropriate
diagnosis and service—such as the development of family-centered intervention systems
and preparing Navaho paraprofessionals to work with developmentally delayed children
and their families.lxxvii In 1990, CPD joined with other federally funded university-affiliated centers at the University of New Mexico and Northern Arizona University to establish the Indian Children’s Program.lxxviii One objective of the program was to design processes for the diagnosis of developmental disabilities among Native American children
that would be responsive to the educational, medical, and cultural factors that needed to
be considered for valid identification and intervention.lxxix
An additional CPD project merits mention here, as it incorporated both ethnicity and
disability in its scope: Proyecto Prevencion (Project Prevention) was focused on bringing to public and legislative attention the barriers that often complicate medical care for
Hispanics with disabilities—ranging from language difficulties that can confound efforts
to obtain medical care and adequately describe symptoms for diagnosis, to differing cultural expectations that can impact comfort with a medical visit, including the misperception of a doctor’s professional manner as indifference.lxxx
Another effort to address the potentially negative effects of diverse language was initiated in the Department of Secondary Education. The improvement of learning opportunities for students who are not native English speakers—in 2002, some 10% of the students in Utah Schools—and were too often without any program to teach them English
was a concern that was surfacing in the department by 1994. That year, a multicultural
specialist was added to the faculty. In 1998, an expert in teaching English as a second
language (ESL) joined the department, and conversations about implementing ESL
in teacher education programs were begun with faculty in Elementary Education and
in the Languages and Philosophy Department of the College of Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences. By 2000, a K-12 ESL endorsement was available with USOE teaching licensure, and in 2002–2003 an ESL emphasis was added to the MEd specialization
in School Leadership. Concurrently, a three-year project funded by the U.S. Department
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Becky Monhardt, Associate Professor of Elementary Education,
and Peruvian child, 2004

of Education was undertaken, in conjunction with the Cache County School District, to
develop a model ESL teacher-education program, including parent/community outreach.
As part of the project, some 28 participating teachers were prepared as ESL faculty.lxxxi
Further extending the concern with minority students, in 2007 Secondary Education faculty were involved in a federally funded project to improve the science education of
Latino/Latina middle-school students.lxxxii
In contrast with the projects and activities already noted, several of the human services activities emanating from the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services have been international in scope, as well as frequently carried out by faculty outside of their university roles. Along with human services, the activities have led to excellent diversity experiences for faculty and students alike. Some examples follow:
•

•
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In 1998–1999, students in an Honors Program course taught by an Instructional
Technology Department faculty member learned that a two-room school for an
economically depressed community in South Africa could be built for $10,000.
The class volunteered to carry out a fund-raising campaign for that purpose. Over
$8,300 was raised. Combined with a donation from a church in Philadelphia, the
funds supported the construction of a four-classroom school that would house
145 students and 9 teachers.lxxxiii
Faculty from Elementary Education and Communicative Disorders and Deaf
Education had by 2004 been involved for several years as summer-group leaders with YouthLINC, a Utah-based philanthropy that encourages high school
and college students to participate in humanitarian service. In summer 2004,
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•

•

•

•

•

•

one group of college students traveled, at their own expense, to a school for the
deaf in Kenya. While there for two weeks, they taught work skills, such as sewing and woodworking. The reason: In Kenya, interpreters were not provided for
deaf students beyond the eighth grade, which typically limited their schooling
to that level and made finding employment difficult.
At another school that year, on the Amazon River in Peru, a YouthLINC group
of students led by college faculty constructed a secondary classroom building. They also engaged local people in activities, from art to bingo, devised
to teach English, which the local people saw as essential to any escape from
poverty.lxxxiv
Another South American involvement was in Paraguay. In the early 2000s, an
FCHD Department faculty member worked with a nonprofit children’s relief
organization, Pastoral del Nino, to design, implement, and evaluate parenting
skills classes, and to develop child development data, which had been nonexistent for Paraguay.lxxxv
In early 2006, the head of the Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
(COMDDE) Department again visited an orphanage, Gabriel House, in
Ensenada, Mexico, this time to evaluate the assistive technology needs of the
children. CEHS students then worked in the CPD’s Assistive Technology Lab
on products and devices for the students, which they and the COMDDE department head delivered to the orphanage in May. At the same time, a group of USU
Doctor of Audiology students was at the orphanage to give hearing tests and to
fit 20 sets of hearing instruments, provided by the Starkey Hearing Foundation,
to children and adults.lxxxvi
Trips to Gabriel House have continued, and in May 2008, 13 COMDDE students traveled (at their own expense) to the orphanage to meet a truck that
they had loaded at USU with a jungle gym, books, and toys, all constructed
as assistive technology class projects. (Engineering students made the trip as
well, to install a badly needed septic system that they had designed for the
orphanage.)lxxxvii
A COMDDE speech-language pathology (SLP) faculty member took another
service route in Ecuador. She volunteered for two trips there with Medical
Missions for Children, a nonprofit organization that repairs cleft lips and palates. With her SLP expertise, she assisted the children and their parents with
therapy and rehabilitation.lxxxviii
In Nepal, with its rugged terrain and frequent lack of communication infrastructure, a farmer’s day-long trek to town was often made without knowing the market price of the crops to be sold. In 2007, staff from ITLS’s Center for Open and
Sustainable Learning (COSL) worked with a UNESCO-funded organization to
support two of the 10 Youth-Managed Resource Centers (YMRC) in Nepal.
The centers, staffed by youth volunteers, were addressing the need for better
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information, not only about crop prices but about health, technology, and the
world at large. Wireless networks and solar-based energy, along with computers, software, training, and salary support, were made available to the YMRCs,
which provided local villagers with dial-up Internet access literacy classes, and
community social services. Integrating 21st century technology in 19th century
village cultures was problematic and many older villagers were skeptical of the
program. But the involvement of youth, generally from 14 to 22 years old, as
the voluntary staff at the centers was seen as portending well for an expanding,
successful future.lxxxix
As might be expected, CPD (Center for Persons with Disabilities) staff have been
involved in numerous international human-service-related activities, often as consultants.
For example:
•

•

•

•

•

•
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In 1991, two CPD staff members were in Dubai as consultants to the Dubai
School for Special Needs, a special education facility. Dubai had a long history
of segregating children with disabilities in its schools, and the principal of the
school, a former USU graduate student and CPD employee, wanted to introduce
Dubai educators to the concept of mainstreaming special-needs students in regular classrooms, standard practice in this country by then.xc
In 2002 and 2003, a CPD staff member provided and evaluated massage for
infants as a health-promoting intervention in orphanages in Ecuador and Haiti,
and trained orphanage personnel in six orphanages in India in the provision of
optimal care-giving practices.
In 2009, the same person was involved with other CPD staff at two universities
in Jordan, the University of Jordan and Petra University, in an effort to change
Ministry of Education policy so that students in early childhood education could
begin classroom observations as early as the second year of their programs,
rather than during their final semester.
In February of 2009, CPD staff were in Manila, the Philippines, to meet with
the National Council on Disability Affairs (NCDA), a division within the Office
of the President, to discuss disability issues to be addressed in order to meet
compliance standards set by the UN Convention on the Rights of People with
Disabilities (UNCRPD).
The CPD staff also met with Asian Development Bank officials to emphasize
the importance of including disability as a factor to be taken into account in
efforts to reduce poverty in Asia.
And, given the increased availability of the Internet throughout the world, it was
notable that in 2009, the WebAIM (Web Accessibility in Mind) program launched
a Spanish version of its web accessibility evaluation tool (WAVE), discussed earlier in this chapter. As part of the translation to Spanish, a conceptual framework
was developed to support the translation of WAVE into other languages.xci
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In a brief chapter, it is not possible to describe in any complete sense the human services activities of Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services faculty, staff, and students. Hopefully, however, a sense of the scope, variability, and potential impacts of those efforts has been provided. Whether the activities have been carried
out in Utah, nationally, or internationally, whether they stemmed from funded projects,
from the education of service providers and the services delivered as part of that education, or from the individual initiatives of faculty and staff, one message seems clear:
The manifold human services touched upon in this chapter are at the heart of the theme
that has served to center this historical account, as it has the college itself over the years.
Simple in language, powerful in meaning: “It’s About People!”56

56

If the central role of human services in the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human
Services needed affirmation, it came in the form of a new award. The Strong Human Services Award,
established in 2009 with an endowment from Bill and Carol Strong, joined the college’s Teacher of the
Year and Scholar/Researcher of the Year Awards in representing an essential element in the college’s
mission. Not known at the time chapter five was drafted, the 2009 recipient of the award was Dr. Karl
White, whose work on behalf of children born with deficient hearing and their parents had been highlighted in this chapter.
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It’s About People

Emma Eccles Jones, “Educator, Teacher, Friend,” sculpture by Kraig Varner
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Epilogue

I

n the fall of 2009 the stage was set for an important leadership transition in the Emma
Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services: Nearing the culmination of
six successful years as the interim and then full-fledged dean, Carol Strong announced
that she would retire as of May 31, 2010. In her message to the college faculty and
staff on September 2, 2009, the dean noted that she had “loved serving this great college and representing [the faculty and staff],” and that she was “especially grateful for
the opportunity to support [their] efforts in serving the education and human services
needs of the region, state, nation, and world.” To emphasize the significance of what
had been accomplished, she proudly observed that USU President Stan Albrecht had
often characterized the college as “the crown jewel of the University,” in recognition
of the success of the faculty and staff not only in meeting widespread education and
human services needs but in making substantial contributions to the research mission
of the university.i
The search for a new dean was soon underway. Three finalists were invited to give
presentations and be interviewed on campus in March, 2010. In April, however, it was
announced that “the right person was not in the initial pool of candidates” and the search
was to be continued.ii
With Carol Strong’s tenure as dean soon to end, an interim dean, Dr. Beth Foley, was
appointed. As the head of the Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department
(COMDDE), Dr. Foley was a proven higher-education administrator. In addition, she was
qualified in the various elements of the college mission: a recipient of teaching awards;
experienced in distance education, including online innovation; a generator of funds from
private donors, the legislature, and federal agencies; and a scholar/researcher with an
international reputation for her work in augmentative and alternative communication for
individuals with disabilities. Once again COMDDE provided excellent interim leadership
to maintain the college’s momentum during an administrative transition period. At this
writing, the search was continuing, with the hope of appointing a new dean by the end of
fall semester, 2010.1
1

On December 3, 2010, as final preparations were being made to send this volume to press, USU’s
Board of Trustees approved the appointment of Dr. Foley as dean of the Emma Eccles Jones College
of Education and Human Services, validation of the above appraisal of her qualifications.
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During June 2010, another significant announcement was made in a mailing to friends
of the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Service—the upcoming,
September 14, dedication of the Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and
Research Center and the Dolores Doré Eccles Center for Early Care and Education. The
dedication ceremony will attest to the accomplishments of the college faculty and staff in
conducting research, training professional personnel, and providing services to address
the needs of public schools and of children and their families. The ceremony will also be
a fitting capstone for the continuous efforts of the college deans over the past 20 years to
inform potential benefactors of the accomplishments of faculty, staff, and students that
merited financial support.
As chronicled in chapter 3, the essential role of benefactors in the future of the college
became evident prior to 1990 when, faced with the need for a new college building, Oral
Ballam adopted fundraising as a crucial element of the college dean’s role—and Emma
Eccles Jones provided funding that was essential for the building project to proceed.
Then in 1994, Dean Izar Martinez employed the college’s first director of development,
in a shared position with the College of Family Life. By 1997, with Ron Thorkildsen as
interim dean, college development activities had become so extensive that a full-time
development officer was deemed necessary for the college.
Close relationships with the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation continued after Emma
Eccles Jones’ death in 1991, and during Gerry Giordano’s tenure as dean the foundation provided funds for the new Edith Bowen Laboratory School and the Center for
Early Childhood Education, as well as a Distinguished Professorship in Early Childhood
Education. Then, while the faculty and staff sustained the level of educational, service,
and research accomplishment that would impress potential benefactors, Carol Strong
continued to nurture relationships with benefactors, aided by the enthusiastic support of
USU President Stan Albrecht, the University Development Office, and the college development officer, Frank Stewart.
As recounted in chapter three, several development efforts came to impressive fruition
during Carol Strong’s tenure as dean: Included were $25 million from the Emma Eccles
Jones Foundation, $1 million from the George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation,
$3 million from the Sorenson Legacy Foundation, and $2.5 million from the Lillywhite
Estate.2 The multi-million dollar gift from the Emma Eccles Jones Foundation in particular came with the expectation that with five newly endowed chairs in early childhood education3 and the outstanding facility to be dedicated on September 14, 2010, in the next 10
2

3
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With all the funding that came to fulfillment during her tenure as dean, Carol Strong has been quick
to identify her role as “facilitating the work of others,” and to credit not only the accomplishments of
the faculty and staff but the efforts of the deans who preceded her for much of the funding success that
was consummated during her term as dean. Others saw a greater personal contribution, and her place
in the unfolding of funding potential and realization is to be marked by a unique honor—the naming of
a first-floor hallway in the Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research Building as
the “Carol J. Strong Children’s Street.”
As noted in chapter two, the five endowed chairs will be established over a 10-year period, as payments
on the $25 million pledge by the foundation come to the university.
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to 20 years the college will be recognized as the premier institution in the Intermountain
region, even the entire West, for early childhood education, research, and service. Funding
comes with challenges for the future, as well as rewards for past accomplishments.
With all that has been achieved during the 1990 to 2009 portion of the 82 years since
the School of Education was established in 1927, it seems reasonable to ask what might
be gleaned from the historical account in the prior chapters. To a large extent, that will
depend on one’s expectation of historical narrative. One view is that written history is
fundamentally a story of the past, to be read for the tales told. From that perspective,
hopefully readers will find both individual items and the overall portrait of college-wide
productivity over the 20 years to be of interest.
There is, however, another perspective on history that can be applied appropriately in
early 2010, as the college continues on its history-producing journey. That view is captured by the title, “The Future As History,” that economic historian Robert Heilbroner
chose for his analysis, on national and global levels, of the progression in the perception
of history from accounts of kings and wars to the accumulation and explication of factors
that allow the prediction of future conditions.4 Heilbroner’s imaginative encapsulation of
a seemingly paradoxical concept—that is, the notion of history, the story of the past, as
encompassing the future—is not only more succinct than the more common “the past as
prelude to the future,” but suggests that history is more than a prelude, an introduction to
what is to follow. Carefully constructed and read, history provides a basis for the valid
prediction of broad trends, and even frequently of specific events.
From that perspective, the preceding five chapters constitute more than a potentially
interesting narration of major events and significant indicators in the progression of
a budding Department of Education to full-bloom status as the nationally recognized
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services. The history also provides
a sound basis for the expectation—absent any major aberration in Utah’s higher education environment or serious, unprecedented missteps in college leadership—that the college will not only sustain, but will strengthen, its status as a premier provider of researchbased education and service at state, national, and international levels. In that sense, the
account of the college’s past substantiates the confidence that Provost Raymond Coward
evinced in commenting on the renewed search for Carol Strong’s successor: “We have
high expectations . . . and we want to be sure that we get the right person, so we are going
to take our time. We have [that] luxury [because] this is not a college that is in dysfunction
or chaos. It is one of the strongest, if not the strongest, on campus.”iv

4

Robert L. Heilbroner, The Future As History—The historic currents of our time and the direction in
which they are taking America (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1960).
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Appendix A
Endowed Scholarships, 2009–2010
Undergraduate Scholarships
Margaret F. Anderson Scholarship. Established by DeLonne Anderson and Margaret F.
Anderson. Awarded to students majoring in family and consumer sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood education. Recipients should demonstrate financial need and personal integrity. Scholarship recipients may receive this scholarship for more than one year.
Edna Hatch Baker Scholarship. Presented to students majoring in family, consumer,
and human development who demonstrate academic achievement, financial need, and
personal integrity.
Oral L. and Tacy C. Ballam Scholarship. Awarded each year to outstanding graduates
of Cache Valley high schools who are majoring in elementary education. Preference given
to outstanding nontraditional or disadvantaged senior students having financial need and
for whom no other scholarship support is available.
Karen Marie Murdock Blair Scholarship. Recipient should be a junior or senior student, with a GPA of at least 3.3, majoring in elementary education. Preference will be
given to a student showing evidence of involvement in community service and enrolled
in the language arts emphasis.
Joan F. Budge Scholarship. Established in memory of Joan Budge by her husband,
children, and friends. Awarded to an undergraduate student majoring in family and consumer sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood education.
Jean Chandler Christensen Scholarship. Established by W. Boyd and Jean Chandler
Christensen for a junior or senior student majoring in family and consumer sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood education. Recipient must
have a GPA of at least 3.0 and must demonstrate financial need.
Myrtle Sowards DeHart Scholarship in Elementary Education. In honor of Mrs.
DeHart, the recipient must exhibit a genuine love for children, along with a sensitivity to
the individual personal and academic needs of children. The recipient must exhibit excellent personal mental health, must have the ability to relate in a positive way to parents
and co-workers, and must be a hard worker who is willing to devote the time and effort
necessary to succeed as a teacher.
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Eldon and Janice Drake Academic Scholarship for Juniors. Awarded to a junior student seeking licensure in secondary education who has a composite teaching major in
social studies, possesses high scholarship, and indicates potential for success as a teacher.
Ruth Swenson Eyre Early Childhood Education Scholarship. Presented to an undergraduate student majoring in early childhood education and with special interest in alternative preschool and day-care curricula which emphasize and enhance the emotional and
social growth of children. The scholarship was established by Mrs. Eyre’s sons.
Mary Jane Faylor Scholarship in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
Established in memory of her mother by Orpha Faylor Bradley. Recipients should have
attained a high scholarship standard; maintain a high ethical standard; be involved in
department, campus, and community activities; and have financial need.
Clifford and Julie Manning Frye Scholarship. Awarded to an outstanding junior or
senior student majoring in elementary education.
William H. and Stella Young Griffiths Scholarship. Established by William and Stella
Griffiths for outstanding undergraduate students with financial need. Recipients must
be majoring in family and consumer sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood education.
Elizabeth Bullock Haderlie Scholarship. For a freshman, sophomore, junior, or
senior student who is majoring in physical education.
Lee and Barbara Hales Family Scholarship. Recipients should be junior or senior
students having a major within the Elementary Education Department. Preference given
to Logan High School graduates with GPAs between 2.5 and 3.5.
Matthew David Hillyard Endowment Scholarship Fund. Established by Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle W. Hillyard in honor of their son, this scholarship is for students majoring in special education.
H. B. and Ethel Hunsaker Scholarship. All students having a major within the Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation Department are eligible for this award. These recipients should have attained a high scholarship standard; maintain a high ethical standard;
be involved in department, campus, and community activities; and have financial need.
Arthur D. and Bonnie H. Jackson Scholarship. Recipients, who will be designated
Jackson Scholars, must be students majoring in elementary education who demonstrate
quality academic achievement, superior teaching potential, and personal integrity.
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Ina W. Kurzhals Scholarship. Presented to students majoring in elementary education who have high scholastic records and show professional promise in their areas of
study.
Ty and Bernice McCowin Scholarship. For a junior or senior student having a social
studies composite teaching major. Preference will be given to a student with financial
need whose high moral character can serve as a role model for secondary students.
Elaine Mecham McEvoy Scholarship. Established by Roger McEvoy in memory of
his wife. Awarded to students majoring in early childhood education who are dependents
of USU faculty or staff members. Candidates must demonstrate academic achievement,
financial need, and personal integrity.
Joseph Steven Meyrick Memorial Scholarship. Established by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Meyrick in honor of their son, this scholarship is for a special education major who has
a disability or someone with a disability in his or her family.
Ethel Miller Scholarship. Designated for a student who is a resident of the Star
Valley, Wyoming, area and who is enrolled in the College of Education and Human
Services in a major leading toward teacher licensure. Recipient must have a minimum
cumulative GPA of 3.0 and must have financial need to the extent that he/she would
have difficulty completing his/her university program without financial assistance.
Dick Motta Scholarship. Awarded to junior or senior students majoring in physical
education with an interest in coaching. Candidates must demonstrate academic achievement, financial need, and personal integrity.
Marie Stowell Shoup Memorial Scholarship. A scholarship established in memory
of Mrs. Shoup by her husband and daughters for an upper-division student majoring in
family and consumer sciences, based on scholarship and need.
Helen Lower Simmons Scholarship. For students showing financial need, personal
integrity, and academic achievement. Recipients must be majoring in family and
consumer sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood
education.
Chloe Priday Stewart Memorial Fund. Given by Dean and Mrs. L. Mark Neuberger,
in memory of their aunt, Mrs. Stewart, to an outstanding junior or senior student majoring in elementary education.
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Leon G. and Faye Sonne Stucki Scholarship Endowment in Communicative Disorders
and Deaf Education. Established by Leon G. and Faye Sonne Stucki, this scholarship
is awarded to students having junior class standing, a declared major in communicative
disorders and deaf education, and a grade point average of 3.0 or higher.
Leon G. and Faye Sonne Stucki Scholarship in Special Education and
Rehabilitation. Established by Leon G. and Faye Sonne Stucki, this scholarship is
awarded to students having junior class standing, a declared major in special education,
and a grade point average of 3.0 or higher.
Ila Smith Taggart Scholarship. Awarded to students majoring in family and consumer
sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood education.
Student recipients should demonstrate academic achievement and financial need.
Helen Maughan Walker Scholarship. Awarded to junior or senior students majoring in
family and consumer sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood education. Recipients must demonstrate academic achievement and show financial
need.
Lucile Kunz Yerger Scholarship. Established by the family of Lucile Kunz Yerger.
Awarded to a student studying speech-language pathology who has demonstrated outstanding clinical performance in professional preparation.
Adele C. Young Scholarship in Elementary Education. Established by Dale W. and
Adele C. Young in honor of Mrs. Young. Recipients of this scholarship should demonstrate academic achievement, financial need, and personal integrity.
Dr. Dale W. and Adele Christensen Young Scholarship. Established for students who
show academic achievement, personal integrity, and superior potential. Recipients must
be majoring in family and consumer sciences; family, consumer, and human development; or early childhood education.

Graduate Scholarships
Walter R. Borg Scholarship. Recipients, to be chosen by a scholarship selection committee of the Psychology Department, should demonstrate academic achievement, financial need, and personal integrity. Applicants must be Psychology students who have completed at least one year of graduate study.
Dr. Don C. Carter Graduate Fellowship. A memorial for former USU College of
Family Life Professor Carter, this award is for graduate students majoring in family and
human development.
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Condie Memorial Scholarship in Instructional Technology. Awarded to a continuing
graduate student who, at the time of the award, exhibits the following selection criteria:
has financial need; has leadership qualities; is collegial with fellow classmates; takes an
active role in University, state, or national professional associations; and demonstrates
scholastic ability and generosity.
Dr. Phyllis R. Snow Graduate Scholarship. Established in honor of Phyllis R. Snow,
former dean of the College of Family Life, this scholarship is given to a graduate student of
high academic standing and potential who is majoring in family and human development.
Wesley and Lucille S. Soulier Scholarship. Awarded to a graduate student studying
instructional technology. Recipients must be married and demonstrate financial need.
William Mack Stoddard Memorial Scholarship in Instructional Technology. Awarded
to a continuing graduate student who, at the time of the award, exhibits the following
selection criteria: has financial need; has leadership qualities; is collegial with fellow
classmates; takes an active role in University, state, or national professional associations;
and demonstrates scholastic ability and generosity.
Leah D. Widtsoe Graduate Scholarship. Presented to a graduate student majoring in
family and human development. The fund was established by Dr. Virginia Cutler in memory of Mrs.Widtsoe.

Undergraduate and Graduate Scholarships
Edith Bowen Scholarship. Awarded each year in memory of Miss Edith Bowen from
an endowment established by her niece, Stella Young Griffiths. The awards are for junior,
senior, and/or graduate students majoring in elementary education.
T. Clair and Enid Johnson Brown Scholarship Endowment Fund. Awarded to fulltime undergraduate and graduate students demonstrating academic potential and financial
need. Recipients must have been accepted into one of the eight academic departments
in the College of Education and Human Services. Undergraduate recipients must have
junior or senior standing and must have attained a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0.
Graduate recipients must have attained a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.5.
Joanne Lillywhite Christensen Endowment in Communicative Disorders. Established
by Mrs. Ray L. Lillywhite in memory of her daughter, Joanne Lillywhite Christensen.
Recipients, known as Lillywhite Scholars, must be undergraduate or graduate students
who achieve academic distinction in speech-language pathology.
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Donald F. Kline Scholarship Endowment Fund. Established by family and friends in
memory of Donald F. Kline. This scholarship is for an upper-division or graduate student
who has a major within the Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation and who
demonstrates superior academic achievement and has financial need.
Charles N. and Dr. Margaret B. Merkley Scholarship. Recipients should demonstrate
academic achievement, financial need, and personal integrity. Recipients must be committed to a career in early childhood education; family and consumer sciences; or family,
consumer, and human development. Recipients must be upper-class or graduate students.
Dean LeGrande Miller Scholarship in Communicative Disorders. Established by the
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department to honor the memory of Dean
LeGrande Miller, who achieved his professional education despite extreme hardships in
overcoming a neuromuscular disease. Awards are made annually to senior or graduate students majoring in communicative disorders and deaf education who have demonstrated academic excellence despite personal hardships or disabilities. Selection of recipients is made
by the departmental faculty, upon recommendation of departmental faculty committees.
Marie Shoup Scholarship. Upper-division and graduate students are eligible for this
$500 scholarship. Awards are made on a two-year rotation to senior or graduate students
having a major within the Department of Elementary Education or the Department of
Family, Consumer, and Human Development.
Simmons Family Scholarship. Available to undergraduate and graduate students who
demonstrate exemplary skills in education. Preference given to single-parent students
enrolled in college programs.
Thomas Alva Taylor Scholarship. Established by Edna Cardon Taylor in memory of her
husband, Thomas Alva Taylor. Recipients of this scholarship, known as Taylor Scholars,
shall be outstanding senior or graduate students majoring in elementary education.
Gregory Carl Trevers Memorial Scholarship. A scholarship for undergraduate and
graduate students studying early childhood education; family and consumer sciences; or
family, consumer, and human development. Established by Cherie and Mercer Trevers
and Loretta Trevers.
Dale and Adele Young Scholarship. Established by Dale and Adele Young, this scholarship is awarded to full-time undergraduate and graduate students who have been
accepted into one of the eight academic departments in the College of Education and
Human Services. Recipients should demonstrate academic potential and financial need.
Source: Online Supplement to Utah State University 2009-2010 Catalog
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Appendix B
Dean’s National Advancement Board Members,
2006–2009
Stan Meyrick (Chair), a resident of Logan, UT, graduated from USU’s College of
Business in 1959. His professional career has focused on meat packing, banking, and
other business ventures. His wife, Judith, and their three daughters are USU graduates.
The Meyricks established scholarships in Special Education and Rehabilitation in memory of their son, Joseph Steven Meyrick; in Education in memory of Stan’s mother, Agnes
South Meyrick; and in Business at the USU Roosevelt Regional Campus.
Lorenzo (Ren) Hoopes, a resident of Oakland, CA, retired in 1979 as Senior Vice
President and Director of Safeway, Inc. He served for two years as executive assistant to
the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Taft Benson. He has been awarded honorary doctoral degrees from the University of Utah, Oklahoma Christian College, and Utah State
University. As executor for the estate of his brother-in-law and sister, Ray D. and Eloise
Hoopes Lillywhite, Ren was instrumental in establishing two Lillywhite endowments in
Speech-Language Pathology.
William F. King, a resident of Novato, CA, earned his PhD in organic chemistry from
USU in 1972. His professional career spanned more than 35 years in industry and government as a research scientist in the fields of organic and nuclear chemistry. He also taught
and prepared diverse students for careers in chemistry at the University of North Florida,
College of Marin, and Dominican University. Bill is a philanthropic and visionary leader
in his community, and he serves on many educational and community boards.
Robert G. Knudsen, a resident of St. George, UT, earned a BS degree in science and
an MS degree in counseling psychology from USU. He later earned a doctoral degree
from BYU in higher education administration. For 38 years he held leadership positions
at California State University, Fresno, in student services. Bob was a partner in the consulting firm Foundation for Quality Leadership, focused on improving personal, interpersonal, managerial, and organizational effectiveness.
Peter Lewis Kranz, a resident of Edinburg, TX, earned his BS, MS, and PhD degrees
from USU’s Psychology Department in the 1960s. He currently holds an academic position at the University of Texas, Pan-America. Throughout his professional career he has
focused on the training of professional counselors and psychologists, especially in the
domains of psychodrama, group therapy dynamics, crisis intervention, and diversity
issues in mental health treatment. Peter established a bequest for a college scholarship
through his estate.
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Sid Lane, a resident of Oakland, CA, earned his BS degree from the Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation Department in 1970. Sid played Aggie football for two years,
and in 1968 he served as Assistant Football Coach under Coach Chuck Milles, becoming
the first African-American coach in Division I Football. Sid and his brother, Mac, were
named the 2007 Grand Marshals for the USU Homecoming Parade in recognition of their
accomplishments while at USU and during their lifetimes.
Bernice H. McCowin, a resident of Logan, UT, earned her BS degree in Education
in 1949 and her MEd, with an emphasis in Family and Human Development, in 1996.
Bernice is a life-long learner and life-long contributor to her community and to USU.
Bernice’s professional and personal achievements have been recognized by many organizations, including Women of the Year for Idaho Falls, USU Alumni Merit Citation, and
USU Alumni Hall of Honor. She established the Ty and Bernice McCowin Scholarship
Endowment in Secondary Education.
Harriet R. Rasmussen, a resident of Salt Lake City, UT, earned her BS degree from
USU in Child Development/Elementary Education in 1967. She and her husband, Wallie,
have resided in Texas and West Virginia, until Wallie’s retirement from Exxon Mobil
Corporation, in 2009. Throughout her life, Harriet served her children’s schools and her
community and church. The Rasmussens established a scholarship endowment in the
Family, Consumer, and Human Development Department.
Dennis Sessions, a resident of Idaho Falls, ID, received an MBA degree from USU
in 1971. His wife, Lynn, received her BS degree in Elementary Education from USU
in 1969. The Sessions own Teton Ace Hardware in Driggs, Teton Valley, ID. Four of
their five children have attended USU. Dennis served a two-year term as president of the
USU Alumni Association and also served on the Board of Trustees. The Sessions have
established a scholarship for students from Teton High School who hold a record of high
school leadership and school/community service.
Judy Silker, a resident of Dayton, NV, graduated from USU in 1974 with a BS degree
in Special Education. After 32 years of teaching individuals with disabilities in Idaho,
California, and Nevada, Judy retired in 2005. She has served on many boards and advisory councils that benefit youth, the arts, and individuals with disabilities. She is a member of the Old Main Society and serves as President of the Northern Nevada USU Alumni
Association. Judy established a bequest for a college scholarship through her estate.
David Weeshoff, a resident of La Crescenta, CA, earned his BS degree in Psychology
in 1968 and joined IBM Corporation. During his career, he was instrumental in IBM’s
worldwide sales and product-development strategy and execution for advanced, highvolume check-processing products, retiring from IBM in 2004. David is a volunteer and
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docent with the Los Angeles Oiled Bird Care and Education Center. He established an
elementary education scholarship in honor of his deceased wife, Linda Ann McPherson,
who received her BA degree from USU in 1969.
Carol J. Strong, ex officio, has resided in Logan, UT, since 1969. She earned her
BS (1971) and EdD (1989) degrees from USU. She began her USU teaching career in
1973 in the Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department and taught there
until 2004. She has served the college as Associate Dean for Research (2001–04) and as
Interim Dean and Dean (2004–10). Both of her children are USU graduates, and she and
her husband, Bill, former department head of Secondary Education, are Tower members
of the Old Main Society.
Frank Stewart, ex officio, is a native of Logan, UT, growing up at the base of Old Main
Hill. He is a 1980 graduate of USU’s Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Department and holds the Certificate of Fund Raising Management from the Indiana School
of Philanthropy. Since 2002, he has served as the college’s Director of Development,
managing stewardship planning for endowment donors, relationship building, plannedgiving consultation, fund raising through foundations and corporations, and the overall
development plan for the college’s $75 million comprehensive campaign target.
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Appendix C
Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons Projects,
1989–1990
Exemplary Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bear River Adult Skills Center
Clinical Services
Family Day-Care Nutrition Program
Medical Services Unit
Demonstration Project for Teaching Job Skills to Youths with Handicaps
by Employing Co-workers as Trainers
Adjustment Learning for Parents of Handicapped Adolescents with
Conduct Disorders
Family Intervention Program
Lifespan Family Support Project
Agent Orange Family-Assistance Program
Community-Family Partnership Project
Utah Assistive Technology Program
National and Local Models of Paraprofessional Training and Service
Delivery for Children with Special Health Needs
The Wasatch Project
Preschool Special Education Certification

Interdisciplinary Training
•
•
•
•

Multi-Agency Project for Preschoolers
Multidisciplinary Training
Project to Prepare Mainstreamed Teachers to Teach in the Least Restrictive
Environment
Ph.D. Program to Prepare Special Educators with an Early Childhood
Emphasis

Dissemination
•
•

Product Dissemination
Family Resource Library

Research
•
•
•

Immune Mechanism in Autism
Evaluating Biological Response Modifiers as Therapies for Viral Infection
Using Animal Models
Longitudinal Studies of Early Intervention
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•
•
•
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Biofeedback
Telecommunication-Assisted Training Model to Develop Treatment Skills
of Direct Care Service Providers in Community Programs
Identifying Hearing-Impaired Children at Earlier Ages
Immunopathogenetic Mechanisms in Alzheimer’s Disease

Instructional Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expert Systems and the Evaluation of Learning Disabilities Placements
Microcomputer Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Special Education
Videodisc Microcomputer-Based Simulations for Training Preservice
Teachers
Expert System Development for Knowledge Clarification
Development and Evaluation of a Training Program to Prepare
Mainstreamed Teachers to Instruct Handicapped Students
Development and Validation of a Special Education Administrative
Support System
Intelligent Tutoring of Meta-Cognitive Strategies
Determining the Effectiveness of Cooperative Programming and
Remediation in Mainstreamed Classrooms
Center of Excellence in Information Technology
Referral Consultant
Developing and Validating a Videodisc-Based Assessment of the
Functional Transition Skills of Deaf Adolescents
Pre-referral/Referral Impact Evaluation
Developer Dissemination Project to Support the Adoption of a PEP
Approved Math Videodisc Program
SLCC Welding Safety Videodisc

Technical Assistance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluation of the Operation and Effects of Projects Funded by the Utah
Council for Handicapped and Developmentally Disabled Persons
Cooperative Extension Project for the Handicapped
Mountain Plains Regional Resource Center
Head Start/Home Start Technical Assistance
Utah Survey of Handicapped and DO Persons
The Integrated Outreach for Utah Project
Special Education Program Administration Review in Utah
Mainstreaming Effectiveness Evaluation
Navajo Initiative

Administration and Development
•

Utah Legislative Coalition for the Handicapped

Source. Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons Annual Report ’90, pp. 55–56.
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Appendix D
Center for Persons with Disabilities Projects, 2009
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Training
Arizona Recruitment/Retention
Arizona Response to Intervention Website
Arizona SPP (State Performance Plan) and ATIPS (Arizona Training of
Interpreters in Public Schools)
Arizona State Personnel Development Grant (SPDG) Activities
Autism Support Services: Education, Research, and Training
Bear River Activity and Skill Center
Becoming Leaders for Tomorrow
Bureau of Indian Education Procedural Safeguards
Bureau of Indian Education Special Education Advisory Board
CDC (Center for Disease Control) Summit-ASD/DD (Autism Spectrum
Disorder/Developmental Disabilities) Mini-grant
Champions for Inclusive Communities
Child Care in Utah: How Are We Doing?
Child Care Nutrition Program
CIL-NET (Center for Independent Living-Network) Technical Assistance
and Training
Clinical Services
Coordinated Family Support (CFS): A Medical Home for Children with
Special Health-Care Needs
Disability Support Center for Families (360 ON/OFF)
District of Columbia Parent Survey
District of Columbia Regional Parent Involvement Consortium
Early Childhood Alternative Teacher Preparation Program (ECATP)
Economic Impact of Air Pollution on Child Health Outcomes in Cache
Valley
Evaluation of K-3 Plus Implementation, Progress, and Children’s Learning
in New Mexico
Family Support 360: Project 911
Future Leaders in Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology (FLIPSA)
Gaining Online Accessible Learning through Self-Study
Genetic Hearing Loss Testing
Immune Function Genes in Cerebral Palsy
Improving the Outcomes of Students with Cognitive and Learning
Disabilities: Phase I Development for a Web Accessibility Tool
Increasing Knowledge, Collaboration, and Proposals in the Middle East,
Asia, and South America
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•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Indian Children’s Program (ICP)
Infant and Pediatric Audiology—URLEND (Utah Regional Leadership
Education in Neurodevelopmental Disabilities)
Infant Massage for Infants with Down Syndrome
Interdisciplinary Disability Awareness and Service Learning (IDASL)
Interagency Outreach Training Initiative (IOTI)
• IOTI (Interagency) - Certified Brain-Injury Specialist Training
• IOTI - Child Care Providers of Children with Significant
Disabilities
• IOTI - Crisis Intervention and Justice System Training
• IOTI - Disability Specific Training for Faith-Based Organizations
• IOTI - Effective Representative Payees and Work Incentives
• IOTI - Healthy Lifestyles for People with Disabilities
• IOTI - Interpreter Certification Training Utah Schools for the Deaf
& Blind
• IOTI - Positive Behavioral Supports
• IOTI - Positive Behavioral Supports for Families: From Hope to
Recovery
• IOTI - Provider Training in Mental Health
• IOTI - Supported Employment Specialist Training
K-SAR (Students at Risk) Video / DVD Production and Distance Learning
KS (Kansas) Postsecondary Indicator #14
KS (Kansas) Technical Assistance
Medical/Specialty Clinics
Mid-Continent Comprehensive Center (MC3)
Molecular Markers for Preterm Birth
Montana Parents “Let’s Unite for Kids in Billings” Training
Montana Regional Parent Involvement Consortium (RPIC)
Montana State Data System Technical Assistance
Montana System Blueprint and Distance Technologies
Mountain Plains Regional Resource Center (MPRRC) Region 5
Multi-University Consortium Teacher Training Program, Sensory
Impairments (VISEP; Visual Impairment Special Education Program)
National Center on Disability and Access to Education
National Children’s Study
Nebraska Regional Parent Involvement Consortium
Nebraska “Teach in Nebraska” Website
New Mexico IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act)
Complaint Mediation
New Mexico Pre-K Evaluation
New Mexico Pre-K Program Evaluation
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New Mexico Technical Assistance
North Dakota Technical Assistance
North Dakota Technical Assistance
Northern Utah’s Choices Out of Violence
Preparing the Accessibility Section of CARF (Commission on
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities) Manual
Program Development and Administration
Project PEER: Postsecondary Education, Employment, and Research
Promoting Effective Engagement, Communication, and Self-Regulation
with English Language Learners (PEECSE)
Region VI Disability and Business Technical Assistance Center
Rocky Mountain Public Health Education Consortium: MCH (Maternal
and Child Health) Certificate Program
SILC (State Independent Living Councils) NET (Network) Technical
Assistance and Training
South Dakota Complaint Investigations of Formal Complaints
South Dakota Dispute Resolution Services*
South Dakota Regional Parent Involvement Consortium
South Dakota Regional Parent Involvement Consortium; TA (Technical
Assistance) SPP/APR (State Personnel Plan/Annual Performance Report)
South Dakota Technical Assistance
Strengthening Early Childhood Education in [the country of] Jordan
Student Assistive Technology Design Program
Supporting Community-Based Systems Change for Children with Special
Health Care Needs
Technical Assistance to CMS 2005 Grantees (CMS/TA: Centers for
Medicare and Medicare Services/Technical Assistance)
TOP Sports Activities
Training and Assessment Systems for K-12 Educational Interpreters
(TASK12)
Up To 3 Early Intervention
Using Technology for Emergent Literacy and Language (UTELL)
Using Technology for Emergent Literacy and Language (UTELL)—Phase
Two: Evaluation
Utah Aging and Disability Research Center
Utah Assistive-Technology Program (UATP)
Utah Autism Spectrum Disorder Systems Development Project (UASD)
Utah Conservation Corps Inclusion Toolkit
Utah Military Family Support 360
Utah Newborn Screening Clinical Health Information Exchange
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Utah Regional Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental Disabilities
Program (URLEND)
Utah State Office of Education Survey/Data Collection for SPP/APR
(State Personnel Plan/Annual Performance Report)
Utah Traumatic Brain Injury Partnership Grant (TBI/PART)
Virtual Home Visits Project
WebAIM (Web Accessibility in Mind) Services
Work Ability: Comprehensive Employment Systems Infrastructure Grant
Wyoming Monitoring

Past Projects Continuing to Provide Products/Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

AgrAbility of Utah
An Investigation into the Frequency of CYP2E1 Mutations in Autism
Beyond Access
Caregiver Curriculum (UCARE)
Center to Improve Access to the General Education Curriculum for
Students with Disabilities (ACCESS)
Emergency Preparedness for Centers for Independent Living
Interagency Outreach Training Initiative (IOTI)
• IOTI - Emergency Preparedness/Spanish Speaking
• IOTI - Emergency Response Training
• IOTI - Families: Negotiation and Advocacy Skills
• IOTI - Family Training: From No Where to Know Where
• IOTI - Parents as Partners in IEP (Individual Educational
Progress), Dispute Resolution, and IDEA (Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act)
• IOTI - Positive Behavioral Supports for Spanish-Speaking
Families
Parenting Interactions with Children: Checklist of Observations Linked to
Outcomes (PICCOLO)
Strategies for Parent Intervention in Everyday Settings for Parents and
Strategies for Preschool Intervention in Everyday Settings (SPIES)
Translation of the WAVE Accessibility [Website] Evaluation Tool into
Spanish
Utah ADA (American Disabilities Act) Research and Training
Utah Family Voices Family Health Information Center at the Utah Parent
Center Evaluation

Source. CPD web site: http://www.cpdusu.org/projects/, retrieved 4/3/10.
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Appendix E
Last Name

First Name

Position/Rank

Department**

Doctoral Granting Institution

Start
Date
End
Date

Tenured and Tenure-Track Faculty Members*, 1990–2009

Abendroth-Smith
Adams
Agran
Allen
Allen
Allgood
Anderson

Julianne
Gerald
Martin
Ross
Whorton
Scot
Jan

Associate Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

HPER
FCHD
SPER
SEC ED
PSYCH
FCHD
FCHD

Ascione

Frank

Professor

PSYCH

Austin

Ann

Professor & Vice Provost

FCHD

University of Northern Colorado
Pennsylvania State University
University of Illinois
University of Utah
Utah State University
Brigham Young University
Utah State University
University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill
Iowa State University

Ballam

Oral

Professor & COE Dean

EL ED

University of California, Los Angeles 1963 1992

Barta
Bates
Beckert
Belland

James
Scott
Troy
Brian

EL ED
PSYCH
FCHD
ITLS

University of Oregon
Colorado State University
Arizona State University
Purdue University

1995
2003
2003
2008

SEC ED

Utah State University

1965 1994

CDDE
ITLS
CDDE
PSYCH
FCHD
CDDE
SPER
FCHD
ITLS

University of Southern Mississippi
Brigham Young University
Southern Illinois University
Boston University
Oklahoma State University
Northwestern University
University of Florida
Brigham Young University
Southern Illinois University

HPER

University of Northern Colorado

TEAL
PSYCH

Florida Atlantic University
University of California, Riverside

1995
2000
1965
1967
2004
1979
2008
2008
1976
2000
2006
2009
1991

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor & Associate Dean
Bench
Varnell
for Distance Education
Benham
Nancy
Assistant Professor
Bentley
Joanne
Assistant Professor
Berg
Frederick S Professor
Bertoch
Michael
Professor & Dept. Head
Biers
Karen
Assistant Professor
Blair
James
Professor & Dept Head
Bloom
Sarah
Assistant Professor
Bradford
Kay
Associate Professor
Branyan-Broadbent Brenda
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Bressel
Eadric
Associate Professor
Brown
Amy
Assistant Professor
Buczynski
Patricia
Assistant Professor

1993
1975
1982
1966
1964
1992
2007

2000
1990
1999
1991
1993
2009

1973 2009
1981

2001
2010
1990
1995
2009

1991
2005

1993

Burnham

Byron

Professor, Dept. Head, &
Dean of School of Graduate ITLS
Studies

University of British Columbia

2000

Byrnes
Cain
Camicia

Deborah
Hal
Steve

Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

Arizona State University
Ohio State University
University of Washington

1983
1997 2003
2007

EL ED
SPER
EL ED

* USU’s faculty code allows tenure in only one department. For faculty with multi-departmental appointments, the tenure-track department is
the one identified in this appendix.
** For College Department and Center names, see Glossary of Abbreviations, page 224
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Campbell
Camperell
Cangelosi

Todd
Kay
Jim

Carlston

Gary

Chavajay

Pablo

Checketts

Keith

Cheney
Cherry
Clark
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SEC ED
SEC ED
SEC ED

University of Iowa
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Louisiana State University

2005
1986
1983 2002

EL ED

Brigham Young University

1994 1999
2003 2009

PSYCH

University of California, Santa Cruz 1999 2002

PSYCH

University of Minnesota

1965 2000

Carl
Susan
Sarah

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Associate Professor &
Associate Dean of Distance
Education
Assistant Professor
Professor & Associate Dean
of Distance Education
Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

PSYCH
HPER
TEAL

1968 2009
1992 1992
2009

Clark

Thomas

Professor

CDDE

Coleman
Corbin-Lewis
Coward
Crowley
Culpepper
Daugs
DeBerard
Delgadillo

Ted
Kim
Ray
Susan
Brandt
Donald
M. Scott
Lucy

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor & Provost
Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

HPER
CDDE
FCHD
PSYCH
CDDE
EL ED
PSYCH
FCHD

Arizona State University
University of Illinois
Utah State University
University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill
Purdue University
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Purdue University
Texas A&M University
University of Washington
Oregon State University
Utah State University
Utah State University

1985 1990
1997
2006
1991
1991 1997
1977 2000
2000
2000

Dever

Martha

Professor & Associate Dean
EL ED
for Teacher Education

University of Northern Colorado

1993

Dew
Diekama
Dilworth
Diversi
Dolny
DomenechRodriquez

Jeffrey
Anne
Ginni
Marcelo
Dennis

Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor & Dept Head

FCHD
ITLS
HPER
FCHD
HPER

Pennsylvania State University
Syracuse University
Texas A&M University
University of Illinois
Kent State University

2009
2008
2008
1999 2003
2008

Melanie

Associate Professor

PSYCH

Colorado State University

2000

Dorward

James

EL ED

University of Oregon

1991

Dunn
Duran
Eastmond
Eldredge
Exton
Fan
Fargo
Fawson
Ferguson
Field
Fifield

Steven
Lillian
Nicholls
Garth
Virginia
Xitao
Jamison
Parker
Tamara
Clint
Bryce

HPER
SPER
ITLS
SPER
TEAL
PSYCH
PSYCH
EL ED
PSYCH
PSYCH
SPER

Brigham Young University
University of Minnesota
University of Utah
University of Utah
Utah State University
Texas A&M University
University of Cincinnati
Brigham Young University
University of Alberta, Edmonton
Idaho State University
University of Oregon

1985
2009
1974
1990
2008
1993
2004
2002
1988
2004
2008
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Professor & Associate Dean
for Research
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Assistant Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor & CPD Director

1966 1992

1991

2001
2000
2009
2010
2009
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Fifield
Foley
Foley
Forbush
Foxley

Marvin
Beth
Laura
Dave
CeCe

Professor & CPD Director
Professor & Dept Head
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor

Franco

Juan

Franklin

University of Oregon
University of Massachusetts
Utah State University
Utah State University
University of Utah

1969 2000
1993
2008
2001 2007
1981 2004

Professor & Vice President
PSYCH
for Student Services

New Mexico State University,
Las Cruces

2003 2006

Barry

Professor & Dept Head

SEC ED

University of Wisconsin, Madison

2002

Freeman

Michael

Associate Professor
& Associate Dean for
Education Outreach

EL ED

University of Wyoming

2000

Fronske

Hilda

Associate Professor

HPER

Brigham Young University

1990

Gallagher-Guertsen Tricia

Assistant Professor

EL ED

Teachers College Columbia
University

2003 2006

Galliher
Gast
Gibbons
Gilbertson
Gillam
Gillam
Ginn
Giordano
Glomb
Golos
Gordin
Gordon
Hall
Hallenbeck
Harmston
Hawks

Renee
Julie
Andrew
Donna
Ron
Sandra
Linda
Gerry
Nancy
Debbie
Richard
Donna
Janice
Betty Ann
Richard
Steven

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor & CEHS Dean
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor

PSYCH
HPER
ITLS
PSYCH
CDDE
CDDE
EL ED
SPER
SPER
CDDE
HPER
HPER
SEC ED
SPER
EL ED
HPER

University of Tennessee
Southern Illinois University
Brigham Young University
Louisiana State University
Indiana University
University of Memphis
University of Tennessee
Ohio State University
Utah State University
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Utah
MFA-University of Utah
Arizona State University
University of Virginia
University of Michigan
Brigham Young University

2001
1994
1993
2001
2006
2006
1992
1998
2004
2007
1981
1980
2002
1994
1988
1991

Hayashi

Kentaro

University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill

PSYCH

The University of North Carolina

2000 2002

Hayes
Heath
Hedin
Heikkinen
Henderson
Higbee
Higginbotham

Bernard
Ed
Duane
Michael
Hyrum
Thomas
Brian

Professor & Dept Head
Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor & Dept Head
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor

EL ED
HPER
ITLS
SEC ED
SPER
SPER
FCHD

Ball State University
Oregon State University
Indiana University
University of Idaho
Brigham Young University
University of Nevada, Reno
Auburn University

1973
1999
1969
1991
1972
2002
2005

Hobbs

Deborah

Associate Professor

EL ED

University of Nebraska, Lincoln

1991 2003

Hoff

Kathy

Assistant Professor

PSYCH

Lehigh University

1999 2000
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Hofmeister
Holt
Holt
Holton
Houston
Hruby
Hruby
Hudson
Huerta
Hunsaker
Jared
Jensen
Jenson
Johnson
Johnson

Professor, Dept. Head, &
Dean of School of Graduate
Studies
Brett
Assistant Professor
Judith
Associate Professor
Doug
Assistant Professor
Todd
Assistant Professor
George
Associate Professor
Alison
Assistant Professor
Pamela
Associate Professor
Grace
Associate Professor
Scott
Associate Professor
Elizabeth
Assistant Professor
Jay
Professor & Dept Head
Glen
Professor
Carla
Assistant Professor
Christopher Assistant Professor
Alan
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SPER

University of Oregon

1969 2006

HPER
SPER
ITLS
CDDE
SEC ED
SEC ED
SPER
SEC ED
EL ED
EL ED
CDDE
FCHD
SEC ED
PSYCH

Florida State University
University of Texas, Austin
Vanderbilt University
University of South Carolina
University of Georgia
University of Georgia
University of Florida, Gainesville
Arizona State University
University of Virginia
University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Utah State University
University of Cincinnati
University of Texas

2003
2000
2007
2007
2003
2006
1988
1994
1995
1993
1963
1969
2004
2008

Stanford University

1983

University of Oregon
University of Kanas
Utah State University

1964 1992
1969 2000
2008

2006

2008
2007
2008
1997
1990
2003
2005

Johnson

Francine

Associate Professor
& Associate Dean for
EL ED
Graduation, Educator
Licensing, & Accreditation

Johnson
Johnson
Jones

Gail
Thomas
Cindy

Professor
Professor & Dept Head
Assistant Professor

Jones

Arthur

Associate Professor & Dept
HPER
Head

University of Utah

1990 2008

Jones
Jordan
Julnes

Randall
Kerry
George

Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor

FCHD
PSYCH
PSYCH

University of Arizona
Duke University
University of Hawaii, Manoa

1990
2007
1999 2008

Kelsey

Craig

Professor & Dept Head

HPER

University of New Mexico and
University of Maryland

2004 2006

Kim
King
Knight
Kras
Krumm
Larsen
Latham
Law
Lawless

Yanghee
Freeman
Richard
John
Mark
Jeff
Glenn
David
Kimberly

ITLS
CDDE
SEC ED
HPER
CDDE
CDDE
SPER
FCHD
ITLS

Florida State University
McNeese State University
University of Michigan
East Texas State University
Wichita State University
University of Illinois
Utah State University
Brigham Young University
University of Connecticut

2004
1991
1968
1996
2001
2004
1974
2001
1996

Lee

Thomas

FCHD

Virginia Tech

1984

Lee

Victor

Associate Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor, Dept Head, &
Dean for Brigham City
Regional Campus
Assistant Professor

ITLS

Northwestern University

2009
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Lee
Leew
Lehman
Lignugaris/Kraft

Yoon
Shirley
Steve
Ben

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor & Dept Head

Lindauer

Shelley

Littledike
Lorentzen
Lott
Lott
Lounsbery

University of Missouri, Columbia
Vanderbilt University
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Utah State University

2000
2002 2004
2001 2006
1988

Professor & Associate
Dean of School of Graduate FCHD
Studies

Oregon State University

1982

Jaclyn
Deana
Kimberly
Alan
Monica

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor

CDDE
HPER
SEC ED
SPER
HPER

MS—Utah State University
University of Nebraska
Auburn University
Auburn University
University of Nebraska, Lincoln

1969
1981 1995
2007
2007 2010
1997 2001

Lown

Jean

Professor

FCHD

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University

1982

Manuel-Dupont
Martinez
Marx
Masters
McShane

Sonia
Izar
Sherry
Kevin
Damian

Associate Professor
Professor & COE Dean
Associate Professor
Professor
Associate Professor

CDDE
SEC ED
SEC ED
PSYCH
PSYCH

University of Kansas
Utah State University
University of Texas, Austin
Brigham Young University
Vanderbilt University

1983
1973 1998
2003
1995 2004
1984 1990

Menlove

Ronda

Associate Professor &Vice
SPER
Provost for RCDE

Utah State University

1998

Merrell

Ken

Associate Professor

PSYCH

University of Oregon

1991 1997

Merrill

David

Professor

ITLS

University of Illinois

1987 2004

Miller

Brent

Professor & Vice President
FCHD
for Research

University of Minnesota

1979

Monhardt
Monhardt
Monson

Leigh
Rebecca
Jay

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor & Dept Head

EL ED
EL ED
EL ED

University of Iowa
University of Iowa
Utah State University

2002 2007
1996 2009
1967 2000

Morgan

Daniel P.

Associate Professor &
Dept Head

SPER

Florida State University

1976 2001

Morgan

Robert

Professor

SPER

Utah State University

2001

Morse

Gayle

Assistant Professor

PSYCH

State University of New York, at
Albany

2009

Moyer-Packenham Patricia

Professor

TEAL

University of North Carolina, at
Chapel Hill

2008

Munoz
Nalder

Karen
Lanny

Assistant Professor
Professor

CDDE
HPER

Northern Illinois University
University of Utah

2007
1969 1999

Nattiv

Amalya

Assistant Professor

EL ED

University of California, Santa
Barbara

1986 1992

Nelson
Nelson
Nelson

Dennis
Lauri
Thorana

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor

HPER
CDDE
FCHD

Oregon State University
University of Utah
University of Iowa

1986
2008
1992
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Ng
Niehuis
Nielsen
Nittrouer
Norling
Norton
Ockey
Odum
Openshaw
Orosco
Ortiz
Osborne
Patterson
Peacock
Pearce
Peck
Pedroni
Pemberton
Peterson
Pierce
Piercy
Pray
Read
Recker

Dicky
Sylvia
Elwin
Susan
JC
Maria
Gary
Amy
D. Kim
Michael
Patricio
J. Grayson
Jeanne
Gretchen
Janice
Stephanie
Thomas
Jane
Jennifer
Dalphia
Kathleen
Lisa
Sylvia
Mimi

Reutzel

Ray

Reyes
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Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Professor & Dept Head
Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor & Dept Head
Professor & Director of
Center for Early Childhood
Education

TEAL
FCHD
PSYCH
CDDE
HPER
FCHD
TEAL
PSYCH
FCHD
SPER
TEAL
PSYCH
SPER
PSYCH
HPER
SPER
SEC ED
SPER
TEAL
SEC ED
FCHD
EL ED
EL ED
ITLS

Boston University
University of Texas, Austin
University of Utah
City University of New York
University of Utah
Utah State University
University of California, Los Angeles
West Virginia University
Brigham Young University
University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Texas-Austin
Arizona State University
Montana State University, Bozeman
University of South Carolina
University of Utah
University of Iowa
University of Wisconsin, Madison
University of New Mexico
University of British Columbia
University of Houston
Virginia Tech
Arizona State University
Utah State University
University of California, Berkeley

2009
2001
1969
2002
2007
2001
2008
2003
1981
2007
2008
1969
1989
1995
1957
1998
2003
1994
2008
1990
1996
2003
2003
1998

EL ED

University of Wyoming

2001

Carla

Assistant Professor

PSYCH

University of California, Santa
Barbara

1996 1999

Ribera
Roark
Roberts
Roggman
Ross

John
Mark
Richard
Lori
Scott

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Professor

CDDE
HPER
PSYCH
FCHD
SPER

University of Washington
University of Utah
University of Hawaii, Manoa
University of Texas
University of Oregon

2000
2008
1988 2010
1990
2009

Rowe

Barbara

Professor

FCHD

Oregon State University

1985 1992
1999 2007

Rule
Saavedra
Salzberg
Samaha
Saunders
Schroder

Sarah
Cinthya
Charles
Andrew
Walter
Kerstin

Professor & CPD Director
Assistant Professor
Professor & Dept Head
Assistant Professor
Professor & Dept Head
Assistant Professor

SPER
TEAL
SPER
PSYCH
SEC ED
PSYCH

University of Kansas
Texas A&M University
University of Kansas
University of Florida, Gainsville
Oregon State University
Freie University Berlin, Germany

1986 2008
2008
1982
2009
1966 2000
2003 2010
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Schultz
Shahan

Jared
Tim

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor

Shaver

James

Shelton

University of Northern Colorado
West Virginia University

2005
2003

Professor, Associate Dean
for Research, & Dean of
SEC ED
School of Graduate Studies

Harvard University

1962 1999

Brett

Associate Professor

ITLS

University of Washington

2004

Simonsmeier

Vicki

Assistant Professor

CDDE

MST—University of Wisconsin,
River Falls

2000 2005

Sinex

Donal

Professor

PSYCH

Washington University

2004

Skidmore

Jay

Assistant Professor

PSYCH

Virginia Polytechnic Institute &
State University

1988 1993

Skogrand
Slocum
Smart
Smellie
Smith

Linda
Tim
Julie
Don
Gerald

Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Professor & Dept. Head
Professor

FCHD
SPER
SPER
ITLS
HPER

University of Minnesota
University of Washington
University of Northern Colorado
Indiana University
Pennsylvania State University

2002
1991
1994
1966 2000
2008

Smith

John

Professor

EL ED

University of North Carolina, Chapel
1988 2008
Hill

Sorenson

Robert E.

Professor & Dept Head

HPER

Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale

1978 2003

Soulier
Stein

J. Steve
David

Assoc Professor
Professor & Dept Head

ITLS
PSYCH

Indiana University
Brigham Young University

1975 2004
1988

Strand
Striefel

Brad
Sebastian

HPER
PSYCH

University of New Mexico
University of Kansas

1989 1996
1974 2001

Strong

Carol

CDDE

Utah State University

1973 2010

Strong
Struyk
Subramony
Tadlock
Talley
Tansey

William
Ruth
Deepak
Martin
Susan
Tim

Assistant Professor
Professor
Trustee Professor, Associate
Dean for Research,
& CEHS Dean
Professor & Dept Head
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

SEC ED
SEC ED
ITLS
EL ED
FCHD
SPER

University of Illinois
Utah State University
Indiana University
Miami University of Ohio
University of Toledo
University of Wisconsin

1969
2002
2005
1993
2000
2001

Thorkildsen

Ron

Professor, Associate Dean
for Research, & COE
Interim Dean

ITLS

University of Oregon

1972 2000

Topovski
Tschanz

Lynn
Joann

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor

HPER
PSYCH

MFA—University of Utah
Indiana University

1994 1995
1999

Turner

Shannon

Assistant Professor

PSYCH

State University of New York, at
Albany

1997 1998

Twohig
VanDusen

Michael
Lani

Assistant Professor
Associate Professor

PSYCH
PSYCH

University of Nevada, Reno
University of Georgia, Athens

2007
1989 2001
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Viehweg
Wagner
Waite
Walker

Steven
Dale
Phillip
Andrew

Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

CDDE
HPER
HPER
ITLS

Northwestern University
University of New Mexico
University of Utah
Utah State University

1967 2000
2003
2003
2005

West

Richard

Professor & Executive
Director of the Center for
the School of the Future

SPED

University of Utah

1980

Whitaker

Martha

Associate Professor

EL ED

University of Utah

1998

White

Barbara

Professor & Vice President
ITLS
for Information Technology

Montana State University

1998 2004

White
White
Wiley

Karl
Frank
David

Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor

PSYCH
HPER
ITLS

University of Colorado, Boulder
University of Utah
Brigham Young University

1978
1997 2003
2001 2008

Wilson

Rolayne

Associate Professor

HPER

University of North Carolina,
Greensboro

1987

Winn

Deanna

Professor & Associate Dean
EL ED
for Teacher Education

Utah State University

1987 2002

Wolcott

Linda

Associate Professor &
Vice Provost for Libraries/ ITLS
Instructional Support

University of Georgia

1991 2007

Wolter
Wood
Worthen
Yarger
Young

Julie
Kent
Blaine
Carmel
Richard

Assistant Professor
Professor
Professor & Dept Head
Assistant Professor
Professor

Wichita State University
Brigham Young University
Ohio State University
University of Northern Colorado
University of Utah

2005
1962
1978
2001
1978
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Edith Bowen Laboratory School Faculty and Staff,
1990–2009
Last Name

First Name

Position

Hire Date Leave Date

Adams

Janet

Curriculum Specialist Aug-10

Anderson

Julianne

Teacher

Aug-02

Anderson

Analisa

PE/Movement

Aug-99

Andrus

Jill

Speech/Language

Aug-07

Archibald

Steve

Teacher

Aug-89

Jun-94

Beach

Jennifer

Teacher

Aug-96

Jun-97

Behrns

Suzanne

Teacher

Aug-90

Jun-92

Bell

Gloria

Teacher

Aug-96

Jun-98

Bennion

Erlene

Orchestra

Aug-86

Jun-90

Blackburn

Kimberlee

Teacher

Aug-96

Jun-97

Bodily

Alison

Teacher

Aug-97

Jun-98

Boutwell

Debbie

Media

Jul-81

Jun-98

Byrnes

Deborah

Teacher

Aug-92

Jun-93

Canning

Becky

Teacher

Aug-92

Jun-99

Carlsen

Monique

Speech/Language

Aug-98

Jun-07

Christian

Marianne

Teacher

Aug-88

Jun-91

Christian

Marianne

Teacher

Aug-05

Cline

Joyce

Teacher

Aug-88

Jun-90

Cook

Michelle

Teacher

Jul-02

Jul-98

Cook

Sharon

Teacher

Aug-97
Aug-05
Aug-09

Jun-02
Jun-08

Coulombe

Rebecca

Teacher

Aug-01

David

Bryce

Art

Aug-89

Jun-91

Decol

Justin

PE

Aug-97

Jun-98

DeVilbiss

Jill

Music

Aug-97

DiRaimo

Virginia

Teacher

Aug-97

Jun-04

Dobson

Dorothy

Teacher

Aug-82

Jun-04

Drew

Audrey

Teacher

Aug-89

Jun-90

Falconer

Rene’e

Teacher

Aug-91

Jun-93

Farmer

Clint

Counselor

Aug-09

Jun-09
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Goble

Alexis

Speech/Language

Aug-02

Jun-03

Grant (Cook)

Michelle

Teacher

Aug-90

Jun-97

Hamblin

Rosine

Media Asst

Sep-94

Hanna

Steve

Teacher

Aug-93

Jun-97

Harris

Randall

Art

Aug-97

Jun-98

Hart (King)

Jan

Teacher

Aug-86

Jun-04

Holmes

Eric

Teacher

Aug-90

Aug-98

Jensen

Anitra

Teacher

Aug-04

Jimenez

Monica

Spanish

Aug-98

Jun-02

Johnson

Kurt

Teacher

Aug-98
Aug-08

Jun-04

Klag

Prent

Teacher/Principal

Feb-82

Jun-96

Kline

Barbara

Teacher

Aug-04

Jun-05

Kyriopoulos

Joan

Teacher

Aug-99

L’Ai

Linda

Teacher

Aug-88

Larson

Vaughn

Media Spec

Aug-98

Larson

Marie

Resource

Aug-07

Latham

Karen

Teacher

Aug-05

Jun-06

Long

Ilone

Teacher

Aug-71

Jun-96

Lopez

Carmen

Spanish

Aug-03

Markgraf

Amy

PE

Aug-97

Jun-98

Mecham

Connie

Spanish

Aug-86

Jun-90

Mecham

Neil

Teacher

Aug-91

Jun-94

Mertlich

Jennifer

Teacher

Aug-04

Jun-05

Moeller

Julie

Teacher

Aug-07

Morris

Alice

Resource

Aug-86

Jun-90

Murdoch

Linda

Media Asst

Nov-89

Jun-94

Nagata

David

Teacher

Aug-04

Jun-07

Newman

Rose

Teacher

Aug-85

Jun-91

Packard

Annette

Teacher

Aug-83

Jun-91

Peck

Bill

Teacher

Aug-98

Jun-04

Perkes

Kristine

Teacher

Aug-98

Peterson

Mark

Principal

Aug-07

Pettigrew

Tammy

Resource

Aug-95

Jun-00

Podgorski

Stephanie

Resource

Aug-00

Jun-07

Rahe

Laura

PE/Movement

Aug-98

Jun-99
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Read

Sylvia

Teacher

Aug-98

Jun-00

Rhees

Kaye

Teacher/Principal

Aug-80

Aug-07

Roghaar

Deb

STARS/Teacher

Aug-02

Sanderson

Addie

Teacher

Aug-97

Jun-98

Schaelling

Diane

Teacher

Aug-93

Jun-02

Sellers

Linda

Teacher

Aug-04

Jun-08

Shakespear

Maele

Art

Aug-07

Jun-09

Sharp

Liz

Language Arts

Aug-09

Steele

Karen

Teacher

Aug-02

Jun-09

Tolman

Jerald

Art

Aug-98

Jun-07

Trevathan

Maureen

Teacher

Aug-00

Jun-02

Wagstaff

Betsy

Media Teacher

Sep-90

Wallin

Mark

Teacher

Aug-05

Wallin

Lynn

Teacher

Aug-08

Willis

Patty

Resource/Teacher

Aug-90

Jun-96

Zollinger

Tamara

Teacher

Aug-97

Jun-98
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Appendix G

Faculty Teacher of the Year,
1990–2009
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Richard Young
John Smith
Sonia Manuel-Dupont*
Ronald Drickey
Deborah Hobbs
Richard Knight
Deborah Byrnes
Julianne Abendroth-Smith
Carol Strong*
Beth Foley
Dennis Nelson
Rebecca Monhardt
Scott Hunsaker
Freeman King
Beth Foley
Carmel Yarger
Leigh Monhardt*
Scott Bates
Nancy Glomb
Kim Corbin-Lewis

Department
SPER
EL ED
CDDE
SEC ED
EL ED
SEC ED
EL ED
HPER
CDDE
CDDE
HPER
EL ED
EL ED
CDDE
CDDE
CDDE
EL ED
PSYCH
SPER
CDDE

* Also received Utah State University Teacher of the Year Award.
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Appendix H

Faculty Scholar/Researcher of the
Year, 1992–2009
Year

Name

Department

1992*

Karl White

PSYCH

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

M. David Merrill
Blaine Worthen
James Cangelosi
Charles Salzberg
Sebastian Striefel
Reed Warren
Richard Roberts
Carol Strong
Tamara Ferguson
Frank Ascione
Bill Strong
D. Ray Reutzel
Lori Roggman
Amy Odum
Tim Shahan
David Wiley
Ron Gillam**

ITLS
PSYCH
SEC ED
SPER
PSYCH/CPD
CPD
PSYCH/CPD
CDDE
PSYCH
PSYCH
SEC ED
EL ED
FCHD
PSYCH
PSYCH
ITLS
CDDE

* This award was established in 1992.
** Received Utah State University Scholar/Researcher Award.
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Appendix I

Faculty Advisor of the Year,
1990–2000*
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1996**
1999
2000

Name
Rolayne Wilson
Jay Jensen
Arthur Jones
Hyrum Henderson
Dee Child
Donna Gordon
Dee Child
Jan Kelley-King

Department
HPER
CDDE
HPER
SPER
CDDE
HPER
CDDE
CDDE

* Beginning in 2001, departments increasingly used professional
advisors rather than faculty advisors, and the college no
longer named a Faculty Advisor of the Year after 2000.
** No award given by the college in 1995, 1997, or 1998.

Appendix J

Professional Advisor of the Year,
1990–2009*
Year
1992
1993
1997
2002
2004
2005
2006
2009

Name
Patricia Preston
Sheri Noble
Mary Ann Warren**
Sylvia Robinson
Darcie Peterson**
Karen Ranson
Melanie Jones
Mary Lou Reynolds

Department
PSYCH
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
SPER
PSYCH
SPER
HPER

* No award given by College in 1990, 1991, 1994, 1995, 1996,
1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2003, 2007, or 2008.
**Also received Utah State University Professional Advisor of the
Year.
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Appendix K

Staff Member of the Year,
2002–2009*
Year
2002
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Mary Ellen Heiner**
Terri Gass**
Debbie Tidwell
Tammy Soto
Kathy Nielsen

Department
CPD
Dean’s Office
HPER
SPER
TEAL

* First established in 2002; no award given in 2003, 2004,
2005.
** Also received Utah State University Employee of the Year
Award.

Appendix L

Faculty Undergraduate Research Mentor
of the Year, 2003–2009*
Year
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Tamara Ferguson
Eadric Bressel
Scott Hunsaker
Melanie Domenech-Rodriguez
Brian Higginbotham
Linda Skogrand
Sandi Gillam

Department
PSYCH
HPER
EL ED
PSYCH
FCHD
FCHD
CDDE

* Award first established in 2003.
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Appendix M

Utah State University Faculty and Staff Awards, 1990–2009
Award

Name

Department

Year

Board of Trustees, Trustee Professor

Carol Strong

CDDE

2001

Carnegie Professor

Sonia Manuel-Dupont

CDDE

1997

Classified Employee Association,
Employee of the Quarter

Diane Green

CPD

2006

Mary Ellen Heiner
Terri Gass

CPD
Dean’s
Office

2002
2006

Continuing Education Excellence in
Teaching in Online Education Award

Alena Johnson

FCHD

2004

D. Wynne Thorne Research Award

Reed Warren
James P. Shaver
Karl White
D. Ray Reutzel

CPD
SEC ED
PSYCH
EL ED

1991
1993
1995
2007

Dept of Sociology, Social Work &
Anthropology, Outstanding Practicum
Program

Up to 3 Early Intervention
Karen Hansen
Carol Winn
Sherry Joy

CPD

2004

Disability Resource Center, Professor of
the Year

Curt Radford

CDDE

2009

Eldon J. Gardner Professor of the Year
and Robins Teacher of the Year Award

Sonia Manuel-Dupont
Carol Strong
Shelley Lindauer
Leigh Monhardt

CDDE
CDDE
FCHD
EL ED

1992
1998
2000
2006

Extension, Epsilon Sigma Phi Diversity/
Linda Skogrand
Multicultural Team Award

FCHD

2008

Extension, Individual Diversity Award

Linda Skogrand

FCHD

2006

Extension, Vice President’s Award for
Excellence

Linda Skogrand

FCHD

2006

Classified Employee Association,
Employee of the Year
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1 8 4     It’s Ab out Pe op l e
Extension, Taggart-Ballard Award of
Excellence

Tom Lee
Linda Skogrand
Brian Higginbotham

FCHD
FCHD
FCHD

2003
2005
2007

Extension, Diversity Team Award

Linda Skogrand

FCHD

2004

Extension, Model Program Evaluation
Award for the Youth & Families with
Promise

Tom Lee

FCHD

2002

Extension Specialists Association,
Overall Specialist Award

Linda Skogrand

FCHD

2009

Extension Specialists Association,
Innovative Program Award

Linda Skogrand
Brian Higginbotham

FCHD
FCHD

2009
2009

Office of the Provost, Department
Teaching Excellence Award

---

CDDE

2008

Office of the Provost, Golden Mouse
Award for Innovation in Technology &
Learning

Nick Eastmond
Chad Bingham
Ronda Menlove

ITLS
CDDE
SPER

2001
2003
2004

CDDE

2007

President’s Diversity Awards
-- Administration

Izar Martinez
Ann Austin
Judith Holt
Juan Franco

SecEd, Dean
FCHD
SPER
PSYCH

1996
2000
2004
2006

President’s Diversity Awards -- Faculty

Sonia Manuel-Dupont
Deborah Byrnes
Carolyn Barcus
James Barta
Grace Huerta
Nick Eastmond
Martha Whitaker
John Ribera
Beth Foley

CDDE
EL ED
PSYCH
EL ED
SEC ED
ITLS
EL ED
CDDE
CDDE

1994
1996
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2008

Office of Retention and First-Year
Experience, Excellence in Instruction for Kim Corbin-Lewis
First Year Students Award
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President’s Diversity Awards — Staff

Eduardo Ortiz

CPD

2009

Professional Employee Association,
Employee of the Quarter Award

Nancy Yonk
Martin Blair
Todd Newman

CPD
CPD
CPD

1993
2000
2007

Robins Award, Achievement of the Year
Award

Up to 3 Early Intervention
Program
Autism Support Services

CPD

2005

CPD

2006

Robins Award, Gerald R. Sheratt Award

Juan Franco
Frank White

PSYCH
HPER

2006
2003

Robins Award, Outstanding New
Advisor Award

Susan Maughan
Dawn Black

EL ED
EL ED

2003
2005

Robins Award, Professional Advisor of
the Year Award

Mary Ann Warren
Darcie Peterson

EL ED
SPER

1997
2004

Robins Award, Researcher of the Year
Award

Ron Gillam

CDDE

2009

Charles Salzberg
School of Graduate Studies, Outstanding
Brent Miller
Graduate Mentor Award
Randy Jones

SPER
FCHD
FCHD

1996
2000
2009

Utah State University, Employee of the
Year — Faculty

Deborah Byrnes
Richard Knight

EL ED
SEC ED

1995
1999

Utah State University, Greek Council,
Chi Omega, Faculty of the Year Award

Alena Johnson

FCHD

2003

Utah State University, Last Lecture

Ann Austin

FCHD

2009

Oral Ballam
Marvin Fifield
Utah State University, Leone Leadership
Izar Martinez
Award
Don Smellie
Thomas Johnson

EL ED
CPD
SEC ED
ITLS
CDDE

1992
1994
1997
1999
2000

Vice President for Research, Outstanding
Undergraduate Research Mentor of the
Susan Talley
Year

FCHD

2004
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Appendix N

Faculty and Staff International Awards from Governments and
Professional Societies, 1990–2009
Award From
Association of Applied
Psychophysiology
and Biofeedback

Belgian Society of
Audiology
International Association of
Human/Animal Interactions
Organizations and the
International Society of
Anthrozoology
International Biographical
Center

Award

Name

Department

Year

Presidential Award of
Merit

Sebastian Striefel

CPD, PSYCH

1995

Hans Berger Award of
Merit

Sebastian Striefel

CPD, PSYCH

2004

Honorary Membership

Karl White

PSYCH

1997

Distinguished Scholar
Award

Frank Ascione

PSYCH

2001

International Man of the
Year

Sebastian Striefel

CPD, PSYCH

1999–
2001

Award of Distinction

Marilyn
Hammond

CPD

2002

Bob Morgan

SPER

2004

D. Ray Reutzel

TEAL

2007

Thayne Sweeten

CPD

2004

PSYCH

2008

CPD, PSYCH

1998

Karl White

PSYCH

1997

Karl White

PSYCH

2007

Timothy Smith

CPD, PSYCH

1994

Karl White

PSYCH

1997

International Communicator
Organization
International Reading
Association

The Communicator
Award
John C. Manning Public
School Service Award

International Society for
Autism Research

Dissertation Award

International Society on
Infant Studies
Latin America Biofeedback
Association
Polish Scientific Society of
Communication Disorders
Polish Wielka Orkiestra
Swiatecznej Domocy

Outstanding Dissertation
Kerry Jordan
Award
Certificate of
Sebastian Striefel
Appreciation
Honorary Membership

XV Anniversary Medal
of Honor
Rotary International
South Africa, Rhodes
Ambassadorial
University
Fellowship
Swedish Society of Medicine Jubilee Medal
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Solution-Focused Brief
Therapy Association

Significant
Contributions to the
Solution-Focused Brief
Therapy Association

Thorana Nelson

FCHD

2006

The Institute of Sport
and Recreation Research,
Auckland University of
Technology, New Zealand

Associate Researcher
Award

Eadric Bressel

HPER

2007
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Appendix O

Faculty and Staff National Awards from Governments and Professional
Societies 1990–2009

Award From
AEGIS
AT Still University, Arizona
School of Health Sciences
Alabama Cooperative
Extension System
Alexander Graham Bell
Association for the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing
American Association of
Marriage & Family Therapy
American Association
of University Affiliated
Programs
American Association of
University Women
American Council on Rural
Special Education

American Educational
Research Association

American Evaluation
Association
American Psychological
Association

Award
Interactive CD-ROM
Honorary Doctorate of
Humane Letters

Name
Max Longhurst

Dept.
TEAL

Year
2000

Karl White

PSYCH

2008

APEX Grand Award

Brian Higginbotham

FCHD

2007

Volta Award

Karl White

PSYCH

2005

Training Award

Thorana Nelson

FCHD

2009

Meritorious/Service to
AAUAP 1972–1997

Ron Thorkildsen

CPD, ITLS,
SPER

1997

Julianne
Abendroth-Smith

HPER

1998

Sue Olsen

CPD

2004

Charles Salzberg
Sarah Rule

SPER
CPD

2008
2008

SpEd & Rehab

SPER

2002

Tricia
Gallagher-Geursten

TEAL

2005

Brian Belland

ITLS

2009

Blaine Worthen

PSYCH

2001

Carolyn Barcus

PSYCH

2006

Melanie Domenech
Rodriguez

PSYCH

2007

Tim Shahan

PSYCH

2006

Emerging Scholar of
the Year
Exemplary Program
Award
Eagle Award
Exemplary Program
Award
Outstanding
Dissertation Award
Instructional
Technology Special
Interest Group Best
Paper Award
Outstanding Service
Award
Samuel M. Turner
Mentor Award
2007 Emerging
Professional Award
B.F. Skinner Young
Researcher Award
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Division 2, Society for the
Teaching of Psychology
Association of
Communications Excellence
in Ag., NR., Life & Human
Sciences
Association of Literacy
Educators and Researchers
Association of University
Centers on Disabilities

Association for Financial
Counseling and Planning
Education

Early Career Teaching
Excellence Award

Scott Bates

PSYCH

2008

Silver Award

Brian Higginbotham

FCHD

2007

Jerry Johns Promising
Research Award
Meritorious Service
Award
Outstanding
Achievement Award

Cindy Jones

TEAL

2009

Judith Holt

CPD

2004

Sarah Rule

CPD

2008

Outstanding Journal
Article Award

Lucy Delgadillo

FCHD

2007

Zan Merrill
Bob Morgan
Charles Salzberg

SPER
SPER
SPER

1996
1996
1996

Jeanie Peck

CPD

2005

D. Ray Reutzel

TEAL

1999

Adrienne Akers

CPD

2006

Karl White

PSYCH

2003

Lucy Delgadillo

FCHD

2008

Kathy Piercy

FCHD

2007

Lucy Delgadillo

FCHD

2008

Carol Strong

CDDE

1995

Scott Hunsaker

EL ED

1996

Advancing Skills
Cinema in Industry
of Specialists In
Employment Training
2005 Victory Against
Congressional Hunger Center
Hunger Award
B. Herr Award for
Contributions to
College Reading Association
Reading Education
Research
Council of State
Innovations Award
Governments
Deafness Research
Social Research Award
Foundation
Fulbright Program
Lecturing Award
Gernontological Society of
Fellow
America
Housing Education and
Housing Impact Award
Research Association
Language, Speech, and
Editor’s Award
Hearing Services in Schools
Outstanding
MENSA Foundation
Contributions to the
Literature on Education
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National Academic Advising
Association

PSYCH
SPER
EL ED
EL ED
FCHD
EL ED

1996
1995
1994
1998
1999
2003

New Academic Advisor Susan Maughan
Certificate of Merit
Dawn Black

EL ED
EL ED

2004
2006

Emmy

Alan Hofmeister

CPD, ITLS,
SPER

1994–95

Martha J. Fields Award
of Excellence

John Copenhaver

CPD

2006

James P. Shaver

SEC ED

1991

Brian Higginbotham

FCHD

2010

Jeffrey Dew

FCHD

2009

Marilyn Hammond
Thomas Risk
Todd Newman
Andy Hofmeister

CPD

1997

Jared Schultz

SPER

2006

Tim Tansey

SPER

2006

Tom Lee

FCHD

2003

Linda Skogrand

FCHD

2009

Maria Norton

FCHD

2002

Outstanding Advisor
Outstanding Advisor
Certificate of Merit

National Academy of TV
Arts & Sciences
National Association of
State Directors of Special
Education
National Council for the
Social Studies
National Council on Family
Relations

Exemplary
Research Award for
Contributions to Social
Studies Research as an
Editor
Early Career
Achievement Award
Best Student/New
Professional Paper
Award on Research &
Theory
Media National Telly

National Council on
Rehabilitation Education
National Extension
Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences
National Diversity Team
National Institute of Mental
Health
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President’s Award for
Outstanding Service
President’s Award
Mary K. Wells
Diversity Regional
Team
Navajo Marriage
Project
Fellow Summer
Research Institute

Patricia Preston
Darcie Peterson
Sheri Noble
Mary Ann Warren
Susan Ericksen
Sylvia Robinson
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National Student Speech
Language Hearing
Association
National Telly
Northeastern Regional
Agricultural Experiment
Station
Office of Indian Education
Programs, Bureau of Indian
Affairs
Society for Research in
Human Development

Zero to Three
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Faculty Advisor for the
U.S.

Sonia Manuel-Dupont CDDE

2008

Telly Award

Marilyn Hammond
Martell Menlove
Max Longhurst

CPD
CPD
TEAL

1996
1996
2001

Directors Award for
Excellence

Yoon Lee

FCHD

2001

Outstanding Service in
Special Education

John Copenhaver

CPD

1999

FCHD

2008

Research Mentor Award Lori Roggman
Outstanding Mentor
Award
Fellow

Lori Roggman

FCHD

Lisa Boyce-Solnit

FCHD

2008
2004–2006
2001–2003
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Appendix P

Faculty and Staff State and Local Awards, 1990–2009
Award From
Arc of Utah
Brain Injury Association of
Utah
Cache County School
District

Days of 47

Governor’s Committee on
Employment of People with
Disabilities
Governor Olene Walker
Read with a Child Program
Intermountain Chapter of
the Society for Technical
Communication
International Student Council
of Utah
Legislative Coalition for
People with Disabilities
Northern Utah Curriculum
Consortium
Utah A.G. Bell Association
Utah Arts Council Annual
Writing Competition
Utah Association for Gifted
Children

Award
Distinguished Service
Award
Professional Advocate
Award
Improvement of
Instructional Practice
and Commitment to
Help Each Child Learn
Pioneers of
Progress Award for
Education, Health,
and Humanitarian
Assistance

Name

Department

Year

---

CPD

2004

Sue Dubois

CPD

2009

Alan Hofmeister

CPD

2000

Karl White

PYSCH

2007

G. Clausen

CPD

2004

CPD

2005

Merit

Marleen Deer
Zan Merrill
Cynthia Rowland
Sarah Rule

CPD

1996

Afton Tew Friendship
Award

Mark Innocenti

CPD

2000

You Made a Difference

Marvin Fifield

CPD

1996

Leadership Award

Carol Strong

President’s Award

Service Provider of the
Year

Literacy Summit Award Susan Olsen

Cache Pitt

Dean’s
Office
CDDE

2009

Best in Category

William Strong

SEC ED

1996

Jewel Bindrup Award

Scott Hunsaker

TEAL

2006

2009
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Utah Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development
Utah Association of Family
& Consumer Sciences
Utah Association of Health,
Physical Education, and
Recreation

Outstanding Educator
Award

Dean Don Felker
Award
Honor Award
Outstanding Recreation
Educator
Outstanding
Utah Association of Marriage Contribution to the
Field of Marriage &
and Family Therapy
Family Therapy
Utah Association of School
Distinguished Service
Psychologists
Award
Utah Association of Teacher Distinguished Teacher
Educators
Educator
Autism Program of the
Utah Autism Council
Year
Outstanding Service in
enhancing the lives of
individuals with autism
Utah Committee on
Employment of People with Golden Key
Disabilities
Utah Council for Exceptional
Children, State Office of
Service to the Field
Education
Ben Bruce
Distinguished Service
Utah Council for Social
Lifetime Achievement
Studies
Lifetime Award for
Utah Council of Teachers of
Teaching, Research, &
English/Language Arts
Service
Outstanding
Utah Council on Family
Contribution to Utah
Relations
Families Award
Library Media
Utah Educational Library
Specialist/Teacher of
Media Association
the Year
Service
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D. Ray Reutzel

TEAL

2006

Linda Skogrand

FCHD

2008

Rich Gordin
Dennis Nelson

HPER
HPER

1995
1998

Thorana Nelson

FCHD

2007

Gretchen Gimpel
Peacock

PSYCH

2005

William Strong

SEC ED

1998

Tom Higbee and
ASSERT

CPD, SPER

2008

Susan Olsen & Up
CPD
to 3 Program

2007

Shelly Sorenson

CPD

1998

Sarah Rule
Barbara Fiechtl
Susan Olsen

CPD
CPD, SPER
CPD

1996
2003
2003

Dan Morgan

SPER

1998

Jay Monson
James P. Shaver

EL ED
SEC ED

1996
1998

William Strong

TEAL

2004

Alena Johnson

FCHD

2008

Deborah Boutwell

EBLS

1998

Charles Stoddard

ITLS

1998
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Utah Electronic College
Consortium

Award of Excellence
In Use of Emerging
Technologies

Ben
Lignugaris-Kraft

Utah Family Voices

Making a Difference

Susan Olsen & Up
CPD
to 3 Program

2008

Marvin Fifield

CPD

1993

Tom Lee

FCHD

2004

Marilyn
Hammond

CPD

1995

Marvin Fifield

CPD

2000

Walt Saunders
Don Smellie
Jim Dorward

SEC ED
ITLS
EL ED

1996
1999
2009

Alan Hofmeister

CPD

1999

Joyce Barnes
Cy Freston
Ralph Haws
Alan Hofmeister

CPD

2008

Lifetime Service Award Art Jones

HPER

2008

Legislative Advocate of
Marvin Fifield
the Year

CPD

1993

Sustaining Partner
Award

Marvin Fifield
Sarah Rule

CPD
CPD, SPER

2003
2003

Max Longhurst

TEAL

2004

Max Longhurst

TEAL

2009

Utah Golden Key Award
Utah Governor’s
Commission on Volunteers
Utah Governor’s Committee
on Employment of People
with Disabilities
Utah Governor’s Council for
People with Disabilities
Utah Governor’s Office

Utah Office of Education

Maurice Warshaw
Outstanding Service
Award
Red Wagon Award for
the Youth and Families
with Promise Program
Golden Key Media
Public Awareness
Award
Heroes on the Hill,
Lifetime Achievement
Award
Governor’s Medal
for Science and
Technology
Successful
Implementation of
Accelerated Student
Achievement Project
Roots of Special
Education in Utah

Utah Recreation and Parks
Association
Utah Rehabilitation
Association
Utah Schools for the
Deaf and Blind and Utah
Association for the Deaf
Utah Science Teachers
Association
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Marvin N. Tolman
Service Award

SPER

2006
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Utah Speech-LanguageHearing Association

Utah State Board of
Education
Utah System of Higher
Education
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Frank R. Kleffner
Clinical Career Award
Friend of the
Association Award

Jaclyn Littledike
James Blair

CDDE
CDDE

2005
2007

Karl White

PSYCH

1997

Louis M. DiCarlo
Award for Outstanding
Recent Clinical
Achievement

Ann McKeehan
Anne Eldridge
Kim Corbin-Lewis
Beth Foley

CDDE
CDDE
CDDE
CDDE

1990
2001
2003
2006

Outstanding
Contribution

Tom Johnson
Ann McKeehan
Jaclyn Littledike
Tom Johnson

CDDE
CDDE
CDDE
CDDE

1994
1995
1998
2008

Charles Salzberg

SPER

1995

Beth Foley
Deborah Byrnes

CDDE
TEAL

2008
2008

Excellence in
Outstanding Service to
Education
Exemplary Faculty Use
of Technology Award
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Appendix Q

Faculty Presidents of National Professional Organizations, 1990–2009
Organization
Association for Applied Psychophysiology and
Biofeedback
College Reading Association/Association of Literacy
Educators and Researchers
Council for Exceptional Children, Division of Early
Childhoood
International Section, Association for Applied
Psychophysiology and Biofeedback
National Family Voices
Society for Research in Human Development

Name

Department

Year

Sebastian Striefel

CPD, PSYCH,

1997–1998

D. Ray Reutzel

TEAL

2008

Mark Innocenti

CPD, PSYCH

2007–2008

Sebastian Striefel

CPD, PSYCH

2004–2005

Richard Roberts
Lori Roggman
Ann Austin

CPD, PSYCH
FCHD
FCHD

2007–2008
2004–2006
2008–2010
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Appendix R

Valedictorian,* 1990–2009
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Richard Welch
Julie Anderson
Reed Olson
Tracy McIntyre
Sally Ashton
Sean Oliverson
Jennifer Baker
Natalie Walker
Jamie Herrin
Amanda Hadlock
Teemarie Ballingham
Jill Bodily
Nancy Harris
Teresa Garrett
Ann Reese
Heather Thornton
Shane Marx
Brooke Sorenson
Stefanie Rieben
Daneal Francisco
Mary Anne Jones
Stefani Carroll
Adam Galovan
Amanda Zornes
Katelyn Hansen
Samantha Nelson

Major
SEC ED
PSYCH
EL ED
SEC ED
SEC ED
HPER
SEC ED
EL ED/ECE
EL ED/ECE
EL ED
CDDE
SPER/EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
PSYCH (Spring)
EL ED (Fall)
FCHD (Spring)
EL ED (Fall)
CDDE (Spring)
FCHD (Fall)
EL ED (Spring)
EL ED (Fall)
FCHD (Spring)
SPER (Fall)
TEAL (Spring)
FCHD (Fall)

* The valedictorian is the graduating senior who has the highest college GPA of
those completing a first bachelor’s degree with a minimum of 60 USU letter-grade credits. The Associate Dean for Graduation, Educator Licensing,
and Accreditation applies additional selection criteria (available in the associate dean’s office) when the highest GPA is shared by two or more otherwise qualified seniors.
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Appendix S

Student Scholar of the Year,* 1990–2009
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Katherine Johnson Rose
Trista Farmer
Jill S. Saurer
Dawn Misenhimer
Jill Rae Reed
Teresa Thompson
Traci Lloyd
Hillary Stewart
Saralyn Margetts
Kathryn Marie Shea
TeeMarie Ballingham
Melinda Merrill
Michelle Larson
Heidi Murray
BreeAnn Vernon
Johnathan Nelson
Jessica Loveland
Kellan Bagley
Rikelle Deaton
McKenzie Lerdahl

Department
CDDE
CDDE
CDDE
CDDE
SPER
PSYCH
EL ED
EL ED
HPER
EL ED
CDDE
EL ED
EL ED/SPER
SPER
HPER
PSYCH
SPER
CDDE
CDDE
SPER

* The Scholar of the Year Award recognizes and emphasizes excellence in
scholarship. Service and student activities are also considered in the
selection process.
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Appendix T

Associated Students of Utah State
University College Senators,
1990–2009
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Todd Quarnberg
Kurt Johnson
Jackie Allen
Brian Warnick
Carma Thompson
Jason Jacobson
Julie Payne
Jeremy Smith
Sandra Baker
Erica Thomas
Kara Dixon
Lori Pettit
Michelle Larson
Johnny Navarrete
Jennifer Minchey
Shelly Ryan
Stacy Brown
Trent Duffey
Jacob Wilkey
Jonathan Kidd

Department
SEC ED
EL ED
EL ED
SEC ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
PSYCH
EL ED
EL ED/CDDE
SPER
EL ED
EL ED
EL ED
CDDE
SEC ED
HPER
PSYCH
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Appendix U

Student College Ambassadors,*
2002–2009
2002–03 Jake Aplanalp
Mary Ann Call
Marchet Clark
Aubrie Edwards
Traci Garff
Eric Harlow
Jennifer LaCombe
Melanie Maxfield
Erin Mock
Dave Nagata
John Navarrete
Laree Nelson
Emily Stokes
Deidre Walbeck
2003–04 Annie (Margaret) Ashcraft
Richard Cram
Laura Durrant
Stephanie Finlayson Ashby
Eric Harlow
Lindsey Dott Jackson
Robert Jones
Jeff Luke
Jennifer Minchey
Courtney Amanda Rowe Barker
Emily Stokes
Heather Thornton
Deidre Walbeck
2004–05 Cory Atkinson
Courtney Amanda Rowe Barker
Jon Bassett
Seth Garcia
Eric Harlow
Zeke Kelsey
Jennifer Minchey
Scott Roper

ITLS
PSYCH
SEC ED
FCHD
SPER
HPER
EL ED
FCHD
CDDE
EL ED
SEC ED
CDDE
FCHD
SPER
PSYCH
CDDE
CDDE
PSYCH
HPER
FCHD
SEC ED
SEC ED
EL ED
EL ED
FCHD
EL ED
SPER
SPER
EL ED
PSYCH
CDDE
HPER
CDDE
EL ED
PSYCH
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Shelly Ryan
John Morgan
Steven Sam Stradley
Anne Wilkinson
2005–06 Jon Bassett
Stacy Brown
Kalynne Call
Logan Fielding
Sheridan Guymon
Andrea Holmquist
Bart Palmer
Steven Sam Stradley
Mackenzie Swenson
2006–07 Lori Andersen
Elizabeth Buhr-Davis
Robert Carlisle
Maren Dearden
Trent Duffey
Ross Menlove
Bart Palmer
Tyler Sorensen
Kenny Stansfield
2007–08 Lori Andersen
Savannah Black
Maren Dearden
Amanda Downs
Jonathan McKitrick Kidd
Ross Menlove
M. Brooke Robertshaw
Candice Whiteley
Jacob Wilkey
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EL ED
FCHD
SEC ED
SPER
PSYCH
CDDE
FCHD
SPER
HPER
EL ED
ITLS
SEC ED
CDDE
HPER
FCHD
PSYCH
EL ED
SEC ED
SPER
ITLS
CDDE
SEC ED
HPER
CDDE
EL ED
SEC ED
PSYCH
SPER
ITLS
FCHD
HPER
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2008–09 Allison Wells Anderson
Amanda Downs
Josh Jones
Jonathan McKitrick Kidd
Bryce N. King
Megan Larsen
Michelle Joy Rice
M. Brooke Robertshaw
Savannah Black Robertson

SPER
SEC ED
FCHD
PSYCH
HPER
EL ED
PSYCH
ITLS
CDDE

* The College Ambassadors, advised by the Associate Dean for Graduation,
Educator Licensing, and Accreditation, serve the college in development
and student-recruitment activities. The department heads nominate outstanding students and the selection process is competitive, with a student
selected from each department. In addition, the college senator serves as
an ambassador.
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Appendix V

Student Legacy of Utah State
University Award,* 2007–2009
Year
2007
2008
2009
*

Name
Candice Whiteley
Kelsey Burns**
Heather Barger

Department
FCHD
CDDE
CDDE

Established by USU in 2007 in remembrance of the seven students and the faculty member from the Agriculture Systems and
Technology Education Department who lost their lives in a van
accident.

** Also received the Legacy of Utah State University Robins Award.
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Appendix W

Graduate Research Assistant of the Year, 1994-2009*
Year
1994
1995
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
*

Name
Gary Mauk
Clark Cutler
Michelle Marchant
Steven Bernhisel
Kasey D. Mitchell
Michael Bohne
Tiffany Meyer
Brian Larsen
Lance Palmer
Melissa Davis
Archana Singh
Christopher Podlesnik
Ana Baumann **
Ryan Ward
Doug Petersen

Department
PSYCH
PSYCH
SPER
SEC ED
HPER
HPER
HPER
HPER
FCHD
PSYCH
FCHD
PSYCH
PSYCH
PSYCH
CDDE

First established in 1994; not awarded in 1996.

** Also received Utah State University Graduate Research Assistant Robins Award.
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Appendix X

Graduate Teaching Assistant of the Year,
1994–2009*
Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
*

Name
Steven Bernhisel
Kathy Trezise
Marian E. Tso
Sheri Haderlie
Steven Bernhisel
Carol L. Fellows
Emily Whitney
Natalie Hunt
Matt Seeley
Anne Thomas
Don Stenhoff
Victor Harris
Jenna Glover**
Delores Rimington**
Jason Thomas
Brisha Bills

Department
SEC ED
EL ED
SPER
ITLS
SEC ED
HPER
HPER
HPER
HPER
FCHD
SPER
FCHD
PSYCH
HPER
HPER
HPER

First established in 1994.

** Also received the Utah State University Graduate Teaching Assistant Robins Award.
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Appendix Y

Undergraduate Researcher of the Year,
2004–2009*
Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Cheryl Jones
Tracey Reeve
Brianne Bartlett
Aaron Anderson
Adam Kynaston**
Tanja Jensen

Department
FCHD
HPER
HPER
FCHD
PSYCH
CDDE

* First established in 2004.
** Also received Utah State University Robins Award.
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Appendix Z

Undergraduate Teaching
Fellow of the Year,
2006–2009*
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009

Name
Katie Bastian
Autumn Newson
Ellen O’Hara
Bryce King

Department
FCHD
CDDE
CDDE
HPER

* First established in 2006.
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Appendix AA

Utah State University Student Robins Awards,
1990–2009
Award
Bill E. Robins
Memorial Award

Name
Kristen Fillmore
Patrick Turner

Department
EL ED
PSYCH

Year
1990
1997

Female Athlete of
the Year

Barbara Zahl
Alisa Nicodemus
Wendy Egbert
Christy Denson
Christy Denson
Christy Denson
Erin Davis
Jennifer Twitchell
Amanda Nielson
Candice Clark

PSYCH/EL ED
PSYCH
HPER
CEHS
CEHS
CEHS
FCHD
HPER
HPER
HPER

1992
1993
1996
1998
1999
2000
2004
2007
2008
2009

Ana Bauman

PSYCH

2007

Jenna Glover
Delores Rimington
Kelsey Burns
Heather Barger
Craig Carter
Anthony Calvillo
James Parker
Trever Ball
John Strang

PSYCH
HPER
CDDE
CDDE
HPER
HPER
HPER
HPER
HPER

2006
2007
2008
2009
1990
1994
2000
2006
2009

Danceworks

HPER

1992

Adam Kynaston

PSYCH

2008

Barbara Zahl
Wendy Wasson
Kiersten Hewitt
Kiersten Hewitt

PSYCH/EL ED
CDDE
HPER
HPER

1992
2002
2004
2006

Graduate Research
Assistant
Graduate Teaching
Assistant
Legacy of Utah State
University Award
Male Athlete of
the Year
Organization of
the Year
Undergraduate
Researcher of
the Year

Woman of the Year
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Appendix BB

Outstanding Recent Graduate Award 2003–2009*
Year
2003

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Name
Anna West
Public Relations Coordinator
Utah Department of Health/CHIP & Primary Care Network
Salt Lake City, UT
Jennifer White
Research Coordinator
Edith Bowen Laboratory School Arts Evaluation
Utah State University
Logan, UT
Jenny Johnson
Health Program Specialist
Utah Department of Health
Salt Lake City, UT
Heather Elwell
Speech-Language Pathologist
LDS Hospital Trauma Center
Salt Lake City, UT
Matthew Seeley
Assistant Professor
Brigham Young University
Provo, UT
Tracey Reeve
Physician’s Assistant
Baylor College of Medicine, Texas Children’s Hospital
Houston, TX

Dept

Degree

HPER

BS

Degree
Year
1997

MS

2000

PSYCH

BS

2004

HPER

BS

2004

CDDE

MS

2002

HPER

BS

2000

MS

2003

BS

2005

MS

2006

HPER

* First established in 2003; not awarded in 2004.
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Appendix CC

Outstanding Young Professional Alumnus,
2002–2009*
Year
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Name
Holly Budge
Health Promotion Coordinator
Bear River Health Department
Logan, UT
Steven R. Jensen
Educational Audiologist
Cache County School District
North Logan, UT
Angela Menlove
Speech Language Pathologist
LDS Hospital
Salt Lake City, UT
Stephen Sutherland
Director
South Summit School District Aquatic
& Fitness Center
Kamas, UT
Farrin Wiese
Health Promotion Director
Bear River Health Dept.
Logan, UT
Heather Thornton
Special Education Teacher
Logan High School
Logan, UT
Ali Vega
Audiologist
Ear, Nose, and Throat Associates
Southwest, Inc.
Olympia, WA
Jennifer Loeffler-Cobia
Consultant & Research Analyst
Salt Lake City Satellite Office
Crime & Justice Institute
Boston, MA

Department
HPER

Degree
BS
MS

Degree Year
1995
1996

CDDE

BS
MA

1989
1992

CDDE

BS
MS

1996
1998

HPER

BS

1996

HPER

BS

1997

SPER

BS
MS

2005
2008

CDDE

AuD

2005

HPER

MS

2007

* First established in 2002. Nominees must be 38 years of age or younger and be a graduate from the
College. Selection is based on national or international recognition for service or achievements.
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Appendix DD

Outstanding Alumnus K-12 Teacher, 2002–2009*
Year
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Name
Debra Wilson
Elementary Physical Education Specialist
Pioneer and Oakwood Elementary
Preston, ID
David J. Swenson
Physical Education Teacher
Sky View High School
Smithfield, UT
Van Park
Varsity Basketball Coach
Bear River High School
Tremonton, UT
Ruth Leishman
ESL Teacher
Mountain Crest High School
Hyrum, UT
Tammy Pettigrew
Resource/Consulting Teacher
Cache County School District
Logan, UT
Jill Radford
Director
Utah Schools for the Deaf & Blind
Jean Massieu School, South Jordan, UT
Loa Kay Bowthorpe
Physical Education Teacher
Union High School
Roosevelt, UT
Lana Coombs
Health Teacher
Harris Intermediate School
Tremonton, UT

Department

Degree

HPER

BS

Degree
Year
1996

HPER
HPER

BS
ME

1992
1999

HPER

BS

1988

EL ED
SPER

BS
ME

1987
1990

FCHD
SPER

BS
ME

1975
1991

EL ED
CDDE

BS
ME

2000
2001

HPER
HPER

BS
ME

1974
1991

HPER
HPER

BS
ME

1981
1993

* First established in 2002.
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Appendix EE

Outstanding Alumnus Administrator,
2002–2009*
Year
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Name
Rudy Castruita
Superintendent of Schools
San Diego County
San Diego, CA
Jocelyn A. Taylor
Education Specialist
Utah State Office of Education
Salt Lake City, UT
Raymond Timothy
Associate Superintendent
Utah State Office of Education
Salt Lake City, UT
Gary Stears
Principal
Grangeville High School
Grangeville, ID
Rick Woodford
Director of Special Services
Lincoln County School District #2
Afton, WY
Julie Landeen
Director of Special Education
Cache County School District
North Logan, UT
Reid Newey
Career and Technical Education Director
Weber School District
Ogden, UT
Dave Swenson
Principal
Mt Logan Middle School
Logan, UT

Department Degree Year
HPER
BS
1966
HPER
MS
1967

CDDE
CDDE

BS
MS

1971
1973

EL ED

PhD

1997

HPER
HPER

BS
ME

1984
1986

SPER
SPER

BS
ME

1993
2002

SPER

EdD

1976

HPER
HPER

BS
ME

1988
1996

HPER
HPER

BS
ME

1992
1999

* First established in 2002.
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Appendix FF

Alumnus Achievement Award, 2002–2009*
Year
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Name
Verne C. Larsen
Coordinator
Safe and Drug-Free School Program
Utah State Office of Education
Salt Lake City, Utah
Rebecca Haslam-Odoardi
Director
Gifted and Talented Programs
Davis School District, Ogden, Utah
Holly Peterson
Associate Superintendent
Cache County School District
Logan, Utah
Diane M. Stuart
Director
Office on Violence Against Women
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C.
Robert Stevenson
Audiologist
Bridgerland Audiology
Logan, Utah
Ruel Barker
Professor
Health, Physical Education & Recreation Department
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah
L. Jay Silvester
Retired Professor
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah
Fern Gardner
Retired Coach
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

Department
HPER

Degree
BS

Degree Year
1979

EL ED
& SPER

BS
MEd

1973
1991

EL ED
EL ED

BS
MS

1973
1980

FCHD

MS

1990

CDDE

MA

1998

HPER

BS

1961

HPER
HPER

BS
MS

1959
1971

HPER
HPER

BS
MS

1961
1970

* First established in 2002. Awarded for national or international recognition for service or achievements in
education or human services.
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Appendix GG

Lifetime Achievement Award, 2006–2009*
Year
2006

Name
Allan West

Department
Business

2006

Carvel Jackson

HPER

2007

Glenn Latham

SPER

Degree
BS
BS
MS
EdD

Degree Year
1932
1955
1958
1972

* First established in 2006. Awarded for lifetime achievement rather than for a single contribution.
Must have a minimum of 25 years distinguished service to education and/or human services.
Alumnus status is not a criterion.
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Name Index
Albrecht, Stan 401, 42n, 61, 64, 83, 85,
128, 137, 138
al-Faiz, Norah 32, 32n2
Allgood, Scot 144n
Alsop, Linda 144n
Austin, Ann 27, 28
Bair, Wendy 150
Ballam, Oral L. 5, 8, 27, 32, 33, 33, 34,
35, 36, 44, 45, 49, 138, 149
Barcus, Carolyn 27, 118n, 144n
Barrus, Emily Elder 54
Barta, James 27, 96
Bedingfield-Smith, Mary 143n
Bell, T.H. (Ted) 9
Bench, Varnell 8
Bertoch, Michael R. 8
Bingham, Chad 27
Boman, Wes 45n
Borg, Walter R. 4, 4n, 5
Bowen, Edith 62
Brown, T. Clair 44
Bullen, Jonathon 122n
Bullen, Julie 122, 122n
Burnham, Byron 28
Burts, Diane C. 41n
Byrnes, Deborah A. 27, 80n, 81, 81,
142n
Caine, Marie Eccles 63
Cannon, Lawrence 29
Carlisle, John C. 3, 3, 4, 5, 22, 32, 33, 67
Casto, Glendon 5n, 113n
Cazier, Stan 6, 11, 33, 42n, 43
Chase, Daryl 5n
Cheney, Carl D. 119
Child, Dee 143n
Christensen, Joanne L. 59, 60
Clark, Thomas 110, 111, 111n, 143n
Clelland, Stan 143n
Cornelius, Gavin 115
Coward, Raymond 28, 84, 139, 141n
Crowley, Susan 144n
Dennison, George M. 46n
Dever, Martha T. 41n, 151
1
2

Dolny, Dennis 144n, 145n
Dorward, James 28, 29
Duffin, Joel 29

Huerta, Grace 27
Huntsman, John M. 42n
Iwig, Claudene 44

Eastmond, Nick 27
Eccles, David 43, 63
Eccles, Dolores Doré 56, 57
Eccles, Ellen 63
Eccles, Hope F. 63
Eccles, Marriner S. 43
Eccles, Spencer F. 43, 63, 63
Eccles, Spencer S. 63
Elsweiler, Anne 143n
Emert, George H. 45, 67n, 87

Jacoby, Robert 40
Jenkins, Vesna 143n
Jensen, Jay 8, 59, 59n, 107n
Johnson, Francine 141n, 142n, 143n,
Johnson, Jean L. 144n
Johnson, Shannon 145n
Johnson, Thomas 27
Jones, Emma Eccles 10, 10n, 11, 14, 41,
41, 41n, 42, 42n, 43, 44, 44n, 55, 56,
62, 63, 136, 138, 141n
Jones, Randy 27
Justesen, Tracy 32
Justesen, Troy 32

Fawson, Parker 93n, 94n, 143n
Field, Clint 144n
Fifield, Bryce 145n
Fifield, Marvin G. 5n, 6, 6, 27, 37, 100n
Findley, Penny 145n
Foley, Beth 27, 106, 106n, 113, 115, 115,
116n, 137, 137n, 151
Franco, Juan 27
Frandsen, Arden N. 4
Freeman, Michael 79n, 143n
Gackstetter, Dennise 125
Gilberts, Guy 145n
Giles, Clark P. 11, 11, 40, 42n, 43
Giles, Nancy 11
Gillam, Ron B. 27, 60n, 114, 115, 116n
Giordano, Gerry 12, 36, 37, 37, 80, 138
Hailes, Cynthia 66
Hall, Kermit L. 12
Halling, Meredith 31
Harrison, Rachel 110
Hatch, Orrin 6
Hatch, Robert A. 43, 43
Heal, E. Robert 29
Heilbroner, Robert L. 139, 139n
Higbee, Thomas 103n
Hofmann, Helmut 5n, 9
Hofmeister, Alan M. 4n, 104n, 129, 145n
Hoopes, Lorenzo (Ren) 60, 60
Houston, Todd 144n

Kim, Wilbert 54
Kirby, Chad 87
Knight, Richard 27
Lafferty, Vince 145n
Lawson, Frederick Q. 40, 43, 62, 62
Lee, David 87
Lignugaris/Kraft, Benjamin 145n
Lillywhite, Eloise H. 49, 58, 59, 59, 60
Lillywhite, Ray L. 49, 58, 59, 59, 60,
108n
Lindauer, Shelley 27, 28
Lundgren, Aubrey 104
Lye, Bill 11, 33
Major, Julie 145n
Major, Max 54
Manuel-Dupont, Sonia 27
Martinez, Izar A. 8, 27, 33, 34, 34, 35,
36, 45, 138
McCullough, Braxton 115
Menlove, Ronda 27, 28
Miller, Brent 27, 28
Monhardt, Becky 132
Monhardt, Leigh 27
Monson, Jay 8
Morse, Gayle 118n

A page number in bold type indicates a photograph.
A page number followed by “n” is a reference to a footnote
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Nielsen, Elwin 118n
Parkinson, LuAnn 150, 151
Peacock, Gretchen 117n, 119n
Peterson, Mitch 104
Pitkin, Will L. 10n, 41n, 42n, 141n, 151
Radford, Curtis 144n
Reutzel, D. Ray 27, 37, 42n, 89
Rhees, Kaye 37, 71
Rhees, Rich 87
Ribera, John 27
Roggman, Lori A. 25, 25
Rostkowski, Margaret 91
Rounds, Adam 144n
Rule, Sarah 37
Salzberg, Charles 27
Shaffer, Colleen 87
Shaver, James P. 8, 27, 28, 33, 149, 151
Shelton, Brett 128
Shubert, Jaime 95
Smellie, Don 8, 27
Smith, Geoffrey 88n
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Sorenson, Beverley Taylor 56, 57, 58, 58
Sorenson, James L. 56, 57, 87
Spencer, Mark 31
Speth, Jenny 31
Stein, David 144n
Stein, Melanie 140n, 150
Stevens, Gary 40
Stewart, Frank 44, 45n, 138
Stokes, Cindy 144n
Stone, David R. 4
Strong, Carol J. 1, 10n, 12, 27, 36, 37, 37n,
38, 38, 40, 42, 45, 51, 52, 62, 82, 135n,
137, 138, 138n, 139, 141n, 142n, 144n,
145n, 150, 151
Strong, William J. 28, 38, 90, 91, 135n,
142n, 143n
Stuart, Dianne M. 32
Taggart, Glen L. 4n
Tanner, Lauren 31
Taylor, Janyce 9
Thain, Wilbur (Bill) 5n
Thorkildsen, Ron 35, 36, 36, 45, 80, 138
Thorne, Wynne 3

Towner, Mark 74n
Turner, Denice 91
Turner, Eyre 1n, 3, 5, 10, 10n, 107n
Varner, Kraig 136
Vega, Allison 110
Wagner, Dale 124
Walker, Lorraine 140n
Warren, Reed P. 5, 27, 31
West, Allan M. 79
West, Ferne P. 79
West, Rich 37, 142n, 143n
Weston, Sharon 145n
Whitaker, Martha 27, 81
White, Karl 27, 112, 113, 113, 113n, 114,
115n, 116n, 135n, 151
Wilberg, Amy 150
Wolcott, Linda 28
Woods, Monica 110
Wyse, Bonita 45
Young, Adele C. 54, 55, 55, 55n
Young, Dale W. 54, 55, 55, 55n
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Subject Index
Academic Olympiad (see also Northern Utah Curriculum Consortium) 86
Administrative/Supervisory Certificate (A/SC) (see School of Teacher Education and Leadership)
Aggie Leadership Coalition (ALC) (see also School of Teacher Education and Leadership) 86, 871
Agricultural Experiment Station (see also Contracts and Grants) 3, 6
American Indian Support Project (AISP) (see also Psychology) 118, 118n2, 144n
America’s Best Graduate Schools (see U.S. News & World Report)
ASSERT (see also Autism; Center for Persons with Disabilities) 103–4, 103n, 104
Associate Dean for Education Outreach (see also Distance Education) 6, 6n, 7n, 79, 79n, 83
Associate Dean for Graduation, Educator Licensing, and Accreditation (see also Teacher
Preparation) 1n, 34, 35, 71, 41n
Associate Dean for Research (see also Contracts and Grants; Office of Research Services) 4n, 28,
33, 35, 35n, 36, 37, 38, 100, 149
Associate Dean for Teacher Education (see also Teacher Preparation) 151
Audiology (see also Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department) 13, 21–22, 108n,
109, 110, 115, 133, 144n
Autism (see also ASSERT; Center for Persons with Disabilities) 5, 31, 102n, 103–4, 103n, 104,
143n
Beverley Taylor Sorenson Endowed Chair for Elementary Arts Education (see also Sorenson
Legacy Foundation) 29, 29n, 57–58, 60
Beverley Taylor Sorenson Endowment for Elementary Arts Education (see also Sorenson Legacy
Foundation) 29, 29n, 57–58
Bureau of Educational Research (see also Contracts and Grants; Office of Research Services) 4, 4n,
7, 18n, 143n, 149
Caine College of the Arts 29n, 57
Center for Open and Sustainable Learning (COSL) (see also Instructional Technology and Learning
Sciences Department) 22, 127, 128n, 133
Center for Persons with Disabilities (CPD) (see also ASSERT; Autism; Early Intervention Research
Institute; Exceptional Child Center; Utah Assistive Technology Program; WebAIM) 5n, 6, 19,
23, 27, 30, 31, 35, 36, 54, 91, 99–106, 99n, 100n, 101, 102n, 104n, 112, 113, 131, 134, 140n,
143n, 145n
International Programs 134
Service Programs 99–106, 129, 131, 134
Training and Technical Assistance 102–6, 112, 103n
Center for the School of the Future (CSF) (see also Indicators of Schoo1 Quality) 19, 87–88, 88n,
94–96, 142n, 143n
Child Development Laboratory (see also Family, Consumer, and Human Development Department)
54, 54, 55
Children’s House (see Dolores Doré Eccles Center for Early Care and Education)
College of Family Life 14, 17n, 25, 45, 54, 138
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education (COMDDE) Department (see also Audiology; Deaf
Education; Ray L. and Eloise H. Lillywhite Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Building; Ray L. and Eloise Hoopes Lillywhite Estate; SKI-HI Institute; Sound Beginnings
of Cache Valley; Speech-Language-Hearing Center; Speech-Language Pathology) 10, 15, 19,
21–22, 27, 38, 49, 58–59, 60, 67, 100, 100n, 101, 101n, 106–107, 120, 132–133, 137, 151
Endorsements and Certificates 77
1
2

A page number in bold type indicates a photograph.
A page number followed by “n” is a reference to a footnote.
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Graduate Programs 21, 22, 74, 75–76, 77, 77n, 78n, 109, 115
Service Programs 106–112, 132–133
Undergraduate Programs 69, 77, 78, 120n
Community Clinic (see also Psychology Department) 118–119, 118n, 144n
Continuing Education (see Distance Education)
Contracts and Grants (see also Agricultural Experiment Station; Associate Dean for Research;
Bureau of Educational Research; Office of Research Services) 5–6, 7, 11n, 14–18, 23, 24, 30,
33, 35, 39, 46–47, 49, 49n, 63, 64, 67, 86, 87, 90, 94–95, 99, 99n, 100n, 104n, 105, 109n, 111,
113–114, 113n, 114n, 143n, 149
National Science Foundation (NSF) 22, 23, 28, 86, 128
United States Department of Education 4, 86, 88n, 89, 94–95, 104n, 105, 106n, 109n, 110,
111, 115, 130, 143n
United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 99n, 112, 114, 114n, 125
Utah State Office of Education (USOE) 4, 87, 88, 88n, 89, 90, 91, 103n, 130
Council on Teacher Education (CTE) (see also Teacher Preparation) 69, 69n, 70, 72–73, 74, 76,
117, 141n, 142n, 143n, 145n
Curriculum and Instruction (C & I) Doctoral Program (see also Interdepartmental Doctoral
Program; School of Teacher Education and Leadership, Distance Doctoral Program) 23, 78, 78n,
80, 80n, 81, 142n
Dale W. and Adele C. Young Educational Technology Center (YETC) (see also Gifts and Donors)
54–55, 55, 55n
Deaf Education (see also Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department) 76, 109, 112,
115, 120n
Degrees and Endorsements 76–79, 79n, 83n, 86
House Bill 185 83–84, 83n
Regional Campuses and Distance Education (RCDE) 7n, 26, 28, 77, 82–85, 83, 111, 112,
117n, 142n, 145n
Utah Educational Network (UEN) 83
Department of Education (see School of Education)
Development (see Gifts and Donors)
Development Officer (see also Gifts and Donors) 44, 45, 45n, 51, 138
Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons (DCHP) (see Center for Persons with Disabilities)
Disability Disciplines Doctorate (see also Special Education and Rehabilitation Department) 21,
22, 109n
Distance Education (see also Associate Dean for Education Outreach; School of Teacher Education
and Leadership, Distance Doctoral Program) 6n, 7, 7n, 15, 36, 37, 57, 61, 63, 75–85, 75n, 77n,
78n, 79, 80n, 83n, 86, 87, 95, 100n, 111, 112, 114, 116, 117n, 120, 122n, 125, 127, 128n, 137,
142n
Distance Doctoral Program (see Distance Education; School of Teacher Education and Leadership)
Dolores Doré Eccles Center for Early Care and Education (see also George S. and Dolores Doré
Eccles Foundation; Gifts and Donors) 38, 40, 56, 57, 138
Early Intervention Research Institute (EIRI) (see also Center for Persons with Disabilities) 91, 104,
113, 113n
Edith Bowen Laboratory School (EBLS) 10, 11, 19, 36, 37, 41, 41n, 42n, 48, 49, 54, 56–57, 62, 66,
70, 70n, 71, 104, 107, 115, 116, 138
Education Resources and Technology Center (ERTC) (see Dale W. and Adele C. Young Educational
Technology Center)
Educator Licensing (see also Teacher Preparation) 69, 69n, 71–76, 71n, 72n, 74n, 77n, 93, 108n,
109, 109n, 116, 117, 118, 131, 141n, 143n
Elementary Education (EL ED) Department (see also National Library of Virtual Manipulatives;
Reading First; School of Teacher Education and Leadership) 9, 19, 22, 27, 28, 31, 36, 54, 55, 78,
81, 84, 88n, 90, 96, 130–132, 132
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Alternative Route to Licensure (ARL) 74
Endorsements and Certificates 77, 86, 130–132
Graduate Programs 77, 80n
Service Programs 130–131, 132–133
Undergraduate Programs 7, 34, 68–70, 71, 77, 91–92, 120n, 141n
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services (EEJCEHS) (see also Emma Eccles
Jones Foundation; U.S. News & World Report) 1, 2n, 29, 42–43, 42n, 57, 63, 139, 144n
Emma Eccles Jones Center for Early Childhood Education (EEJCECE) (see also Elementary
Education Department; Emma Eccles Jones Foundation; Reading First) 19, 37, 41, 41n, 49, 86,
88–90
Emma Eccles Jones Distinguished Professor of Early Childhood Education (see also Emma Eccles
Jones Foundation) 41, 41n, 42n, 89, 138
Emma Eccles Jones Early Childhood Education and Research Center (see also Emma Eccles Jones
Foundation) 40, 42n, 49n, 52, 138
Emma Eccles Jones Education Building (see also Emma Eccles Jones Foundation) 8, 9, 10n, 15,
16, 33, 42n, 55, 78n, 116n
Emma Eccles Jones Foundation (see also Gifts and Donors) 14, 41–43, 42n, 49, 49n, 55–56, 56n,
60, 61, 62, 63, 90, 119, 138
Endowments (see Gifts and Donors)
Exceptional Child Center (ECC) (see also Center for Persons with Disabilities) 5, 6, 9, 16, 33, 99,
99n
External Funding (see Contracts and Grants)
Extramural Funding (see Contracts and Grants)
Family, Consumer, and Human Development (FCHD) Department (see also Child Development
Laboratory; Family Life Building; Family Life Center; FCHD West; Housing and Financial
Counseling Center; Marriage and Family Therapy) 15, 17, 19, 19n, 20, 24, 25, 27, 28, 32, 53,
54, 55, 78n, 94, 96, 101, 101n, 120–125, 120n, 133, 144n
Endorsements and Certificates 77
Graduate Programs 77, 122–123, 123n
Service Programs 120–125, 133
Undergraduate Programs 77, 120, 120n
Family Life Building (see also Family, Consumer, and Human Development Department) 15, 54,
121
Family Life Center (see also Family, Consumer, and Human Development Department) 15, 122,
123
FCHD West Building (see also Family, Consumer, and Human Development Department) 15, 121
George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles Foundation (see also Dolores Doré Eccles Center for Early
Care and Education; Gifts and Donors) 56, 138
Gifts and Donors (see also Dale W. and Adele C. Young Educational Technology Center;
Development Officer; Emma Eccles Jones Foundation; George S. and Dolores Doré Eccles
Foundation; National Advancement Board; Ray L. and Eloise Hoopes Lillywhite Estate;
Sorenson Legacy Foundation) 22, 29, 29n, 37, 38, 42, 42n, 44, 45, 49–63, 49n, 53n, 67, 115n,
135n, 138, 138n, 141n, 153–158
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (HPER) Department (see also HPER Building;
Wellness Center) 10, 15, 19, 25, 42n, 75, 85, 101n, 124, 124, 125–127, 144n, 145n
Graduate Programs 77, 126
Service Programs 125–127
Undergraduate Programs 35, 126
Housing and Financial Counseling Center (see also Family, Consumer, and Human Development
Department) 123
Human Services Research Center (HSRC) 16, 16, 88n
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Indicators of School Quality (ISQ) (see also Center for the School of the Future) 87–88, 87n
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences (ITLS) Department (see also Center for Open and
Sustainable Learning) 10, 19, 22, 28, 29, 29, 32, 35, 54, 61, 86, 92, 95, 101, 101n, 127–129,
127n, 128, 132, 140n, 145n
Endorsements and Certificates 76, 77
Graduate Programs 77, 77n, 127, 127n
Service Programs 127–129, 132, 133–134
Undergraduate Programs 68, 127n
Interdepartmental Doctoral Program (see also Curriculum and Instruction Doctoral Program;
School of Teacher Education and Leadership) 23, 78n, 127n
International Programs 132–134
Marriage and Family Therapy (MFT) (see also Family, Consumer, and Human Development
Department) 122–123, 122n
National Advancement Board (see also Gifts and Donors) 62, 141n
National Center for Hearing Assessment and Management (NCHAM) (see also Psychology
Department) 112–114, 113n, 114n, 115n, 116, 116n, 144n, 151
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) (see also Teacher Preparation)
18, 22, 35, 68–69, 71, 75, 76, 77n, 83n, 85, 140n, 141n, 142n
National Library of Virtual Manipulatives (NLVM) (see also Elementary Education Department)
28, 29
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) (see also Teacher Preparation) 72, 72n, 73, 89n
Northern Utah Curriculum Consortium (NUCC) (see also Academic Olympiad) 86
Office of Research Services (see also Associate Dean for Research; Bureau of Educational
Research; Contracts and Grants) 12n, 18, 18n, 20, 21n, 87n, 103n, 109n, 116n, 140n, 142n,
143n, 144n, 150
Annual Productivity Report 49n, 87n, 88n, 90, 109n, 116n, 140n, 145n
Publications and Editorships 11n, 18–20, 20n, 22n, 25, 31, 34
Praxis Test (see also Teacher Preparation) 71–73, 72n, 141n
Psychology (PSYCH) Department (see also American Indian Support Project; Community Clinic;
National Center for Hearing Assessment and Management) 3, 4, 5n, 9, 15, 19, 23, 27, 41, 54, 68,
100, 100n, 101, 101n, 112–113, 113n, 115n, 116, 116n, 117n, 118n, 119, 120, 123, 144n, 151
Graduate Programs 75, 76, 77, 100n, 116–120, 117n, 119n, 123, 144n
Service Programs 116–120, 129
Undergraduate Programs 15, 77, 78, 116n, 129
Ray B. West Building 9, 10, 10
Ray L. and Eloise H. Lillywhite Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Building (see also
Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department) 108
Ray L. and Eloise Hoopes Lillywhite Estate (see also Communicative Disorders and Deaf
Education Department; Gifts and Donors) 49, 58–60, 60n, 108, 108n, 114, 115n, 116n, 138
Reading First (see also Elementary Education Department; Emma Eccles Jones Center for Early
Childhood Education) 89–90, 89n
Rehabilitation Counseling (see also Special Education and Rehabilitation Department) 21, 21n, 32,
77, 78
School of Education 1–3, 24, 68, 139
School of Teacher Education and Leadership (School of TEAL) (see also Aggie Leadership
Coalition; Curriculum and Instruction Doctoral Program; Elementary Education Department;
Secondary Education Department) 22–23, 28, 38, 68, 75, 79, 80n, 93, 93n, 94, 95, 130, 143n,
151
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Administrative/Supervisory Certificate (A/SC) 23, 31, 76, 77, 79, 87
Distance Doctoral Program 79–82, 80n, 87, 142n
Secondary Education (SEC ED) Department (see also School of Teacher Education and
Leadership; Utah Writing Project) 4, 9, 19, 22, 27, 28, 31, 34, 38, 68, 86, 132
Alternative Route to Licensure (ARL) 74n, 75
Endorsements and Certificates 77, 131
Graduate Programs 75, 77
Secondary Teacher Education Program (STEP) 69, 71
Service Programs 131–132
Undergraduate Programs 7, 35, 35n, 68, 69, 72n, 77, 77n, 92n
SKI-HI Institute (see also Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department) 109–112,
110n, 143n, 144n
SODIA (see Elementary Education Department, Undergraduate Programs)
Sorenson Legacy Foundation (see also Beverley Taylor Sorenson Endowed Chair for Elementary
Arts Education; Beverley Taylor Sorenson Endowment for Elementary Arts Education; Gifts and
Donors) 29, 52, 56–58, 87, 138
Sound Beginnings of Cache Valley (see also Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Department) 40, 52, 113, 115–116, 115, 116n
Special Education and Rehabilitation (SPER) Department (see also ASSERT; Autism; Center for
Persons with Disabilities; Disability Disciplines Doctorate; Rehabilitation Counseling) 5n, 9, 10,
13, 15, 18, 19, 21, 27, 28, 35, 36, 54, 67, 100, 100n, 101, 101n, 113, 113n, 151
Alternative Route to Licensure 73–75
Endorsements and Certificates 76, 77, 100n
Graduate Programs 21, 32, 75, 77, 78, 109n, 115
Undergraduate Programs 35, 68, 69, 71, 76, 76n, 77, 78
Speech-Language-Hearing Center (see also Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education
Department) 106n, 107–108, 143n
Speech-Language Pathology (see also Communicative Disorders and Deaf Education Department)
21, 22, 59, 74, 115, 115n, 116
Substitute Teaching Institute (STI) 88n
Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC) (see also Teacher Preparation) 35, 68
Teacher Preparation (see also Associate Dean for Graduation, Educator Licensing and
Accreditation; Associate Dean for Teacher Education; Council on Teacher Education; Educator
Licensing; National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education; No Child Left Behind;
Praxis Test; Teacher Education Accreditation Council) 35, 35n, 41, 57, 68–74, 94, 100, 120n,
142n
Alternative Route to Licensure (ARL) 73–75, 74n, 142n
Endorsements and Certificates 77
International Teacher Preparation 92–96
Technical Assistance 57, 89, 90, 102, 106, 112, 113–114
University Awards to College Faculty 26n, 27, 27n, 28, 135n
University Positions Held by College Faculty 26, 28
U.S. News & World Report 10–14, 12n, 13n, 20, 21, 25, 37
Utah Assistive Technology Program (UATP) (see also Center for Persons with Disabilities) 105–
106, 133, 143n
Utah Writing Project (UWP) (see also Secondary Education Department) 90, 91
WebAIM (see also Center for Persons with Disabilities) 105, 134, 143n
Wellness Center (see also Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Department) 125–126, 125
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•

CPD: Center for Persons with Disabilities (prior to 1984, ECC:
Exceptional Child Center; and, prior to 1991, DCHP: Developmental
Center for Handicapped Persons).
CSF: Center for School of the Future.
CDDE or COMDDE: Department of Communicative Disorders and Deaf
Education (prior to 1994, COM D: Communicative Disorders).
EBLS: Edith Bowen Laboratory School.
EL ED: Department of Elementary Education.
EEJCECE: Emma Eccles Jones Center for Early Childhood Education.
FCHD: Department of Family, Consumer, and Human Development.
HPER: Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
ITLS: Department of Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences
(prior to 2008, IT: Department of Instructional Technology).
NCHAM: National Center for Hearing Assessment and Management.
PSYCH: Department of Psychology.
SEC ED: Department of Secondary Education.
SPER: Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation (prior to 1995,
SpED).
TEAL: School of Teacher Education and Leadership (prior to 2008, the
Departments of Elementary and Secondary Education).
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